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ABSTRACT

This dissertation seeks to illuminate aspects of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
theological legacy that have thus far either gone unnoticed or have been inadequately
addressed. In particular I am concerned to unearth King’s soteriological legacy for
historically privileged groups, especially those claiming a Christian identity. This project
explores the ways in which King’s theological method, doctrine of God, and theological
anthropology informed his soteriology. Special attention is given to King’ social location
as a fourth generation African American preacher reared in the racially hostile South, and
the ways in which his early experiences shaped the questions, tasks, and aims of his
theological program. From the early days of his teen years, King was acutely aware of
the problem of evil, particularly in its social dimensions, and he began to explore what
his role would be in its elimination. During his formal education at Morehouse College,
Crozer Theological Seminary, and Boston University, King refined the theological
conceptions that he had inherited from the Black Baptist tradition of his youth while
forging his own unique perspective. Over the course of his involvement in the Civil
Rights Movement, King’s praxis-oriented approach to doing theology provided ongoing
clarity and epistemological certitude. King’s soteriology, in both its personal and social
dimensions, still stands as a much needed complement and corrective for Christians in
places of power and privilege today.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the seemingly innumerable accounts offered by historians, social
scientists, and theologians, as well as those proffered by popular culture, the legacy of
Martin Luther King, Jr. remains misinterpreted and, worse, misappropriated by many. It
has been argued by one political scientist that King was a “person of color” who had
political ambitions professionally, but due to the societal limitations imposed on African
Americans during the King years, he saw the ordained ministry as the next best
alternative.1 Others have argued that King is “best understood as a theologian,”2 while
still others have claimed that he was “neither a systematic theologian, nor a great
religious thinker.”3 Clayborne Carson, who has dedicated most of his career to
preserving King’s writings, speeches, and orations, claims that King’s identity and legacy
has become so distorted over the years that he wonders “if he would be welcome at
Martin Luther King Day.”4 That is, King’s concern for the plight of the poor, his
1

Peter Lawler, Professor of Political Science at Berry College, made this statement in a
conversation with this writer. The desire to better understand King’s constitutive commitments became the
topic of an undergraduate thesis.
2

Luther D. Ivory, Toward a Theology of Radical Involvement: The Theological Legacy of Martin
Luther King, Jr. (Nashville: Abington, 1997), 16-17.
3

Ira Chernus, American Nonviolence: The History of an Idea (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2004),

161.
4

Clayborne Carson, Interviewed by Tavis Smiley in MLK: A Call to Conscience [Tavis Smiley
Presents PBS Television Series]. Dir. Allan Palmer, Prod. Sasheen Artis. Original air date: 31 March 2010.
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impatience with government spending to support violent campaigns abroad at the
expense of desperately needed programs of social uplift at home, and his penetrating
analysis of the interrelationship of many of the nation’s social maladies would not likely
be welcomed as a topic of conversation at commemoration events claiming to honor
King’s legacy.
Scholarship in recent years has sought to reclaim King’s legacy, particularly his
contribution as a theological thinker. The challenge has been due in part to the lack of
clarity about what it means to be a theologian. There is no general consensus regarding
the tasks of the theologian, the audience(s) to whom the theologian makes a claim to
attention, or the criteria employed for adjudicating “truth” claims. David Tracy has made
a significant contribution to resolving these issues. He helps denote the distinct, but
perhaps inseparable sub-disciplines within theology including formal (academic),
systematic (ecclesial), and practical (public).5
Kenneth Smith and Ira Zepp were among the first to provide an account of the
intellectual sources that influenced King’s thought. In later years their work came under
heavy criticism for not fully appreciating the degree to which King’s social location as a
an African American in the racially hostile South, his family of origin, the church of his
youth, and other aspects of his social milieu contributed to his later thought and praxis.
Lewis Baldwin and James Cone, as well as biographers Taylor Branch and David Garrow
have done extensive work in complementing what was previously missing in that regard.

5

David Tracy, The Analogical Imagination: Christianity in an Age of Pluralism (New York:
Crossroad Publishing, 1981), see especially Chapters 1 and 2.

2

Identifying the specific doctrines that undergirded King’s social activism and
leadership in the Civil Rights Movement has been done most effectively by Noel Erskine,
Richard Wills, Rufus Burrow, James Cone, and Luther Ivory. Erskine offers what he
sees as the proper method and tasks of theology, and he argues on those bases that King
rightfully deserves his place “among the theologians.” He introduces King’s praxisoriented approach to theology, and contrasts his method and aims with that of James
Cone, Paul Tillich, and Karl Barth. Wills focuses primarily on King’s theological
anthropology, and Burrow illuminates the ways in which Boston personalism contributed
to King’s concepts of God and the human condition while also offering helpful links to
his social activism. Cone is insistent that King was primarily the product of the Black
church, and that any analysis of King’s theology must be viewed through that lens.
Ivory’s work most closely resembles this project in locating King as a praxis theologian
of “radical involvement.” His treatment of King’s praxis addresses many of the major
“traditional” theological doctrines, but he fails to deal adequately with King’s
soteriology.
This dissertation seeks to illuminate aspects of King’s theological legacy that
have thus far either gone unnoticed or have been inadequately addressed. Surprisingly
little consideration has been given to the relationship between King’s conceptions of
God, anthropology, and soteriology. While both Erskine and Ivory introduce King’s
method of doing theology, they do so, for the most part, implicitly. And, although Wills
argues that King’s theological anthropology is foundational, his anthropology can only be
understood as it is held in tension with his doctrine of God and as that tension is related to
his broader concern (eliminating evil/salvation). Finally, King’s epistemology has not
3

received proper consideration. That is, the degree to which his theological program was
validated and often sublated over the course of his involvement in the freedom movement
has not received sufficient attention.
This dissertation is not primarily designed to serve as a corrective to the work of
those who have analyzed King’s thought thus far; rather, it is my intention to further the
efforts of those seeking to reclaim King’s theological legacy. In each of the following
chapters I will follow the same basic structure. Recognizing the significance of King’s
social location and its influence on his thought and praxis, I will identify those early
experiences and formative influences that had a direct relationship to the topic under
discussion. In previous works on King, the social milieu from which he emerged has
been addressed more broadly without any clear indication of how it shaped particular
aspects of his theology. That is, several scholars have insisted that King’s theology
cannot be understood apart from the Black Baptist tradition of his youth, but beyond
generalizations about the emphasis placed on liberation, justice, and equality among
historically African American churches, little has been done to demonstrate how those
emphases are related to specific theological doctrines. As part of King’s social location, I
will look to King’s graduate school essays and examinations in order to unearth the more
traditional theological categories that are implicit in later speeches, sermons, and
writings. Conceptions that are often stated in accessible language for broader audiences
prove to be rather textured and nuanced when analyzed in the context of his graduate
school interlocutors.
Next, I will turn to published and unpublished sermons, speeches, and writings in
my analysis of King’s theology looking for clues as to any changes in his thought over
4

time. Was King more optimistic about the potential for personal and social
transformation at one period of his life than he was at another? Did King’s emphasis on
love shift as he was perennially confronted with resistance to change? Related to these
questions is my final inquiry of each chapter. That is, how were King’s theological
conceptions authenticated, negated, or sublated through praxis? By placing King’s
theology within its historical context, I hope to demonstrate how his thought changed, if
at all, through praxis.

The Primary Purpose(s) of This Dissertation
According to Wills, “To date, much of the King scholarship . . . has, in essence,
argued that King is best described as the product of their unique disciplines’ bent and
tends to emphasize the particularity of their individual claims.”6 Wills’ concern is duly
noted, but like other King scholars, my agenda will be evident throughout. The
significance of this dissertation is, to begin with, personal. My project grows out of a
desire to better understand King and his message for historically privileged groups in
general, and those who have claimed a Christian identity in particular. Having grown up
in King’s home state, I have firsthand knowledge of white evangelical churches whose
primary sense of mission is the salvation of individual souls. Throughout my
undergraduate, seminary, and doctoral studies I have served in the area of religious
education in United Methodist, Episcopal, and Lutheran (ELCA) churches, and I am
currently an ordained minister with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Although

6

Richard Wayne Wills, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Image of God (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2009), xii.

5

many of these traditions would characterize themselves as moderate to progressive with a
concern for issues of injustice, it has been my experience that mainline churches
“remain silent behind the anesthetizing security of the stained-glass windows,” not unlike
those that once caused King to wonder, “What kind of people worship here? Who is
their God?”7 It is my intention to hear again, perhaps for the first time, King’s message
of liberation.
Although much attention has been given in recent years to King’s rightful place
among the theologians, particularly the emancipatory thrust of his theology, his message
of freedom for the oppressor has gone all but unnoticed. Beyond platitudinous claims
that “no one is free until all are free,” I will explore the theological underpinnings that led
to King’s commitment to redemptive suffering and his willingness to die if it proved
necessary to “free [his] white brethren from a permanent death of the spirit.”8 The fact
that he made good on that promise should alert us to the possibility that there was
something much more significant to his understanding of the indivisibility of freedom
and justice than we have yet to fully grasp. “We are caught in an inescapable network of
mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny,” King often said, and the fact that he died
supporting sanitation workers reveals just how sincerely he meant it.9

7

King, A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings and Speeches of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Edited by James M. Washington (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991), 299.
8

King, I Have a Dream: Writings and Speeches that Changed the World. Edited by James M.
Washington, Foreword by Coretta Scott King (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1986), 69.
9

Ibid., 85.
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Smith and Zepp have rightly argued that the beloved community was the
organizing principle around which all of King’s thought and praxis cohered.10 But King
knew that in order for the beloved community to be actualized, humanity must be
liberated from personal and social evil. That was, after all, the quest that had driven him
since the days of his childhood. This was his “orienting concern.”11
For King, the problem of evil was more than a theological abstraction. Having
witnessed and even experienced the abuses of systemic oppression, he began asking at an
early age questions about the nature of God, the human condition, and whether or not
persons and systems could be transformed. Through his formal education, particularly at
the historically black institution of higher learning, Morehouse College, he began to
formulate his question with more conceptual clarity. By the time he graduated from
Morehouse, he had decided that Christian ministry was the vocation to which he was
being called in his quest to set captives and captors free from systemic injustice. At
Crozer Theological Seminary and Boston University, King navigated between theological
liberalism’s optimism for personal and social change on the one hand, and neoorthodoxy’s emphasis on a more “realistic” assessment of human potentialities on the
other. By the time he graduated from Boston University with a Ph.D. in philosophical
theology, he was able to articulate the question and what he believed to be the solution so
simply that one might mistake him for being simplistic. But when he asked the
“perplexing” question: “How can evil be cast out of individual and collective lives?” the
10

Kenneth L. Smith and Ira G. Zepp, Search for the Beloved Community, with Foreward by Lewis
V. Baldwin (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 1974, 1998), 129.
11

Randy Maddox introduces the phrase in his treatment of John Wesley’s practical theology. See
the “Introduction” in Responsible Grace: John Wesley’s Practical Theology (Nashville: Kingswood Books,
1994), 18.

7

answer he provided has a theological profundity that is often missed and, to date,
unexplored by King scholars. King’s theological method, doctrine of God, theological
anthropology and his soteriology can be identified in the statement:
. . . neither God nor man will individually bring the world’s salvation.
Rather, both man and God, made one in a marvelous unity of purpose
through an overflowing love as the free gift of himself on the part of God
and by the perfect obedience and receptivity on the part of man, can
transform the old into the new and drive out the deadly cancer of sin.12
From the time he accepted his first pastorate at Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in
Montgomery, Alabama, until the day he was assassinated on the Balcony of the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis, Tennessee, King wagered his own salvation and the redemption of
the nation on this deceivingly simple resolution to the soteriological conundrum he had
been grappling with since his youth. In the following pages I hope to illuminate what I
believe is King’s most important legacy as a theologian.

12

King, “The Answer to a Perplexing Question” in Strength to Love (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1963, 1981), 133.

8

CHAPTER 1
KING’S PRAXIS-ORIENTED METHOD
“Since the question of method is of such vital importance in theological construction, it is
hardly possible to gain an adequate understanding of a theologian’s basic thought without
an understanding of his methodology.”1 – Martin Luther King, Jr.

The ambiguity surrounding the legacy of King is due in part to the lack of
consensus surrounding the proper sources, tasks, criteria, and aims of theology in general.
It is also a result of the elusive definition of practical theology. King was indeed a
theologian, but one who, rather than seeking to articulate a theological system, employed
theological reflection as one of several steps in his quest to eliminate social evil. He was
a praxis theologian in that the concrete situation (race, poverty, war) was given priority
alongside thought and action. That is, both reflection on theological norms and religious
practices were for King inseparable from situations that affect people in the day-to-day
affairs of their lives. And, of the concrete conditions and affairs, those that threatened
human dignity and freedom were of utmost importance.

1

King, The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Volume II: Rediscovering Lost Values. Senior
Editor Clayborne Carson (Berkley: The University of California Press, 1994), 351.

9

King’s method for doing theology was not created in a vacuum. As this chapter
demonstrates, King’s social location informed without determining his subsequent
“orienting concern” and theological praxis. In order to address King’s method, it is
instructive to look at practical theology more broadly.

What is Practical Theology?
Although his article was written in 1991, Randy L. Maddox’s subtitle is
applicable today; practical theology remains “A Discipline in Search of a Definition.”2
Even the word “practical,” ironically, can serve as a misnomer. Practical, in the sense it is
used by practical theologians, connotes phronesis (wisdom) rather than the “application”
of theories or, in the case of theology, doctrines worked out elsewhere.3 Similarly,
“praxis” itself can be an ambiguous concept. On occasion theologians refer to praxis as
practice and vice versa. Praxis, however, as it will be used in this project, is properly
understood as “theory-laden” practice. As Maddox explains, “The difference between
practice and praxis . . . is that in the latter the theory has been made self-conscious and
reflected upon critically.” Praxis, then, is “theory-laden action that leads to critical
reflection and, in turn, leads to further theory-laden action,” or “reflected-upon action and
acted-upon reflection – both rolled into one.” 4 This tension between action and

2

Randy L. Maddox, “Practical Theology: A Discipline in Search of a Definition” in Perspectives
in Religious Studies 18 (1991): 159-69.
3

For a brief but thorough history of practical theology, see “Theology and Practice Outside the
Clerical Paradigm” in Practical Theology: The Emerging Field in Theology, Church, and World. Don S.
Browning, Ed. (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1983), 22-41.
4

Browning, 13.
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reflection is generally agreed upon by practical theologians. The proper starting point,
however, is a matter of ongoing debate.
Where does one begin when doing theology? For some, belief (theory/reflection)
is the proper point of departure. For others, action (practice) is given the priority. The
former argue that correct belief leads to more faithful practices, while the latter argue the
theology is reflection upon faith practices. Miroslav Volf, representative of those who
emphasize belief (theory/reflection) as the correct point of departure, acknowledges that
there are both “belief-shaped practices” and “practice-shaped beliefs.” The question is
which one “grounds” the other? For Volf, beliefs ground practices. He argues:
One’s interest in God may be awakened and one’s understanding of God
will be deepened through engagement of practices. But we engage in
practices for the sake of God; we don’t construe a picture of God so as to
justify engagement in a particular set of practices. As the highest good,
God matters for God’s own sake, not for the sake of a preferred way of
life. Since we identify who God is through belief—primarily through the
canonical witness to divine self-revelation—adequate beliefs about God
cannot be ultimately grounded in a way of life; a way of life must be
grounded in adequate beliefs about God.5
This is not to say that practices are merely derived from beliefs, however. Volf asserts,
“Christian beliefs normatively shape Christian practices,” yet “engaging in practices can
lead to the acceptance and deeper understanding of these beliefs.”6 For Volf, then, there
is an epistemological element of practices, i.e., that of deepening belief. According to
Rebecca Chopp, however, “there has been a paradigm shift, a ‘new’ way of ‘doing’

5

Mirsoslav Volf, “Theology for a Way of Life” in Miroslav Volf and Dorothy C. Bass, Eds.
Practicing Theology: Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
2002), 260.
6

Ibid., 258.
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theology.” 7 “This new way of faith,” she argues, “is a relocation of Christianity in
activity, with faith being understood not primarily through beliefs, doctrines, or
individual feelings but through praxis.”8 Likewise, Andrew Root argues, “practical
theology does deep reflection on the meaning of individuals’ and communities’ particular
action (practice).”9
Dennis McCann cautions that placing too heavy an emphasis on either
belief/doctrine or practice/action can lead to being absorbed into one of “two demons”—
either “excessive spiritualization” or “politicization” respectively. For him, “Each evades
the demands of Christian witness in the world, but in opposite ways.”10 Stated
differently, practical theology seeks to avoid the overemphasis of “orthodoxy” on the one
hand and “orthopraxy” on the other through a mutually critical action-reflection circle
with transformative possibilities for each. What ultimately matters, most praxis-oriented
theologians concede, is that beliefs and practices are conjoined through praxis in the
concrete affairs of everyday life. But which beliefs and practices, and to which concrete
affairs?

7

Rebecca Chopp, The Praxis of Suffering: An Interpretation of Liberation and Political
Theologies (Eugene, Oregon: Wipt & Stock, 1986), 118.
8

Ibid.

9

Andrew Root, “Practical Theology as Social Ethical Action in Christian Ministry: Implications
from Emmanuel Levinas and Dietrich Bonhoeffer.” International Journal of Practical Theology, Vol. 10
Issue 1 (2006): 58.
10

Dennis McCann, “Practical Theology and Social Action,” in Don. S. Browning Ed. Practical
Theology, 109.
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Social Location
There is a growing appreciation of the ways in which one’s social location (race,
socio-economic status, education, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, etc.) will
profoundly affect the sources, normative criteria, and aims of theological reflection and
action. Consistent with other liberation theologians,11 James Cone contends that “it is the
theologian’s personal history, in a particular social setting, that serves as the most
important factor in shaping the methodology and content of his or her theological
perspective.”12 Echoing Cone, José Miguez-Bonino insists, “All theologians do theology
from a particular location. It makes it possible to see certain things while blinding
theologians to others.”13

So, while social location may not always be determinative, it

would be difficult to overstate the role it plays in shaping the selection of sources and
norms of theological reflection and action, as well as the overarching theme that seems to
most often preoccupy the theologian.

Orienting Concern
According to David Tracy, “[e]ach theologian seems dominated by a single
concern.”14 That concern, he maintains, usually “takes the form of a particular thematic
focus (salvation-reconciliation-liberation) around which cohere all uses of the broad

11

Not all practical theology takes on liberation themes. Again, one’s social location will play a
profound role in shaping one’s “orienting concern.”
12

James Cone, God of the Oppressed (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1997), xix. Emphasis added.

13

José Miguez-Bonino, “Theology as Critical Reflection and Liberating Praxis” in Theodore W.
Jennings, Jr., Ed. The Vocation of the Theologian (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985),39-40.
14

David Tracy, The Analogical Imagination, 54.
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range of the Christian symbol system and the broad range of experience disclosed by
those symbols.”15 Similarly, Maddox explains that an orienting concern can be
understood as an “abiding interest which influences the selection, interpretation, relative
emphasis, and interweaving of theological commitments and practices.”16 It is not, he
argues, “simply one theological concept or metaphor among others”; rather, “It is a
perspective within which one construes . . . all the various types of theological
concepts.”17 Again, the social location will profoundly affect both sources and norms, as
well as the thematic focus of the theologian, and this is not without epistemological
import.

Epistemology
More accurate “seeing” (Miguez-Bonino) contributes to more faithful and
effective doing, just as more effective and accurate doing leads to better ways of
“knowing.” For practical theologians, a praxis-oriented approach offers a better strategy
for knowing than either classical reflection on dogma or technical application, because
“the highest level of knowing is intelligent and responsible doing.”18 As Tracy argues,
“Practical theologies . . . will assume praxis as the proper criterion for the meaning and
truth of theology.”19 Knowing, as it is understood here, closely resembles phronesis, i.e.

15

Ibid.

16

Maddox, Responsible Grace, 18.

17

Ibid., A fuller account of the role of an “orienting concern” in the theological framework of
practical theologians by Maddox can be found on pp. 17-19..
18
Bevans, 17-18.
19

Tracy, 57.
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the practical wisdom developed through the distinct yet inseparable moments in theology
(theory-informed action and action-informed theory). These “moments” are made
explicit in what practical theologians often refer to as a “hermeneutical circle.”

Hermeneutical Circle
Most practical theologians, liberation and otherwise, employ some version of a
hermeneutical circle that includes as few as two stages (ongoing action and reflection), or
a more nuanced one that involves several stages. As noted above, King’s method began
with the concrete situation, and then sought within traditional and non-traditional sources
the most effective and faithful response (praxis). Several steps can be identified in
King’s theological method, including: (1) the empirical-descriptive (what is happening),
(2) the interpretive, (why it is happening), (3) an appeal to normative sources (what ought
to be happening), and (4), responsible action (theory informed action or praxis).20 As an
ongoing transformational process, i.e. action and reflection, theory informed action leads
to new descriptive, interpretive, and normative questions and the cycle continues.

Summary:
One’s social location will profoundly shape the thematic focus or orienting
concern which, in turn, influences the sources, tasks, and aims of the theologian. For
praxis theologians, doing and knowing are inseparable because action-informed theory
leads to better theory-informed practice, and thus the development of practical wisdom.
20

The first three steps were taken from Richard Osmer’s four-step hermeneutical circle in
Practical Theology: An Introduction (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008), 4ff. The forth step of Osmer’s
circle includes the “pragmatic,” which, as will become evident, is a misnomer for King. King’s evolved
commitment to nonviolent emancipatory praxis became such that he employed it even when it was
inexpedient. See also Miguel de la Torre, Doing Christian Ethics from the Margins 58-69.
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The following section and subsequent chapters will demonstrate that King’s method
closely resembled that of other practical theologians. Formed by early influences and
refined through his theological education (social location), King’s doctrines of God and
theological anthropology (thought) were sometimes authenticated and sometimes
sublated through his leadership and involvement (praxis) in the nonviolent struggle to
liberate (soteriology) captives and captors alike from the triple evils of racism, poverty,
and violence.
The Role of Social Location in King’s Practical Theology
There are those who have sought to understand King in light of his family
influences, early encounters with racism, the Black church tradition, and Morehouse
College. Others, however, regard his formal theological training and “intellectual
sources” engaged at Crozer Theological Seminary and Boston University as the key to
understanding his thought and praxis.21 The early events witnessed and experienced by
King, both positive and negative, as well as his exposure to liberal theology were integral
to King’s theological activity. They should each, therefore, be taken into account.
However, King’s praxis itself also became a source of further thought and action. To get

21

According to Richard Lischer, “The conventional inquiry into the religious motive of King’s
actions portrays him as a theological thinker decisively shaped by his seminary and graduate school
professors. . . If the black gospel tradition is mentioned, it is only as one of many ingredients in the recipe.”
He continues, “Although King made superficial references to the talisman of modern thought, he critically
engaged none of them, not Hegel, Marx, Thoreau, even Gandhi, and allowed none of them a singularly
formative influence in the revolution he pursued.” See Lischer, “The Word That Moves: The Preaching of
Martin Luther King, Jr.” in Theology Today, Vol. 46, No. 2 (July 1989): 170. Similarly, James Cone
asserts, “The white public and also many white scholars have misunderstood King, because they know so
little about the Black Church community, ignoring its effect upon his life and thought.” See Risks of Faith,
74.
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a more complete picture, then, King’s early experiences, formal theological training, and
later praxis will be addressed in turn.
Taylor Branch, David Garrow, Stewart Burns, Lewis Baldwin and others have
offered extensive accounts of the profound impact that King’s grandmother and mother
had on his understanding of agape love, the influence of his father on the relationship of
faith and resistance to systemic injustice, as well as King’s encounters with racism. Each
influence left an indelible impression on his later thought and praxis.
In chapters two (Doctrine of God), three (Theological Anthropology) and four
(Soteriology) particular experiences, mentors, intellectual influences and sources will be
discussed insofar as they prove illuminative of the doctrine and praxis under discussion.
Here it is instructive to highlight more generally some of King’s formational experiences
and influences.

Formative Years
In his autobiography, recounts the ways in which the early influences of his life,
particularly his most immediate family members, made an indelible mark on his
theology. And although King was surrounded by a community of family and church
members who would have sheltered him, he could not ultimately be kept immune from
the social ills of the environment in which he was reared. From being refused service at
both public and commercial facilities, to being forced to stand for the duration of a
ninety-mile bus trip home from the speech contest he had just won, to being slapped as an
eight-year-old by a white woman who had mistakenly accused him of stepping on her
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foot,22 King began early on to grapple with questions of identity, the human condition,
divine will, injustice, and the role of the church in the affairs of the world.
King had a unique relationship with his grandmother, Jennie C. Williams, whom
he referred to as “Mama.” She was a powerful matriarch of both the King family and a
“first lady” of Ebenezer Baptist Church. Once, when King’s brother, “A.D.,” slid down a
banister and knocked Ms. Williams to the ground unconscious, King became so
overcome emotionally that he flung himself from a second-story window in an apparent
suicide attempt. Several years later, while he was supposed to be studying, King slipped
off to observe a parade. He returned home to discover that Ms. Williams had died of a
heart attack while at a church where she was to serve as the Women’s Day Speaker.
Feeling responsible for her death, that somehow his slipping away had something to do
with her heart attack, he once again threw himself from the second story window.23 The
incident, King later recalled, “had a tremendous effect on my religious development.”24
It marked the beginning of his reflections on and convictions about personal
immortality.25 It marked also the beginning of his intellectual inquiry and even
skepticism about literal interpretations of the bible and some of the more
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“fundamentalist” positions of his childhood church. The very next year, at the age of 13,
King “shocked” his Sunday School class “by denying the bodily resurrection of Jesus.”26
Of course, King’s parents also had a tremendous effect on his theological
formation. He once remarked, “[i]n my own life and in the life of a person who is
seeking to be strong, you combine in your character antitheses strongly marked. You are
both militant and moderate, idealistic and realistic.” This tendency toward a dialectical
view of reality, which would later cause him to gravitate toward Hegel’s dialectical
method, was likely a natural outgrowth of what King perceived to be complementary
roles played by his parents. King recalled, “I think my strong determination for justice
comes from the very strong, dynamic personality of my father, and I would hope that the
gentle aspect comes from a mother who is very gentle and sweet.”27
King’s mother, Alberta, was perhaps most instrumental in forming a profound
sense of self-worth in King and his siblings. In an environment that sought to strip him
of human dignity and self-estimation as an equal to the white majority, King said his
mother “tried to explain the divided system of the South—the segregated schools,
restaurants, theaters, housing, white and colored signs on drinking fountains, waiting
rooms, lavatories—as a social condition rather than a natural order.” King’s mother, he
said, was forced to “confront the age-old problem of the Negro parent in America.” That
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is, she had to try to instill a sense of “somebodyness” in the face of a system that “stared
me in the face every day saying you are ‘less than,’ you are ‘not equal to.’”28
Unlike King’s soft-spoken and mild-tempered mother, “Daddy King” was a “stern
disciplinarian with a volcanic temper . . . frequently administering corporal
punishment.”29 However, possessing within himself “antitheses strongly marked,” King,
Jr. recalled, “The first twenty-five years of my life were very comfortable years. If I had
a problem I could always call Daddy. Things were solved. Life had been wrapped up for
me in a Christmas package.”30 King, Sr.’s leadership as president of the NAACP, his
involvement in the equalization of teacher’s salaries, and resistance to the practice of
segregation on courthouse elevators would profoundly shape King’s understanding of the
relationship between faith and social activism.31 King, Sr. represented the kind of
leadership found in the more socially engaged Black church tradition.

The Black Church tradition
Several King scholars (James Cone, Lewis Baldwin, Noel Erskine, Rufus Burrow,
et al) have argued that King cannot be understood apart from the Black church tradition.
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Since King was a fourth generation minister, their claim appears incontrovertible. 32 But
what does being from the Black church tradition mean, exactly? Baldwin explains:
Given the diversity within the black church community, one might wonder
why “black Christian tradition” is employed . . . as a single or unified
phenomenon. [It] rests on the conviction that black Christians in America,
despite the differences that separate them, have historically been the
products of a cultural experience dominated by oppression and have
engaged in a common quest for equal rights and social justice. Their
common heritage, experiences, and tendencies have led to an emphasis on
certain values and customs that make it possible to speak of “the black
Christian tradition” or “the black church” in a broad and inclusive sense.33
This common experience of oppression and the quest for liberation, however, as unifying
as it was, evoked varied responses. “Black Americans,” Baldwin asserts, “have differed
historically in their responses to racism and oppression.”34 Citing Robert M. Franklin’s
“five modes of orientation,” Baldwin explains that responses typically included one of
the following: progressive accommodationism (gradual emancipation within the existing
order), redemptive nationalism (the establishment of a separate black nation), grassroots
revivalism (emphasizing personal salvation and abstinence from political and other
“worldly” endeavors), prosperity positivism (using the status quo to attain wealth and
security), and prophetic radicalism (challenging unjust systems verbally and with
sustained action). Baldwin argues that, as with his tendency with other traditions and
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theological orientations, King “the Great Synthesizer” was able to take the best from each
while complementing respective deficiencies.35
King also synthesized the roles of former slave preachers. Again, the unifying
theme among historically African American churches was the shared experience of
oppression and the common quest for liberation from unjust social structures. Faced with
an overwhelming power disadvantage, African American preachers took the role,
according to Richard Lischer, of either Sustainer or Reformer. The Sustainers, he writes,
“ministered to the spiritual needs of enslaved and segregated people but never attempted
to revolutionize the conditions under which they lived.” The Reformers, on the other
hand, “were willing to raise hell for the freedom of the race . . . to translate
congregational and charismatic power into political clout.”36 The former focused on an
other-worldly salvation in which those who were ill-fed and ill-housed would have plenty
to eat and live in mansions “that outshone the finest plantations.”37 The latter, while
embracing the care element of the Sustainers, sought liberation as an urgent dimension of
“this world.” Again, King was a great synthesizer of both responses to oppression and
segregation. He appreciated the role of the Sustainers and their capacity to imagine
(dream) of another way of being that would one day be a reality. He also appreciated a
form of “double talk” employed by Sustainers to signify one thing to white slave owners
and another to the slaves. He rejected, however, the preoccupation with the world to
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come. Instead, the slaves and later the segregated minority, as children created in the
image of God, must always resist evil even to the point of suffering. “The acceptance of
unmerited suffering,” Lischer writes, “identifies the victim with the purposes of God,”
thus the once powerless victim now “pulls all the moral levers,”38 with redemptive
(liberative) possibilities for both captive and captor.
Of course, King’s identification with the Reformers was not created in a vacuum.
Lischer points out that Benjamin E. Mays, a friend of the King family and president of
Morehouse College during King’s enrollment there, lamented that during the 1930’s
three-quarters of the sermons from more than six hundred urban congregations he visited
focused on otherworldly themes. Mays, whom King considered a “spiritual and
intellectual father,”39 would prove instrumental in King’s formation, not only with regard
to a more socially oriented emphasis as a preacher, but with his understanding of what it
meant to be a Christian minister more broadly.

Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia
King’s college years can be included among those of his “early experiences and
influences” in part due to his age at the time of enrollment. Because “World War II had
reduced Morehouse’s student body to under 500 . . . President Mays was willing to
experiment with unusually young and promising students.”40 King was among those with
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whom Mays was willing to experiment, and in the fall of 1944, at the age of only fifteen
years old, he entered historic Morehouse College as a freshman. This decision proved to
be pivotal in for King’s vocational trajectory.
Prior to entering Morehouse, King was somewhat dubious about the potential of
the church in general or ministers in particular to effect the kind of societal change so
urgently needed. And while he had observed the importance of his father’s leadership
within and beyond the church, his experiences with fundamentalism and what he deemed
a tendency toward “emotionalism” seemed to him inadequate to address the complexity
of social evil. He once remarked,
I had seen that most Negro ministers were unlettered, not trained in
seminaries, and that gave me pause. I had been brought up in the church
and knew about religion, but I wondered whether it could serve as a
vehicle to modern thinking, whether religion could be intellectually
respectable as well as emotionally satisfying.41
He would likely make a greater contribution, he thought, through the practice of either
medicine or law. His exposure to Mays and religion professor George D. Kelsey,42
however, enabled him to transcend previously held apprehensions about Christian
ministry. He later reflected, “Two men – Dr. Mays . . . and Dr. George Kelsey. . . made
me stop and think. Both were ministers, both deeply religious, and yet both were learned
men, aware of all the trends of modern thinking. I could see in their lives the ideal of
what I wanted a minister to be.”43
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The combination of early experiences with racism, the initial images of God and
immortality as reflected in his mother and grandmother, the relationship of faith and
social involvement modeled by his father, and the erudition of Mays and Kelsey
convinced King that the best way to “serve humanity” would be through Christian
ministry. Having overcome his vocational crisis, he now needed the proper theological
tools with which to respond.44 The next step, then, was a formal graduate theological
education.

Formal Theological Education
I have thus far highlighted some of the formational events and influences of King
in his family of origin, the Black church of his youth, and his encounters with African
American scholar-ministers. It is difficult to overstate the importance of these early
experiences in shaping King’s later thought and praxis. King’s early years were not
determinative, however.45 Clayborne Carson makes a similar, albeit implicit, claim.
King’s subsequent theological education, he says, “should not be seen as a transformative
experience but as a refinement of pre-existing beliefs.”46 Carson writes:
Although his exposure to the writings of white theologians and his
acquisition of a doctoral degree in systematic theology set him apart from
other grassroots leaders and contributed to his emergence as the
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preeminent spokesperson, King’s basic values and beliefs were established
at an early age.”47
Carson emphasizes two important points. First, King’s fundamental convictions were
formed early in his life. Next, however, his theological education did serve to refine his
pre-existing beliefs and set him apart from other grassroots leaders. In order to get a
more complete sense of King’s subsequent thought and praxis, then, his formal
theological education must be considered.

Crozer Theological Seminary in Chester, Pennsylvania
Having had the “shackles of fundamentalism removed from [his] body” during
the Morehouse years,48 as well as discerning the direction his vocation would take, King
began at Crozer what he regarded as a “serious intellectual quest for a method to
eliminate social evil.”49 He continued to synthesize the contributions of the thinkers with
whom he was engaged, sometimes becoming “so enamored” that, by his own admission,
he came “dangerously close” to accepting their positions “uncritically.”50 Through the
tutelage of George W. Davis, King was introduced to “evangelical liberalism”51 and the
thought of seminal theologians such as Walter Rauschenbusch and Reinhold Niebuhr, as
well as pacifist-leaning thinkers like Mordecai Johnson and Mahatma Gandhi. Each of
47
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these will be addressed more fully in chapters 2-4, though a brief synopsis is in order
here.
Rauschenbusch, with his concern for a “gospel” that is social as well as personal,
complemented an “other-worldly” and individualist understanding of salvation (Chapter
4, Soteriology) that King had come to abhor. Yet King would find Rauschenbusch’s
identification of the Kingdom of God as coming “perilously close to . . . a particular
social and economic system.”52 His vision concerning the essential goodness of humanity
also seemed to King a little too optimistic, especially as he reflected on his experiences in
the South. Niebuhr, however, offered a more sophisticated analysis of human nature
(Chapter 3, Theological Anthropology), both individual and collective. And while
Niebuhr’s view of the human condition was, particularly during his student days, too
pessimistic for King, he did not ultimately despair of the potential for social
transformation. Through his reading of Gandhi he began to see that love, rather than
being weak or passive, could be a powerful weapon for would-be resisters to systemic
injustice. Davis, with his emphasis on liberal evangelicalism, assisted King in navigating
between the extremes of liberal Protestantism on the one hand, and neo-orthodoxy on the
other. Davis also introduced King to personalism, which would significantly impact
King’s decision to further his intellectual quest at Boston University with personalists
Edgar S. Brightman and, after Brightman’s sudden and unexpected death, L. Harold
DeWolf. Before turning to the Boston years, however, it would be instructive to pause
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here to mention the ways in which Crozer affected, not only his intellectual development,
but his social development as well.53
Having attended segregated schools in the South, including the historically black
Morehouse College, Crozer afforded King the first opportunity to be fully immersed in a
racially integrated environment. African American students made up a third of King’s
freshman class, and the staff and faculty went to great lengths to create an egalitarian
atmosphere. There were no locks on the doors and Crozer provided maids and other staff
to clean up after the students.54 King tested the limits of the racial experiment at Crozer
when he fell in love with Betty, a white cook in the Crozer cafeteria. Betty also
happened to be the girlfriend of Professor Kenneth Smith who taught courses on
Reinhold Niebuhr. The “love triangle” was “nervously enjoyed” by friends but, in the
end, although King had contemplated marrying Betty, he could not stomach the
disappointment it would cause his mother. Therefore, Branch notes, “King forced
himself to retreat, and struggled against bitterness” of a code, both at home and in the
larger society, that limited his personal decisions. 55
It is interesting to note that toward the end of his studies at Crozer, upon reading
Brightman’s A Philosophy of Religion, King remarked, “It is religion that gives meaning
to life. It is religion that gives meaning to the Universe. It is religion that is the greatest
incentive for the good life. It is religion that gives us the assurance that all that is high
53
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noble and valuable will be conserved.”56 King’s “quest” to eliminate social evil, he was
beginning to recognize, was in fact God’s quest. Boston University, then, with the
presence of Brightman and other personalists, was the obvious choice for his doctoral
studies.

Boston University
Of the fifteen required courses in Boston University’s doctoral studies program,
King took ten of them with Brightman and DeWolf.57 Commenting on their influence,
King once said,
Both men greatly stimulated my thinking. It was mainly under these
teachers that I studied personalistic philosophy—the theory that the clue to
the meaning and nature of reality is found in personality. This personal
idealism remains today my basic philosophical position. Personalism’s
insistence that only personality—finite and infinite—is ultimately real
strengthened me in two convictions; it gave me metaphysical and
philosophical grounding for the idea of a personal God, and it gave me a
metaphysical basis for the dignity and worth of all human personality.58
Personalism, under Brightman and DeWolf, can be seen implicitly in much of King’s
subsequent thought and action, particular as it is related to his doctrines of God and
humanity, as well as his liberative (soteriological) praxis. But personalism was not his
only preoccupation while at Boston University.
Having been introduced to Niebuhr at Crozer, King continued his reflection on
Niebuhr’s theological anthropology and doctrine of God, with the implications of each
for the method of nonviolence and what could be hoped for in terms of overcoming
56
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personal and social evil. Was Niebuhr right about the depth of humanity’s sinfulness and
imperfectability? Could individuals and society be changed through moral suasion? Was
nonviolent direct action free from the moral dilemmas of violent revolutions? These and
other questions continued to concern King throughout the Boston years.59
The Orienting Concern in King’s Practical Theology
As noted above, it is often the case that theologians possess an “abiding interest
which influences the selection, interpretation, relative emphasis, and interweaving of
theological commitments and practices” and that it usually “takes the form of a particular
thematic focus” (e.g. reconciliation, liberation, salvation, etc.).60 As it has thus far been
argued, King’s abiding interest was unquestionably impacted by his social location.
Baldwin claims, “King’s childhood experiences with economic and racial injustices in the
South were of fundamental significance not only for his career as a preacher and social
activist but also for the basic orientation of his thinking.”61 It was only natural, then, that
like many praxis-oriented theologians, liberation was a major theme in King’s theology.
It was not, however, the only guiding concern.
King’s social location, despite the injustices he experienced firsthand, was not
identical with that of other African Americans in the South. As Adam Fairclough points
out, King was born into one of Atlanta’s “black elite” families. His father was
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considered a “well-to-do clergyman.”62 “King’s memory of a happy childhood did not
stray far from the truth,” Fairclough says. “In common with other Southern cities,
Atlanta’s black population included a small but prosperous upper class, which contrived
to insulate itself from the harsher edges of white supremacy.” 63 Unlike many of his
contemporaries, as a child of the “black bourgeoisie,”64 King’s father was able to “pay all
of his son’s expenses in graduate school” while also providing “a new green
Chevrolet. . .” complete with “Power Glide.”65 And this aspect of King’s social location
was not without effect. Cone explains:
It seems that King’s life from birth into the middle-class King family in
Atlanta to the beginning of his second year in Montgomery as the pastor
of Dexter was socially, religiously, and educationally shaped so that his
proclamation of the ‘American dream’ was just about inevitable. It was
quite easy for him to think of America as a dream and to be optimistic that
it could be realized because he himself was a concrete embodiment of its
realization. He was well-educated, culturally refined, and politically
aware. King believed that if other Negroes were given the same
opportunity as he had, they too would manifest a similar social and
educational development. That was why integrationism became the major
theme of his political philosophy.66
As a result of King’s middle-class background, then, it was likely or even inevitable
(Cone) that reconciliation would be the thematic focus for King.67 Or, was King’s
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conception of reconciliation the highest form of liberation properly understood? This
question will be explored in Chapter 5 (Soteriology). For now it is enough to say that the
hermeneutical key for King was reconciliation, which he spoke of synonymously with
integration, redemption, and the beloved community. For example, in an address on the
“power of nonviolence,” he said, “The aftermath of nonviolence is reconciliation and the
creation of the beloved community. A boycott is never an end in itself. It is merely a
means to awaken a sense of shame within the oppressor but the end is reconciliation, the
end is redemption.”68 But how was this end to be achieved?
The tension held in John Wesley’s thought between God and human response
sheds light on that which seemed to preoccupy King. Maddox argues that for Wesley
there was “an abiding concern to preserve the tension between two truths;” that is,
“without God’s grace we cannot be saved; while without our (grace empowered, but
uncoerced) participation, God’s grace will not save.”69 We see in King a similar tension.
He too was concerned with human agency as it related to evil (both personal and social)
and salvation (liberation). He was convinced that without God evil cannot be overcome;
yet, without humanity’s cooperation with God, evil will not be overcome. According to
King,
neither God nor man will individually bring about the world’s salvation.
Rather, both God and man, made one in a marvelous unity of purpose
through and overflowing free gift of himself and the part of God and by
the perfect obedience and receptivity on the part of man, can transform the
old into the new and drive out the deadly cancer of sin. 70
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The orienting concern for King, then, can be stated as follows: overcoming personal and
social evil (liberation) and the creation of the beloved community (reconciliation) is made
possible as humanity co-operates (praxis) with God’s liberating and reconciling activity
in the world. This was the “hermeneutical key” through which King interpreted
traditional and non-traditional sources of theology.

Sources
Often cited sources of theology include tradition, the bible, reason, and
experience.71 Previously noted were early experiences and how the Black church
tradition influenced his thought and praxis. Other sources yet to be addressed, then,
include King’s use of the bible and reason. In addition, King was of the perspective that
“all truth is God’s truth,” and he was therefore willing and eager to mine non-traditional
sources insofar as they further enabled him to fulfill his vocation.
Although King was freed from “the shackles of fundamentalism” at Morehouse,
he did not completely abandon the interpretative strategies of the Black church tradition
of his youth, nor did he completely embrace theological liberalism. Davis assisted King
in developing a hermeneutic that sought to “grasp the bible as a whole” rather than
getting bogged down with “such things as date and authorship of certain books,
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interpolations and inconsistencies in the text.”72 King rejected also liberalism’s emphasis
on “disinterested objectivity.” He knew from experience that “[t]he African American
tradition of interpretation . . . never enjoyed the leisure of disinterested analysis.” “The
cruelties” exacted on African Americans “made it imperative not to step back but step
into the Book . . . .”73 As Richard Wills explains, neither gravitating toward the
fundamental interpretations of scripture as witnessed in his church and the household in
which he was reared, nor fully embracing liberal interpretations, King instead
“demonstrated a high degree of scholarly care as he critiqued both schools of thought,
determined to charter his own theological path.”74 And the path he chartered was
consistent with his thematic focus, namely, reconciliatory emancipation.
According to Lischer, King read scripture through an interpretive “master code”
that contained “a narrative and a precept.” “The narrative is the story of liberation, the
precept is the command to love.”75 Repeatedly one sees this “master code” of
interpretation throughout King’s sermons, speeches and writings, as even a cursory
reading of titles and themes reveals. For instance, in collection of sermons gathered in
one of his better known books appropriately titled, Strength to Love, King addresses
themes such as “love in action,” “loving your enemies,” and the biblical mandate for
“dangerous” and even “excessive altruism.” In his sermon “The Death of Evil Upon the
Seashore,” King explicitly employs the narrative of Israelite liberation from Egyptian
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bondage, including imagery of “the Red Sea” and “the promised land.” The collection of
sermons contained in Strength to Love is but one small sample. I mention them because
they give evidence to the thematic focus or “master code” that permeated every aspect of
King’s interpretive strategy, within and beyond biblical interpretation.
Power and justice must be included with love and liberation when considering
King’s biblical hermeutic. This does not, as some have suggested, offset the centrality of
love and freedom. To the contrary, as noted in chapter two (Doctrine of God), justice and
power are constitutive elements of love properly understood. The fallacy is not located in
an overestimation of King’s emphasis on love. Rather, the error lies in a
misinterpretation of King’s conception of love. For now, suffice it to say that,
inextricably linked to King’s understanding of love and freedom, was his conviction that
“our God is able” to “conquer the evils of history”76 through God’s “matchless” (not
omnipotent) strength.77

The Role of Reason
It must be remembered that King had not always been convinced that Christianity
had anything meaningful to say about the complex social ills that plagued society. Mays
and Kelsey, it has been noted, enabled him to transcend previously held doubts. They
modeled for King and others at Morehouse, according to Lischer, “a ministry based on
reason and learning rather than emotion.”78
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Consistent with other aspects of his thought and praxis, King sought a middle path
between neo-orthodoxy and liberalism, leaning more toward the latter than the former. In
a qualifying exam at Boston University, King concluded, “Without revelation there can
be no reason, and without reason there can be no meaningful revelation,” because, he
argues, “Reason articulates and makes revelation intelligible.”79 Reason, then, was an
essential source of knowledge about God for King, but he considered reason insufficient
in itself.
In King’s estimation, since the enlightenment humanity’s rational faculties had
outdistanced its moral faculties.80 Through reason and scientific genius, he consistently
argued, humanity had made of the world a neighborhood, but had yet to make of it a
“brotherhood.” Experienced firsthand, and articulated so poignantly by Reinhold
Niebuhr, King was convinced that sin, strongly affecting the human condition, “causes us
to use our minds to rationalize our actions.”81 So while serving as a necessary aid to
revelation, in and of itself, reason for King was neutral and could be used to serve good
as well as selfish impulses.
Reason could also prove to be a hindrance to his overall purposes depending on
the audience or context in which it was being employed. Ervin Smith asserts:
In preaching and other forms of public address, he was trying to give hope
to an oppressed people who needed assurance that God is on the side of
love, justice and equality. Where reason threatened some of the traditional
79
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religious concepts and beliefs which King needed to make contact with his
expectant audiences and to substantiate his absolute moral laws, he readily
supplanted reason with transcendent faith.82
And King not only abandoned reason when addressing the victims of oppression. He
would come to see what Niebuhr had suggested all along; rational appeals to people of
privilege rarely effect change. Because of humanity’s tendency to rationalize systems
and circumstances that are in its own interest, moral suasion all too often proves
impotent. So, again, while reason was an essential supplement to revelation, “King
concluded that the ‘ultimate solution’ to the problem of evil is not intellectual, but
spiritual.” Therefore, having gone “as far as reason can take us in the attempt to solve the
problem of evil, ‘we must leap out into the darkness of faith.’”83

Non-Traditional Sources
Typical of practical theologians, King did not limit himself to “traditional”
sources of theological reflection and action. Grounded in his conceptions of God and
theological anthropology, King understood his vocation to be one of liberation for both
the oppressed and their oppressors. He was therefore willing and even eager to employ
non-traditional sources insofar as they proved effective for his overall purposes. It is not
uncommon to identify uses of psychology, political and economic theory, and even the
insights of other religious leaders and traditions in his sermons, speeches, and writings.
As J. Deotis Roberts rightly argues, “[King] did not believe that Christianity had a
82
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monopoly on truth. He was conversant in many disciplines and with many great minds.
He had a special capacity for arriving at a creative synthesis of ideas.”84 Perhaps best
known is King’s reliance upon the Gandhian method of nonviolent social change and,
less favorably among some, his synthesis with Marxist critiques of capitalism.
It may not be immediately obvious why King’s approbation of Gandhian
principles and methods should distinguish him from other theologians, particularly those
with a liberal bent. It must be remembered, however, that King was operating during the
middle part of the twentieth century. Even the historically progressive magazine
Christian Century balked at the name given to the “Gandhi Society,” a group of legal
advisors to human rights groups and the Southern Christian Leadership Council in
particular. Biographer David Garrow writes,
A prominent church magazine, Christian Century, for which King had
written several short articles, attacked the Gandhi society, saying the name
was un-Christian. King complained, and told the embarrassed editors that
their appreciation of God’s word was insufficiently ecumenical. ‘I believe
that in some marvelous way, God worked through Gandhi, and the spirit
of Jesus saturated his life. It is ironic, yet inescapably true that the greatest
Christian of the modern world was a man who never embraced
Christianity.’85
If King’s affinity for Gandhian methods and principles were considered out of
bounds, his selective use of Marxist critiques was barely short of treason. Of course, with
the threat of McCarthyism and the trepidation among many Americans of the spread of
communism, King was under constant scrutiny, legal and otherwise, for his occasional
references to Marx. And although he rejected Marx’s “ethical relativism, and . . .
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strangling totalitarianism,” King found his critique of “traditional capitalism,” his
contribution “to the growth of self-consciousness in the masses,” and Marx’s “challenge
to the social conscience of the Christian churches” to be a much needed corrective to
American culture and society.86 In King’s final analysis,
truth is found neither in Marxism nor in traditional capitalism. Each
represents a partial truth. Historically capitalism failed to see the truth in
collective enterprise and Marxism failed to see the truth in individual
enterprise. Nineteenth-century capitalism failed to see that life is social
and Marxism failed to see that life is individual and personal. The
Kingdom of God is neither the thesis of individual enterprise nor the
antithesis of collective enterprise, but a synthesis which reconciles the
truths of both.87

Audiences
In the same way that King refused to limit himself to conventional sources for
doing theology, he also transcended conventional understandings of the audiences to
whom the theologian rightfully claims attention. David Tracy offers a helpful
organization of what he calls the “sub-disciplines” of theology, along with a summary of
what he perceives to be the primary audiences of theologians. Fundamental theologians
are those whose audience is primarily related to the academy; systematic theologians are
those whose audience is primarily related to the church; and practical theologians consist
of those primarily concerned with a particular movement (social, political, cultural or
pastoral).88 Tracy’s categories are not meant to be exhaustive, and he acknowledges
there will be occasions in which theologians are equally related to the church and a praxis
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movement. Herein lies much of the ongoing debate about the proper sources, tasks,
audiences, and aims of theologians in general and the ambiguity King’s legacy as a
theologian in particular.
As one who understood his identity as primarily that of a “minister of the
gospel,”89 and yet as one who saw the mission of God and the church as necessarily
related to societal ills, King epitomizes theologians whose message required the attention
of those both within ecclesial communities and the public square. Wills explains:
King integrated the best ideals of his liberal democracy into speeches and
addresses that were necessarily prepared for audiences that were
representative of the public square. His ideological center, however, was
not sociopolitical but theological. His mediation of terms, political and
otherwise, was unapologetically interpreted and developed through
theological lenses.90
Of course, there are those who claim, religious and otherwise, that religion has no
place in the public square. When castigated for his presence in Birmingham by a group
of “moderate” white ministers, King wrote from prison that there was “nothing new”
about what he and others were doing. “It was practiced superbly,” he reminded them,
“by the early Christians who were willing to face hungry lions and the excruciating pain
of chopping blocks, before submitting to certain unjust laws of the Roman Empire.”91 To
a more receptive audience, in his sermon, “Guidelines for a Constructive Church,” King
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makes it abundantly clear that his understanding of the nature of his calling compelled
him to transcend so-called sacred and so-called secular realms. He declared:
Some people are suffering . . . . Some people are hungry this morning. . .
Some people are still living with segregation and discrimination this
morning . . . . I’m going to preach about it . . . . And the God that I serve
and the God that called me to preach . . . told me that every now and then
I’ll have to go to jail for them . . . . Every now and then I’ll have to
agonize and suffer for the freedom of his children . . . I even may have to
die for it . . . . The church is called to set free . . . those that are captive . . .
to set free those that are victims of the slavery of segregation and
discrimination, those who are caught up in the slavery of fear and
prejudice.92
King understood his calling, then, to set free the captives of legal discrimination and
segregation, as well the captors who were themselves captive to fear and prejudice.
Although indisputably one of the great orators of the twentieth-century, one of King’s
most important yet often neglected contributions to the church and world was his legacy
as a praxis theologian.
King’s Praxis-Oriented Method
King’s method, albeit implicitly, corresponded with the action-reflection
hermeneutical circle most characteristic of practical theologians. There was an ongoing
tension for King between the concrete situation (racism, poverty, and violence) and the
normative sources (both traditional and non-traditional) available for transformative
praxis. As an African American growing up in the racially hostile South, he was well
aware in many instances of what was happening (empirical-descriptive), why it was
happening (interpretive) and, through his Black church background and theological
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training, he possessed strong convictions about what should be happening (normative).
These experiences and opportunities had produced in King a burgeoning sense of what
could and must be done. However, his strategy for change and the theological
convictions from which his strategy was derived would undergo significant change
throughout the civil rights movement. In fact, it was praxis that served to authenticate
and, at times, sublate both his thought and action over time. Chapters two (Doctrine of
God), three (Theological Anthropology), and four (Soteriology), analyze the ways in
which King’s thought was transformed through praxis. Here we will examine the
implicit hermeneutical circle King employed before turning to the ways in which his
theory-informed action evolved.

Hermeneutical Circle
It was noted above that there is no universal agreement among theologians
regarding the proper starting point of a hermeneutical circle. King scholars tend to agree
that King began with the concrete situation before moving to normative sources of
reflection and action. Luther Ivory, for example, contends that King’s method included a
two-step process. For King, he asserts, “doing theology meant, as a first act, analyzing
the human situation to ascertain where the mysterious God of radical agape love in action
was at work in the universe engaging the superpersonal forces of evil.”93 “The triple
evils” of racism, poverty, and war “marked the points of departure for King’s emergent
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perspective.”94 Step two, Ivory continues, “sought to join God as a ‘coworker to achieve
justice in history.” 95
Perhaps it is ultimately impossible to say with certainty where King’s method
began. The very attempt to “ascertain where the mysterious God of radical agape love is
at work” reveals a pre-existent conception of God before the action. Maddox’s
description of praxis as “theory-laden action and action-laden theory rolled into one”
perhaps best captures what seems to me a false dilemma. King’s conception of God
required certain concerns and actions. What is most important is the recognition that
King held in constant tension the relationship between the concrete situation, the
normative sources of theological reflection and action, and a praxis-oriented approach
aimed at transformation. Also implicit in Ivory’s two-step process is a more nuanced
interpretive circle. That is, an analysis of the human situation itself includes a two-step
process. One must ask both, what is happening (descriptive-empirical) and why
(interpretive) before one can co-operate (praxis) with God’s redemptive purposes
(normative). Assuming that the human situation is a proper place to begin, let us now
explore King’s implicit praxis-oriented method.
The empirical-descriptive question was one with an all too obvious answer for
African Americans residing particularly in the South. It is also a question that was
astonishingly unnoticed or callously ignored by most Southern whites. The question, of
course, was one of race and its inseparable twin, economic injustice.96 Again, in his letter
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to the white clergyman in Birmingham, King illustrates the difference in perception of the
existential situation based on social location, i.e., the urgency among the African
American community, and the intransigence among so-called white moderates:
I guess it is easy for those who have never felt the stinging darts of
segregation to say, “Wait.” But when you have seen vicious mobs lynch
your mothers and fathers at will and drown your sisters and brothers at
whim; when you have seen hate-filled policemen curse, kick, brutalize and
even kill your black brothers and sisters with impunity; when you see the
vast majority of your twenty million Negro brothers smothering in an
airtight cage of poverty in the midst of an affluent society; when you
suddenly find your tongue twisted and your speech stammering as you
seek to explain to your six-year-old daughter why she can’t go to the
public amusement park that has just been advertised on television, and see
tears welling up in her little eyes when she is told that Funtown is closed
to colored children, and see the depressing clouds of inferiority begin to
form in her little mental sky, and see her begin to distort her little
personality by unconsciously developing a bitterness toward white people;
when you have to concoct an answer to a five-year old son asking in
agonizing pathos: “Daddy, why do white people treat colored people so
mean?”. . . when you are humiliated day in and day out by nagging signs
reading “white” and “colored”; when your first name becomes “nigger”
and your middle name becomes “boy” (however old you are) . . . And
when your wife and mother are never given the respected title “Mrs.”. . .
when you are forever fighting a degenerating sense of “nobodiness” . . . I
hope, sirs, you can understand our legitimate and unavoidable
impatience.97
Clearly, then, race was a situational “problem,”98 but the reasons were complex and
varied.
Interpreting the race problem or identifying its causes required social analysis, as
well as an examination of theological understandings of those who supported, actively
and passively, the status quo. We have already identified some of the non-traditional
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sources that informed King’s critique of American capitalism. Related to capitalism in
King’s mind was a construction of the Southern white aristocracy. In a speech made at
the conclusion of the march from Selma to Montgomery (16 March 1965), King offered
his analysis of the roots of racism. He explained:
Toward the end of the Reconstruction era, something meaningful
happened . . . . There developed what was known as the Populist
Movement. . . . The leaders of this movement began awakening the poor
white masses . . . and the former Negro slaves to the fact that they were
being fleeced by the emerging Bourbon interests. Not only that, but they
began uniting the Negro and white masses . . . into a voting bloc that
threatened to drive the Bourbon interests from the command posts of
political power in the South.99
Unwilling to relinquish economic and political power, King postulated, Southern
aristocrats devised a plan to “cloud the minds” of poor southern whites through
propaganda, as well as through legislation that “made it a crime for Negroes and whites
to come together as equals at any level.” Analogous to the period of slavery when “the
white man took the world and gave the Negro Jesus,” it could be said of the
Reconstruction era “that the southern aristocrat took the world and gave the poor white
man Jim Crow.”100 The social construction of racism by Southern white aristocrats was
normalized through the church as both sought to convince poor whites that “at least” they
were “better than the black man.”101 What was needed, at least in part, was a
reformulation of existing theologies.
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As a result of his early encounters with racism, as well as through his reading of
Reinhold Niebuhr, King reacted against liberalism’s over-estimation of the essential
goodness of humanity. He was all too familiar with humanity’s sinful yet uncanny ability
to rationalize positions of power and privilege, including theological rationale. On the
other hand, he did not want to claim God’s absolute sovereignty (making the current
conditions somehow God’s will) or humanity’s utter depravity and helplessness in the
face of racial and economic injustice. King advocated a synthesis between Protestant
liberal and neo-orthodox conceptions of God and humanity—thus offering hope and
salvation to the captives and their captors. But the question remains, if reason was often
(not always) clouded by self-interest so as to be impenetrable by moral suasion (rational
appeals), how could the social sins of racism and poverty be eradicated?
King’s praxis-oriented response, consistent with his theological conceptions of
God and human nature, sought to emancipate former slaves and former slave owners in a
way that made reconciliation possible. The following chapters identify specific situations
and King’s theory-informed response. I explore here the strategy of nonviolence
employed by King throughout the civil rights movement in response to the evils that
inhibited the creation of the beloved community.102
King was profoundly influenced by the thought and method of Gandhi. However,
King was initially apprehensive as to whether or not the method of “the little brown
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saint”103 would be as effective in the United States as it was in India. While there were
many similarities, the plight of Indians and African Americans differed in significant
ways. William Watley notes that the Indian experience made nonviolence more plausible
due to the fact that they were being colonized on their native land and, more importantly,
they outnumbered the British colonizers one thousand to one. They were in a position,
therefore, to tell the British to “go home” and, if necessary, “literally form a wall [with
their bodies] against the imperialistic British and stop them from functioning if the
Indians had so chosen.”104 The predicament of African Americans, however, was one in
which they were outnumbered ten to one, and they were being colonized on foreign
soil.105 Aware of these differences, King was not immediately receptive to nonviolence
as a viable strategy for social change. Like many of his doctrinal conceptions, King’s
nonviolent direct action was more of a fluid process than a static system 106
Mordecai Johnson, during a 1950 lecture in Philadelphia, was the first to intrigue
King with Gandhian nonviolence. It was after Johnson’s lecture that King began to
immerse himself in Gandhian literature. King had previously heard A.J. Muste expound
on Gandhian nonviolence at Crozer, and he had written a paper on Gandhi for an elective
course taken with George W. Davis during his senior year there, yet King remained for
the most part unconvinced of the efficacy of nonviolence for minority groups suffering
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under social and political oppression. Again, King’s conversion to nonviolence was more
a process than a single event. William Watley asserts:
King’s personal odyssey with nonviolence developed from his initial
intellectual recognition of its potential as a means of social protest and
reform for America’s oppressed blacks, to its uses as a strategy, to its
adoption as a personal way of life. This conversion was not only the result
of the deeper insights gained as he learned more and more about Gandhian
nonviolence; much of that conversion process occurred through King’s
own experiments with the truth of nonviolence, as he lived it, applied it,
refined it, and suffered through it107
King’s first opportunity to test the method of nonviolence came just a few weeks
after defending his doctoral dissertation. As the official spokesperson of the
Montgomery bus boycott, King’s greatest lessons in nonviolence were learned on the
ground. As Charles Marsh points out, “King was no pacifist when he arrived in
Montgomery.” It was only after the “boycott stretched into the year 1956, King’s basic
convictions about his life and work were beginning to change.” By then, “his theological
journey to nonviolence was well underway.”108 Watley and Marsh make an important
point: what began as a strategy for social change evolved over time with increasing
theological significance. And not only did it evolve from a hypothetical to a proven
strategy for social change, the relationship between agape love and the nonviolent way of
life became for King inextricably linked.
King’s pilgrimage with nonviolence as an effective strategy to an unwavering
commitment was painfully revealed toward the end of his life. By 1965, King’s
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commitment to nonviolence was beginning to transcend any pragmatic promise it might
hold. Rufus Burrow’s sheds light on the progression of King’s nonviolent praxis:
When King first spoke publicly against the war in 1965, he received no
support from his own organization . . . . Nevertheless, for political reasons
and a desire not to do anything to hurt the SCLC’s already shrinking
funding base, King decided to return to silence on the war issue. It is
important to point out, however, that from a moral standpoint he was
never comfortable with this purely pragmatic stance.109
When King told his “inner circle” that he planned to speak out against the war, “[m]any
of his closest advisors questioned whether he realized what he was doing.” As Michael
Dyson asserts, “His own board of the SCLC issued a letter for public consumption saying
we disagree with the leader of our organization with regard to Vietnam . . . . Dr. King
was in a very compromised and tenable position.”110 As the war continued, however,
King’s “conscience” left him “no other choice” but to break silence and thereby abandon
his purely pragmatic stance altogether.111
More will be said about King’s use of nonviolence in subsequent chapters insofar
as it validated and sublated his conceptions of God, theological anthropology, and
soteriology. Suffice it to say at this point that King’s nonviolent praxis itself underwent
transformation from doubt, to intellectual assent, to strategy, to way of life—even when
his commitment to nonviolence proved inexpedient.
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Summary: King Among the Practical Theologians
King possessed the marks of a practical theologian. His social location as a
middle-class African American in the racially hostile south (habitus) formed without
determining his subsequent theological method. The Black church tradition and the
influence of his parents instilled in King a vital relationship between faith and practice.
His praxis-oriented approach was refined through his theological education and at times
validated, at others sublated, during the nonviolent movement for social change. Like
most practical theologians, King’s theology necessitated an analysis of the concrete
situation, and he sought within the Christian tradition and other sources (philosophy,
political theory, psychology, sociology, and other religious traditions) the normative
symbols and resources by which to respond with transformative praxis. His method
mirrored that of contemporary practical theologians in that it sought to understand what
was happening (empirical-descriptive), why it was happening (interpretive), what should
be happening (normative), and how best to respond (transformative praxis). Having
explored his method, we are now in a position to examine the theological doctrines that
undergirded his quest to eliminate personal and social evil.
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CHAPTER 2
KING’S DOCTRINE OF GOD
I still believe that love is the most durable power in the world. Over the
centuries men have sought to discover the highest good. . . I think I have
discovered the highest good. It is love. This principle stands at the center
of the cosmos. As John says, “God is love. He who loves is a participant
in the being of God. He who hates does not know God.”1

Introduction
As a praxis theologian immersed in the struggle for the emancipation of those
held captive to a system of racial and economic injustice, King did not have the
opportunity to give formal expression to his theological system. Not surprisingly, there is
no consensus among scholars as to the proper starting point of King’s theology. Richard
Wills, for instance, contends that King’s theological anthropology should be given
primacy. Luther Ivory, however, argues that King’s “conception of God represents the
axis upon which King’s theological program turns.” He maintains that “[all] subsequent
doctrinal understanding of Christ, the gospel, humanity, sin, and eschatology are, in fact,
derivative of King’s view of God.”2 William Watley, Lewis Baldwin, James Cone and
others, while not denying the centrality of God in King’s thought, argue that the clue to
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understanding King’s theology is found in the Black church tradition.3 And yet, I argue
something further still: King’s conception of personal God of love, justice, and freedom
was formed in the Black church tradition and refined through his formal theological
training, was broadened and deepened through praxis.
This chapter will explore King’s early years including his first encounters with
Southern racism and his most formative influences. I will also look at the ways in which
his formal education at Morehouse, Crozer, and Boston University served to complement,
correct, and refine the conception of God inherited from his family and the black church
tradition of his youth. Next, from his writings, speeches, interviews, and sermons, I will
identify some of the nuances of King’s doctrine of God as they developed later in his
thinking. Finally, with the Montgomery Bus Boycott serving as a concrete example, I
will demonstrate the way in which King acquired epistemological certitude through
praxis.

Social Location
Racism
King’s conception of God was developed through a creative synthesis of the
Black Baptist tradition and liberal Protestant theology forged in response to the plight of
African Americans in the Deep South. By the time he entered grade school, he was made
painfully aware of the de facto as well as de jure practice of segregation. The first
incident recalled by King involved a white friend whose father owned a store across the
3
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street from the King family home. Since the time they were three years old, King
recalled, “We always felt free to play our childhood games together.” But when they
reached the age to enter school the white child’s father “demanded that he play with
[King] no more.” This was the first among many incidents in his early years that evoked
in King a determination to “hate every white person.”4
Another incident took place one evening as the fourteen year old King and his
teacher, Mrs. Bradley, were returning home from Dublin, Georgia to Atlanta. Having
won an oratorical contest in which he, somewhat uncannily, had chosen for a subject,
“The Negro and the Constitution,” King recounted,
some white passengers boarded the bus, and the white driver ordered us to
get up and give the whites our seats. We didn’t move quickly enough to
suit him, so he began cursing us. I intended to stay in that seat, but Mrs.
Bradley urged me up, saying we had to obey the law. We stood up in the
aisle for ninety miles to Atlanta. That night will never leave my memory.
It was the angriest I have ever been.5
Through systems and circumstances not of his making and over which he had no control,
King could not avoid cultural and legal racial injustice.
Implicit questions as a child that would later become explicit questions about the
nature of God were only natural. That is, given the racially hostile world into which he
found himself and the family of origin to which he was born, it seems almost inevitable
that King would have questions as they related to the nature of God, God’s involvement
in human affairs, and God’s will for humanity. The answers to those questions were first
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discovered in the black church tradition of his youth and the Bible as read through the
lens of that tradition.

Black Church Tradition and Biblical Norm
King once remarked that it was “quite easy” for him “to think of a God of love.”
Having grown up “in a family where love was central and where lovely relationships
were ever present,” he said, “It is quite easy for me to think of the universe as basically
friendly because of my uplifting hereditary and environmental circumstances."6 These
two conceptions, God as fundamentally a God of love and a universe that is basically
friendly, despite the environmental circumstances of the segregated South, were first
discovered at home, as well as his “second home,” Ebenezer Baptist Church.7
As noted in chapter 1, while there is a common concern for emancipation among
historically black churches, not all black churches responded to bondage and oppression
in the same way. Clayborne Carson explains,
As King’s undergraduate mentor, Morehouse president Benjamin Mays,
wrote in his survey of religious beliefs in the African-American
community, there were two traditions of thought about God, one that
enabled blacks ‘to endure hardship, suffer pain, and withstand
maladjustment’ and another that motivated them ‘to strive to eliminate the
source of the ills they suffer.’ King’s family connected him to the latter
tradition, which rejected the notion that Christians should abide this world
while awaiting a better one in heaven.8
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The mandate to struggle to eliminate social ills, according to Watley, was predicated
upon “a belief of what some would regard as incontrovertible historical evidence,” i.e.,
“the existence of a moral order” in the universe with an “expressed faith in its ultimate
triumph.” It was “in sermon and song, in Sunday school lessons and Bible studies.” 9
King’s belief in God was predicated upon historical evidence and reinforced
through sermons, songs, Sunday school lessons and bible studies. With respect to the
former, historical evidence, Watley suggests that it was “just short of miraculous” that
African Americans concluded that there was a moral order to the universe given the
conditions of slavery. However, their emphasis on the “cyclical processes of nature” and
“a concept of a moral orderliness operating within the universe has existed since African
antiquity.”10
Both Cone and Ivory make a similar argument. According to Cone, “[King]
contended that the coming of a new world order of freedom was inevitable.” King’s
convictions were derived from “his faith in the biblical God of justice, love, and hope.”11
Ivory elaborates further, “King relied upon the Bible as the primary source of the
revelation of God’s nature. The pages of the Old and New Testaments served as a
window through which King acquired epistemological certitude about God’s being as
well as God’s radical engagement with the world.”12 He goes on to say that “King did
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not come to the text without carrying the weight of his own presuppositions. He was,”
Ivory maintains, “also a product of a black religious tradition that regarded the Scripture
as the most important lens through which to interpret reality.”13
What Carson, Watley, Cone, and Ivory make clear is that the primary source of
King’s conception of God was rooted in the Black church tradition of his youth and the
hermeneutical norm he inherited from that tradition. For King, his social location in the
Black church tradition in which he was reared was inseparable from his hermeneutic of
both scripture and history. Cone helps illustrate the point as he explains his own
theological perspective. He writes, “[t]he black experience and the Bible together in
dialectical tension serve as my primary point of departure today and yesterday.” Again,
the order is important. “I am a black theologian! I therefore must approach the subject of
theology in light of the black church and what that means in a society dominated by white
people.”14 He goes on to say, “[t]he theologian is before all else an exegete,
simultaneously of Scripture and existence.”15 Like Cone, King’s social location in the
Black church tradition of his youth and scripture as read through the lens of that tradition
served as the primary source of King’s conception of God.
So what exactly was the hermeneutical norm inherited by King as it related to his
conception of God? Consistent with his Black church background, King’s conception of
God was largely informed by both testaments of the bible. Unlike the church of his
childhood, however, King’s was a selective and non-literal hermeneutic. For instance,
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King remarked in a final examination on “The Religious Teachings of the Old
Testament” for L. Harold DeWolf that he found in the “pre-prophetic” writings of the
“Old Testament” conceptions of God that were too “anthropomorphic,” “morally
questionable,” and narrowly “tribal.”16 The writings of the prophets, according to King,
“offered the most illuminating conceptions of God.” He found in “Jeremiah, Isaiah,
Amos, Hosea, Micah and others” more tenable images of God as “the Father of all” who
is characterized by justice, righteousness, and love.”17
One does not have to look very far to discover King’s emphasis on the God of
justice and freedom revealed in the prophetic literature of the Old Testament.18 King’s
emphasis on the God of love who has ordered the universe in a moral and friendly way is
commonly known and frequently noted. But King’s biblical conception of God as a God
of love was complemented by the biblical conception of justice and freedom. Regarding
justice, one of King’s most often quoted scripture readings came from the prophet Amos,
“Let justice roll down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream.”19 In one of
his more famous sermons, “The Drum Major Instinct,” King appeals to “the God of the
Old Testament”:
God has a way of even putting nations in their place. The God that I
worship has a way of saying, ‘Don’t play with me.’ He has a way of
16
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saying, as the God of the Old Testament used to say to the Hebrews,
‘Don’t play with me, Israel. Don’t play with me, Babylon. Be still and
know that I’m God. And if you don’t stop your reckless course, I’ll rise
up and break the backbone of your power.’20
These characteristics of God which were seemingly opposite, i.e. God as a God of love
and God as God who would break the backbone of those who exercised their power
recklessly were reconciled in King’s often expressed dictum, “love without power is
sentimental and anemic” just as “power without love is reckless and abusive.”21 Or, as he
explains, “[t]he greatness of our God lies in the fact the he is both toughminded and
tenderhearted . . . The Bible, always clear in stressing both attributes to God, expresses
his toughmindedness in his justice and wrath and his tenderheartedness in his love and
grace.”22
King’s emphasis on the biblical conception of freedom has already been explored
in the previous chapter. However, a brief summary is in order here. Ivory offers a
succinct account:
The gospel as ‘good news’ pointed to King’s discovery that the entire
drama of biblical Heilsgeschichte (salvation history), revealed a God who
was concerned about those counted as ‘least’ in the border of the nationstate. In the pages of Scripture, King read of the God of Exodus, the
sender of the Prophets, and the triumphant Christ. This God came to be
understood as a Liberator God who not only hears the anguished cries of
marginalized, oppressed children, but who also cares for and acts
decisively on their behalf. For King, freedom emerged as the operative
interpretive principle.23
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Ivory’s assessment is poignant. King discerne an interpretive principle consistent
throughout the Exodus, the prophets and, ultimately, in Christ. Liberation, however, was
the interpretive principle for King in the same way that King’s social location in the
Black church tradition and the bible informed his conception of God. Love, justice, and
freedom served as the operative interpretive principle in King’s biblical hermeneutic. If
they were distinct moments in King’s theology, they were inseparable. Without freedom
and justice there could be no reconciliation,24 properly understood. Freedom, in King’s
thought, included both freedom from and freedom for. That is, freedom meant freedom
from fear, prejudice, and hate, and freedom for reconciliation or the beloved community.
To summarize, King’s biblical and historical hermeneutic as inherited from the
Black church tradition of his youth yielded a conception of God as a God of love, justice,
and freedom that served as the inspiration to resist rather than accept social ills while
providing the assurance of what he would later describe as “cosmic companionship” in a
friendly and morally ordered universe. King would continue to obtain conceptual clarity
into the nature of God through his formal academic training.

Morehouse College
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of Morehouse College, both with
respect to King’s understanding of the nature of God and God’s liberating activity in the
world, and with respect to his vocational discernment (King’s role in God’s liberating
activity in the world).
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Although he was only fifteen when he entered Morehouse College, his “concern
for racial and economic justice was already substantial.”25 He had already begun to
experience an inner sense of calling to serve humanity and a responsibility to play some
role in the alleviation of social ills. Initially, he thought he would pursue a career as an
attorney or physician. Once at Morehouse, however, he began to experience a “spirit” of
freedom and fearlessness, particularly on matters of race and religion, that he had not
experienced prior to his matriculation there. This new found freedom led initially to a
period of skepticism as, King recalled the experience, “the shackles of fundamentalism
were removed from my body.”26 And although he had always admired his father, he was
unsure that Christian ministry was the appropriate profession to fulfill his vocational
ambitions. Until entering Morehouse, King believed that religion placed too much
emphasis on emotion and not enough emphasis on content and substance. He “revolted”
against excessive emotionalism and claimed that “if we, as a people, had as much religion
in our hearts and souls as we have in our legs and feet, we could change the world.”27
Religion professor George D. Kelsey and, to even a larger extent, Morehouse
president Benjamin E. Mays served as pivotal influences during this time of vocational
crisis and discernment.28 He found in Kelsey and Mays the perfect complement of the
25
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tradition of his youth. Kelsey, for his part, according to Carson, “provided some of the
resources King needed to resolve the conflict between the religious tradition of his youth
and the secular ideas he learned in college.”29 And Mays, who had authored The Negros’
God six years before King’s enrollment at Morehouse, had an indelible impact on King’s
conception of God. Mays, in keeping with the tradition of dissent King had inherited
from his father and childhood church, was an advocate of “the prophetic, social-gospel
religious teachings.”30 His commitment to social justice and resistance to racial
inequality would not be lost on King during Mays’ weekly Tuesday morning lectures.
By his own admission, King never experienced “some miraculous vision” or
“some blinding experience”31 confirming his calling to enter into ministry. King’s “deep
urge to serve humanity,”32 his admiration for his father, and the influence of Mays and
Kelsey all culminated in “a sense of responsibility that [he] could not escape.”33 By the
time he reached his senior year at Morehouse, King concluded that Christian ministry
was, in fact, the most appropriate choice to fulfill his vocational aspirations. Having
finally decided to “accept the challenge to enter the ministry,”34 as Luther Ivory points
out, “King was, at the same time, making a choice for the vocation of the theologian.”35
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King the newly ordained minister would now become King the theologian in training.
He selected Crozer Theological Seminary as the place to begin hammering out his
theology in general and his doctrine of God in particular in his larger “quest . . . to
eliminate social evil.”36

Crozer
Well known in King’s doctrine of God is the centrality of love. At Crozer
Theological Seminary, he was introduced to the complexity of a love-centered theology
conceptually, morally, and practically.
Between individuals, King believed love to be both moral and practical in
resolving conflicts. That is, nonviolence met the moral requirements of agape while
providing a minority group with a method for resisting systemic oppression. But during
his initial days at Crozer Theological Seminary, King “despaired of love in solving social
problems.” After hearing a lecture by Mordecai Johnson on the philosophy and teachings
of Gandhi, however, he bought “a half-dozen books on Gandhi” and his skepticism about
the power of love gradually diminished.”37 After immersing himself in Gandhi’s
philosophy, King concluded that Jesus’ commandment to love one’s enemies could not
and should not be reduced to an ethic among individuals. Love could also be a “powerful
and effective social force on a large scale.”38
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Beyond the broadening of his understanding of the capacity of love to effect the
kind of social change to which he felt himself called to be an agent, King also discovered
at Crozer the theological language that resonated with his early background, i.e. the
language of a “personal” God. Of the one hundred ten hours required for the Bachelor of
Divinity degree at Crozer, thirty-four were comprised of courses taken with George W.
Davis. With Davis he was given the space, or “atmosphere,” as Burrow describes it, to
pursue answers to questions about “the nature of God, the problem of evil, and the role of
religion in the world.”39 Many of King’s convictions about a moral order in the universe
and the activity of God in history that were part of King’s early church background were
refined while at Crozer under Davis, and further refined at Boston University. In fact, it
was through Davis that King was introduced to personalism of Harold L. DeWolf and
Edgar S. Brightman which, in turn, proved to be the deciding factor to pursue the Ph.D.
in Philosophical Theology at Boston University.

Boston Personalism
More than any other academic influence, personalism had the most significant
impact on King’s doctrine of God. Personalism was not for King merely a philosophy to
be appropriated. Despite the many principles on which personalists agreed, they were not
without their divergences. Minimally, according to Burrow, “personalism is any
philosophy that stresses God40 as personal and human beings as innately precious because
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they are summoned into existence, sustained, and loved by God.”41 Much more will be
said on personalism’s influence on King’s theological anthropology in the following
chapter. Here it is important to examine those tenets with which King both resonated and
reacted in the refinement and construction of his doctrine of God.

God as Personal
To suggest that God is personal was unpalatable for many philosophical
theologians. To anthropomorphize God was to attribute undue limitations and finitude.
For Tillich and others like him, God is neither personal nor sub-personal, but suprapersonal.42 And even as supra-personal, to describe God as personal at all was a
symbolic attribution. For theistic personalists, however, persons receive the attributes of
God, rather than vice versa. That is, personality is theomorphic, not anthropomorphic.
And God as Person does not mean that God is a person. God is, rather, the Supreme
Personality from which personality and persons receive their existence.43 Personality,
beyond abstract thought or thought process, according to Brightman, “is both the supreme
value and the supreme reality in the universe.”44 Personality, therefore, has ontological
status.
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Again, the error of the critics personalism, personalists argue, is the failure to
recognize the difference between Person and persons, Personality and personality. The
Supreme mind or spirit is invisible and nonsensible and that from which the visible and
sensible are derived. In the same way that persons receive their being from Person who
is not seen, the person who is seen is not the “real” person. According to Brightman, “the
body can be seen, but not personality.”45 So what is this metaphysical reality, and what
are its attributes?
Particularly illuminating is Brightman’s distinction between “self” and “person.”
Smith and Zepp summarize his position:
‘A self,’ he explained, ‘is any conscious process; a person is a self that can
experience values and judge itself by rational norms.’ ‘Person’ is a more
inclusive concept than ‘self’ because the former possesses attributes which
the latter does not.46
Those attributes, according to Albert C. Knudson, an early personalist theologian and
dean at Boston University before King’s enrollment,47 include self-direction, selfconsciousness, freedom and responsibility. It is the Supreme Person from whom persons
receive divine or ontological attributes. The Supreme Person or Personality is the highest
form of self-consciousness, self-direction, freedom and personality. On this much
theistic personalists before and during the King years agreed. There were tenets on
which they diverged, however.
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Most personalists, according to Burrow, espouse a doctrine of God that closely
follows the orthodox position. That is, God is considered omnipotent and
omnibenevolent. A minority of personalists, however, including Brightman and, at times,
King, questioned God’s omnipotence and spoke rather of God’s “unmatched” or
“unsurpassable power.”48 Perfect and infinite in goodness, love, and justice, for
Brightman, God is best characterized as a finite-infinite God who is limited, “not only by
incidents of human freedom,” but “God’s power of will is finite . . . in the sense of being
limited by eternal uncreated, unwilled conditions in the divine nature.”49 King explains
in his final examination for Brightman’s philosophy of religion course that
God is a conscious Person of eternal duration. God eternally finds and controls
the Given in every moment of his experience. The Given consists of eternal
uncreated laws of reason and equally eternal uncreated processes of nonrational
consciousness. His will did not create the Given but it is in his experience at
every moment.50
At stake is both the question of evil and God’s role in the affairs of history. If
God is, according the orthodox position, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, and
omnibenevolent, how can evil be accounted for? 51 For Brightman, God’s will is not
infinite in that God does not will all that is “given.” However, God’s purposes will not
ultimately be thwarted. So, as Burrow explains,
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In [Brightman’s] doctrine of the finite-infinite God we have . . . the most
powerful will in the universe that eternally strives to achieve the highest
good. It confronts obstacles that sometimes lead to disappointments and
temporary setbacks, but never to defeat in any final sens . . . . This God
suffers, but always conquers; faces obstacles, but frequently overcomes
them in cooperation with created persons. ”52
Again, if God cannot be at one and the same time absolutely powerful (metaphysical) and
absolutely good (moral), Brightman chose to place emphasis on the latter. That is, “Since
infinite goodness is inherent in the idea of God, he concluded that God must be finite in
power.”53
God’s metaphysical and moral attributes, according to personalists, can also be
detected in the ordering of the universe. Just as God possesses nonvisible yet undeniable
personal categories such as spirit, mind, will, love, and reason, the universe by extension
possesses these same characteristics. Primarily a God of love (agape) and reason (logos),
or “reasonable love,” for Brightman,“the universe is fundamentally rational and
benevolent not withstanding temporary aberrations.”54 And these are not unverified
reveries. To the contrary, there is empirical evidence, he contended, supporting the
conclusion that “the universe is characterized by order and purpose” and “the gradual
realization [in history] of the ideals of cooperation and benevolence.”55
To summarize, personalists generally agree that (1) God is the Supreme Person or
Personality from which all persons receive their personhood, (2) God possesses the
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highest form of self-consciousness and self-direction (freedom), (3) God, if not
omnipotent, possesses unmatched power and will ultimately fulfill God’s purposes, and
(4) Fundamentally a God of love (agape) and reason (logos) who possesses invisible yet
undeniable categories of mind, will, and spirit, the universe by extension is characterized
by order, purpose, and benevolence.

Locating King Among the Pesonalists
That King believed in a personal God who possesses the highest form of selfconsciousness and self-direction is beyond dispute. Other aspects of King’s personalism,
however, lack consensus among King scholars. Cone, for instance, argues that, true to
his Black church background, King was of the orthodox position that God is both
omnipotent and omnibenevolent. Ervin Smith seems at first to concur with Cone’s
assessment. He argues:
King perceived God to be absolute in power and infinite in goodness. As
absolute and infinite, God is complete and perfect in His self-hood and
self-expression . . . . The so-called limitations of human freedom from
without and the logic of reason, justice and love within are but selflimitations within God’s own choosing . . . . King attributed contrary
evidence to God’s power and goodness to the limitations of human
knowledge rather than to limitations in God’s being and personality.56
King’s notion of absolute power must be qualified, however. Smith goes on to explain
that King shared the view of personalists Bowne, Knudson, and Dewolf. That is, he
accepted “the traditional theistic position that God is omnipotent.” God’s power,
however, “refers to the ability to achieve purpose. God’s power must always be thought
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of in relation to His purposes.”57 Omnipotence, thus understood, “does not mean God
breaks the laws of logic or does the impossible,” rather, “[it] means that there is nothing
which can prevent Him from realizing any purpose His wisdom and goodness intends.”58
In his final analysis, Smith finds Cone’s contention that King’s “commitment to the faith
of the Negro church was too strong to allow him to embrace a limited God” as ultimately
untenable.59 Smith’s conclusion appears further validated in King’s account for the
presence of evil in the world.

Theodicy
King’s attempt to overcome the theological dilemma of apparently irreconcilable
attributes existing within divine nature, i.e. omnipotence and omnibenevolence in the face
of evil, was more than an abstract theological exercise. Finding a method to eliminate evil
in its concrete forms was part of his theological “quest.”
King did not deny the reality of evil. On biblical, experiential, and rational
grounds, King affirmed the presence of evil in the world. The bible, King asserted,
“prophetically denounces callous injustice and ugly hypocrisy, and dramatically portrays
a misguided mob hanging the world’s most precious Person on a cross between two
thieves.” “Crystal clear,” he argued, “is the biblical perception of evil.”60 Experientially,
one need not look too far to observe evil:
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Within the wide arena of everyday life we see evil in all of its ugly
dimensions. We see it expressed in tragic lust and inordinate selfishness.
We see it in high places where men are willing to sacrifice truth on the
altars of their self-interest. We see it in imperialistic nations crushing
other people with the battering rams of social injustice. We see it clothed
in the garments of calamitous wars which leave men and nations morally
and physically bankrupt.61
Finally, King found the reality of evil rationally incontrovertible. Although the view of
absolute theists, i.e., “evil is incomplete and when viewed from the whole is really good,”
appears to “satisf[y] the mind’s demand for unity,” taken to its logical conclusion, King
argued, the converse could we argued as well. That is, “Someone could just as easily say
that good is incomplete evil.”62
Following Brightman, King found the better solution to the theological
conundrum posed by theodicy in God as a finite-infinite God. God is infinite in
goodness, but finite in terms of sheer power. As Ervin Smith points out, “King’s God
was defined more by goodness and compassion than by sheer power.”63 As noted above,
power properly understood is the ability to achieve purpose. To act in a way that thwarts
God’s purposes would prove to be a weakness. King explains:
By endowing [human beings] with freedom, God relinquished a measure
of his own sovereignty and imposed certain limitations upon himself. If
his children are free, they must do his will by voluntary choice. Therefore,
God cannot at the same time impose his will upon his children and also
maintain his purpose for man. If through sheer omnipotence God were to
defeat his purpose, he would express weakness rather than power.64
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The solution to the problem of evil, then, could be found in humanity’s freedom and
God’s self-imposed limitations, which, King argued, is a demonstration of strength rather
than weakness.
King’s solution to the problem of evil was not exhaustive and he did not claim
finally to resolve the theodicy conundrum. “I do not pretend to understand,” he said, “all
of the ways of God or his particular timetable.”65 Striking a balance between
Brightman’s infinite-finite God and the absolute theist position of Bowne, Knudson, and
DeWolf, King concluded that God is most accurately understood as a God of love whose
power will ultimately accomplish God’s purposes. Temporary aberrations of injustice,
inequality, oppression, powerlessness, racism, militarism, materialism and anything that
fragmented community are already being overcome and would one day be completely
eliminated. This conviction was not for King mere wishful thinking. That God is active
in the world eliminating social ills, both through immutable moral laws and through the
cooperative efforts of humanity was for him an observable reality.

Objective Moral Order
King did not discover the notion that there is an objective moral order in the
universe with which one can and therefore should co-operate at Boston University. As
early as his Morehouse years, in an address to faculty and students he expressed his
conviction that there exists in the universe a moral order that one can violate only at one’s
peril.66 Without question, however, King did refine during the Boston years the
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conception of God he had inherited from his family, the church of his youth, and under
the tutelage of Benjamin Mayes. In a sermon delivered the same week that he was
completing his qualifying examinations (February 28, 1954), King insisted, “this is a
moral universe, and there are moral laws just as abiding as the physical laws.” Not unlike
the “final law of gravitation,” he maintained, if we disobey moral laws, “we’ll suffer the
consequences.”67 King’s conviction that there is an absolute moral order in the universe
was fundamental to his thought and praxis. It permeated his sermons, speeches and
writings, and it served as an organizing principle in the Civil Rights Movement.68
Somewhat ironically, it was his profound belief in a morally ordered universe that
caused him to depart from many of his fellow personalists. The plight of African
Americans during the King years demanded that King-the-praxis-theologian part ways
with traditional theistic personalists with respect to social progress. Personalists such as
Bowne, by and large according to Smith, were of the perspective that “the only recourse
for an abused minority . . . is the slow persuasion of the majority,” with an “emphasis
upon the individual and less attention to the social order.” As such, “Justice is
temporarily dependent upon a balancing of competing powers but its fullness awaits a
renewed spirit of the human heart.”69 From the vantage point of those suffering from the
imbalance of competing powers, if the universe characterized by a loving purpose, one
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need not “wait” on a sufficient number of individuals who were acting in ways contrary
to that purpose to have a change of heart and mind. To those who counseled King to
wait, he retorted , “For years now I have heard the word ‘Wait!’ It rings in the ear of
every Negro with piercing familiarity. This ‘Wait’ has almost always meant ‘Never.”70
As a praxis theologian, if God is indeed a God of love, power, and justice Who sustains
creation through immutable moral laws, one must choose which laws, moral and
otherwise, one will obey. To choose to believe in such a God meant for King that one
can and therefore should co-labor with God to bring about God’s intentions for the world.
To “wait” was to co-operate with that which is resistant and contrary to God’s intentions.
King, through praxis, came to see more and more that “progress in the social struggle
would come only as a result of the relentless cooperative endeavor between persons and
God.”71
Having seen both personalism’s influence and King’s places of departure, let us
now turn to King’s doctrine of God in its own right.

Love, Power, Justice
King understood God to be, most fundamentally, a personal God of love, power,
and justice who is active in history accomplishing God’s purposes of redemption,
reconciliation and the creation of the beloved community. As important and necessary as
power and justice were in King’s thought, it is my contention that love was at the very
center of King’s conception of God and the value from which all others were derived.
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No other theme permeated his writings, sermons, and speeches more. As Ivory argues,
“King’s conception of God as ‘Love-in-Action’ proved to be the linchpin to his
theological framework.”72 But this God-love or love-in-action was by no means weak,
sentimental, or ineffective. Often misunderstood, particularly among English speaking
Americans, to mean something akin to what one would possess for a pet, or confused
with something similar to the English word “like,” King incessantly clarified what he
meant by love. The proper understanding of love was absolutely requisite. He insisted,
for a “power-drunk generation . . . love is the only creative, redemptive, transforming
power in the universe.”73 Let us turn, then, to that which was central to King’s
conception of God.
Sometimes at greater length, and at times in summary depending on the occasion
and audience, King appealed to the Greek distinctions between eros (aesthetic, romantic),
philia (reciprocal, utilitarian), and agape. It was the latter, of course, to which he gave
most of his attention. Considered by King to be “the only way,” agape must not be
mistaken to be anemic or effete. As Charles Marsh notes, agape for King “was surely not
the platitudinous ‘all you need is love’. . . . It was . . . the outrageous venture of loving
the other without conditions—a risk and costly sacrifice.”74 King often defined agape as
“understanding and creative, redemptive good will for all men.” As an “overflowing love
which seeks nothing in return, agape is the love of God operating in the human heart.”
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Again, distinguishing agape-love from like, he explains, “[a]t this level, we love men not
because we like them . . . but because God loves him.”75 To suggest that an oppressed
people should “like” or feel affectionate toward their oppressors, King acknowledged,
was “nonsense.” King was not, however, speaking of affectionate love or “emotional
bosh” when describing agape love.76 Far from being weak or impractical, “the weapon
of love . . . is the most durable power in the world” capable of freeing both the victims
and perpetrators of oppression and injustice from “a life of psychological death”77 and
turning “an enemy into a friend.”78
One of the greatest challenges to the power, practicality, and efficacy of love was
most fundamentally a matter of misunderstanding. In order for love to serve as the
proper redemptive and liberating force in the world, it first had to be liberated from false
conceptions. Love and power, properly understood, are not to be viewed as inherently
dichotomous. King explains:
You see, what happened is that some of our philosophers got off base.
And one of the great problems of history is that the concepts of love and
power have been used as opposites—polar opposites—so that love is
identified with a resignation of power, and power with a denial of love.79
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This confusion surrounding the relationship between love and power, King was
convinced, “constitutes the major crisis of our times.” In order to overcome this crisis, he
argued:
we’ve got to get this thing right. What is needed is a realization that
power without love is reckless and abusive, and love without power is
sentimental and anemic. Power at its best is love implementing the
demands of justice, and justice at its best is power correcting everything
that stands against love.80
Power, for King, was neutral in and of itself. He insisted, “power properly understood is
nothing but the ability to achieve purpose.”81 It could be employed to achieve
constructive or destructive ends.
The relationship between love, power, and justice was arguably King’s greatest
theological and ethical insight. It was, as aptly phrased by Greg Moses, his “golden
thesis.” 82 Moses is right: “As we look carefully through King’s version of the civil
rights paradigm . . . his philosophy of civil rights is organized around one metaphysical
thesis. It is King’s golden thesis that justice is the power of love.”83
“Power at its best,” King insisted, “is love implementing the demands of
justice.”84 Or, stated differently, love is “justice concretized with the power to achieve
purpose.” The purpose or end (telos), for King, was reconciliation, the creation of the
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beloved community. This was the ideal. As Ervin Smith points out, however, “in light of
the reality of sin and evil in the world, God operates through justice, which is another
side of His goodness, to bring man to his proper end.”85
So much was King’s understanding of love wed to justice that Cone argues for the
latter being the appropriate point of departure in King’s thought and praxis. Despite
King’s assertion in Stride Toward Freedom that love was the organizing principle of the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, from Cone’s reading of the original manuscript of King’s first
major speech at Holt Street Baptist Church, he maintains that justice rather than love was
the central theme and the lens through which love and hope was understood. However,
within a couple of weeks, according to Cone, love became the central theme through
which other values were understood. Cone writes, “As the boycott proceeded, King’s
practical concern about the dangers of violence, along with his acceptance of the naïve
optimism of liberal theology, caused him to change his primary emphasis from justice to
love.”86
Contrary to Cone’s assessment, in my reading of that same transcript, the shift in
emphasis took place later rather than earlier in his quest to eliminate social evil. That is,
rather than shifting from justice to love as he overcame his naïve acceptance of
theological liberalism, he shifted his emphasis to justice and power while maintaining the
centrality of love. In what King recounted as “the most decisive speech of my life,” he
was confronted with the problem of how to “combine two apparent irreconcilables.” On
85
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the one hand, he had to “seek to arouse the group to action by insisting that their selfrespect was at stake.” To accept injustice without protesting would be to “betray their
own sense of dignity and the eternal edicts of God himself.” On the other hand, King felt
he had to “balance this with a strong affirmation of the Christian doctrine of love.” In
other words, King had to “make a speech that would be militant enough to keep . . .
people aroused to positive action and yet moderate enough to keep this fervor within
controllable and Christian bounds.”87 It is justice that falls within the sphere of love. He
reminded hearers that “it is not enough for us to talk about love,” because “the other side
of love is justice.” He continues, “justice is really love in calculation . . . justice is love
correcting the revolts against love.”88 King does not appear here naïve about the
optimism of liberal theology, nor does he seem incognizant of the necessary yet proper
relationship between love and justice. Even as he prepared for this most decisive speech
(made only four days after Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on the bus), he was
concerned to strike the proper balance. In King’s final analysis, the balance is found
when justice is kept within the constraints of love, even as love must include justice.
King’s incisive analysis of the difference between desegregation and integration
sheds light on his understanding of the relationship between justice and love.
Desegregation leaves society in a state of affairs in which “elbows are together and hearts
are apart,” or where “men” remain in “physical proximity without spiritual affinity.”89
The demands of desegregation, i.e. physical proximity, fall within the scope of what can
87
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be enforced. Integration, however, goes beyond desegregation in that it “falls within the
scope of the unenforceable.” 90 It is “the positive acceptance of desegregation and the
welcomed participation of Negroes into the total range of human activities.”91 Thus
understood, justice (desegregation) implements the demands of love until the ideal
(beloved community) can be achieved.
So, for King, the most durable power available for overcoming social evil is love.
Love, justice, and power are necessarily related in a world in which injustice and evil are
realities. Although the creation of the beloved community is the ideal, in a universe
where love has become distorted, justice within Christian bounds becomes operative. 92

Traditional Foci: Sovereignty, providence, transcendence and immanence.
We have seen thus far that King believed in a personal God of love, justice, and
unmatched power who operates through absolute moral laws and in co-operation with
persons to accomplish God’s loving purposes. Traditional categories can be inferred
from these attributes. When King speaks of the moral laws of the universe he offers
clues to his understanding of God’s transcendence. When King speaks of God’s activity
in the world he reveals something of his understanding of God’s immanence. When he
speaks of God’s unmatched power and ability to fulfill God’s purposes, he is at the same
time disclosing his understanding of God’s sovereignty and providence.
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King was comfortable with academic, ecclesial, and public audiences. He
employed the language demanded by the situation and context. So, in that regard, one can
identify King’s theology in the opposite direction. That is, when King employs public
language he at the same time sheds light on his more nuanced academic theological
conceptions. This was, in fact, his intent. He was of the conviction that the minister or,
once he became a national figure, the public theologian, was responsible to relate the
theologically and philosophically complex to the day-to-day experiences of those to
whom the theologian made a claim to attention. King insists:
To[o] often do educated minister[s] leave the people lost in the fog of
theological abstractions, rather than presenting that theology in the light of
peoples’ experiences. It is my conviction that the minister must somehow
take profound theological and philosophical views and place them in a
concrete framework. I must forever make the complex, the simple.93
This commitment to make the complex simple is evident in a public address made
on May 17, 1957 entitled “Give us the Ballet.” Standing in front of the Lincoln
Memorial exactly three years after Brown vs. the Board of Education and just six months
after the Supreme Court declared bus segregation laws of Alabama to be unconstitutional,
listeners can hear biblical, philosophical, neo-orthodox, and liberal evangelical
references.
Let us realize that as we struggle for justice and freedom, we have cosmic
companionship. This is the long faith of the Hebraic-Christian tradition:
that God is not some Aristotelian ‘unmoved mover’ who merely
contemplates upon Himself. He is not merely a self-knowing God, but
another-loving God forever working through history for the establishment
of his Kingdom.94
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In language that revealed intellectual sophistication made accessible to multiple
audiences, one can identify King’s conception of God’s transcendence, immanence,
providence, and sovereignty, or, in personalist terms, a God of reasonable love (agape)
who operates through immutable laws and in co-operation with persons throughout
history with unmatched power to fulfill God’s ultimate purposes.95

Epistemology: Christological Praxis
Thus far we have looked at King’s early years including his first encounters with
Southern racism and his most formative influences in shaping his conception of God. We
have explored the ways in which his formal education at Morehouse, Crozer, and Boston
University served to complement, correct, and refine the conception of God inherited
from his family and the Black church tradition of his youth. Next, from his writings and
orations we have identified some of the nuances of King’s doctrine of God as his thinking
developed. It is time now to turn to the source that served not only to broaden and
deepen his understanding of God, but also gave epistemological certitude to his
theological musings. It was Christological praxis that served as the primary source of
King’s knowing.
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In order to understand fully King’s doctrine of God, one must look to his
Christology. Christology, for King, was the source from which God’s nature and
attributes could be most fully and accurately derived. As we have seen in chapter 1, King
was of the position that all truth is God’s truth, and he was eager to mine a variety of
sources in his theological pursuits. Jesus,96 however, provided a unique disclosure of the
nature, will, and activity of God. King explains:
The divinity of Christ has been one of the chief co[r]nerstones of the
Christian tradition. It has been insisted that with the coming of Jesus a bit
of eternity came into time . . . in order that time might become eternal. In
other word[s], we are only saying that God is Christlike. This . . . is the
ultimate meaning of the Trinity. It affirms that in some mysterious way
God and Christ are one in substan[c]e. And so to experience one is to
experience the other.97
Leaving no room for speculative interpretation, King concludes, “to know Christ is to
know God.”98
So who is the God revealed in Christ according to King? The answer is in part
the God thus far seen in King’s thought. The God of agape love operating in history for
the creation of the beloved community is the God revealed in Christ. Because, as King
affirmed, “to know Christ is to know God,” Christ becomes the normative source by
which God is known. Ivory states it thus:
As radical agape love in action, the God we come to know in Jesus Christ
has not deistically withdrawn to a detached, transcendent, other worldly
relationship with a created order. Rather, God participates throughout the
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universe and within human history in community-creating projects where
justice, peace, love, and hope are assigned normative status.99
And this kind of God cannot, according to King, be known merely through speculative
analysis or philosophical reasoning, no matter how well such analyses and systems of
thought cohere. The God of love, justice, and power can be known when, like Jesus,
people co-labor with God to fulfill God’s purposes. Just as God, in King’s thought,
entered into the human situation through the incarnation, particularly the human situation
of oppression, people come to know this God by doing likewise.
King’s emphasis on praxis can be seen prior to the Montgomery Bus Boycott
(MBB). For instance, while studying at Crozer Theological Seminary (1948-1951), King
writes that the purpose of religion is not the perpetuation of theological ideas. “Religion,”
he argues, “is not validated by ideas, but by experience." Again, he says, “the essential
purpose of religion remains the same. It is not to perpetuate dogma or theology, but to
produce living witnesses and testimonies to the power of God in human experience.” 100
But it is exactly at this point that King points to the experience of practicing the teachings
of Jesus that validates theologies and beliefs about God. In fact, he was quick to argue
that mere experience is not in itself a validation of belief in the God revealed in Jesus.
Belief systems, according to King, are sometimes the product of social conformity
which can be antithetical to the nature and will of God. King lamented the tendency of
churches to reflect and even “bless” the patterns of majority opinion. Rather than
99
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resisting social evils such as racial exclusiveness, economic exploitation, and war, King
decried the tendency among far too many who “remained silent behind stained-glass
windows.” 101 And the issue was not so much one of non-belief; rather, it was an issue of
false belief. Serving as a thermometer rather than a thermostat,102 many who claimed
devotion to God had been seduced by the “false gods” of “science,” “money,” and
“nationalism.”103 The corrective to misdirected beliefs and practices is found, for King, in
Jesus, “the world’s most dedicated nonconformist, whose ethical nonconformity still
challenges the conscience of mankind.”104 Since “God is Christlike,” correcting beliefs
and practices begins with a Christological reformulation.
Jesus, in King’s hermeneutic, reveals a God more concerned with ethics than
aesthetics, more concerned with deeds than creeds, and more concerned with ending
racial prejudice than church processionals.105 In Jesus, one finds the extreme to which
God will go (crucifixion) in order to disclose God’s intentions of love, justice, and the
restoration of broken community.106 Much more will be said regarding King’s very
nuanced understanding of the salvific nature of the cross in chapter 4. Suffice it here to
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say that it was from Jesus that King claimed to have received the “inspiration”107 to
commit his life and ministry to the eradication of social evil and the creation of the
beloved community. King’s conception of a Christ-like God would be tested during his
first pastorate at Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in Montgomery, Alabama.

Montgomery Bus Boycott
It is beyond the scope of this project to offer an exhaustive account of the events
that took place during the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Two events, however, offer clues
to King’s ongoing development as a theologian and how he continued to move from
conceptual clarity to greater depths of knowing. The first involved his initial speech as
the newly elected president of the Montgomery Improvement Association. The other
took place less than two months later when his family was placed in danger due to his
role in the ongoing bus boycott.
On December 1, 1955, just one year after King began fulltime service as Dexter’s
pastor and less than six months after his doctorate had been conferred, Rosa Parks
refused to surrender her seat to a white passenger on one of Montgomery’s legally
segregated buses. Within hours a boycott was being organized among the African
American community. King was one of many ministers who received a pre-dawn call the
following morning soliciting his endorsement of a bus boycott. He initially requested
time to consider it; however, he did agree to allow organizers to use Dexter as a meeting
place to further their plans.
107
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That afternoon (Friday), “about fifty of the Negro leaders assembled in the
basement of King’s church.”108 Word spread both through leaflets distributed throughout
Montgomery and by word of mouth, particularly through churches, that the boycott was
to take place beginning Monday, December 5, and that there would be a mass meeting
held that evening at Holt Street Baptist Church. When Monday morning arrived,
onlookers discovered that the buses were empty. That afternoon several leaders met to
plan for the evening mass meeting and to elect a president and spokesperson for the
boycott. Why King was elected, being so young and as a relative newcomer to
Montgomery, remains somewhat contested. Branch explains:
Idealists would say afterward that King’s gifts made him the obvious
choice. Realists would scoff at this, saying that King was not very well
known, and that his chief asset was his lack of debts or enemies. Cynics
would say that the established preachers stepped back for King only
because they saw more blame and danger ahead than glory.109
Perhaps King was elected in part for each of these reasons. Looking back, one thing is
certain; King’s vocation from this point forward would take on a whole new meaning and
direction. Not only did his election as the president of what would become the
Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA) prevent him from pursuing an academic
career, King’s theology would now be done from within the struggle to liberate captives
and their captors from systemic injustice. As Rufus Burrow observes, “[King’s] ministry
after graduate school made it impossible for him to return to systematic scholarly
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writings on God . . . . The view of God arrived at in his formal studies would have to be
battle-tested.”110
King’s first “test” came immediately following his election as president.
Although sermon preparation usually required fifteen hours, he had only twenty minutes
“to prepare the most decisive speech of my life.” He was searching, as noted above, for a
way to arouse the people of Montgomery to fervent positive action, but within Christian
bounds. He used the few minutes he had left to “sketch an outline of the speech in [his]
mind.”
King began his speech by assuring those gathered of the urgency and moral
uprightness they had as American citizens to confront the injustices suffered by African
Americans in general and those experienced on the buses of Montgomery in particular.
Evoking the strongest audible reaction of the speech, he spoke to the conditions that
continued to plague their community and the natural response to those conditions.
And you know, my friends, there comes a time when people get tired of
being trampled over by the iron feet of oppression. [Sustained applause]
There comes a time when people get tired of being plunged across the
abyss of humiliation, where they experience the bleakness of nagging
despair. (Keep talking) There comes a time when people get tired of being
pushed out of the glittering sunlight of life’s July and left standing amid
the piercing chill of an alpine November. (That’s right) [Applause] There
comes a time. (Yes sir, Teach) [Applause continues]
We are here, we are here because we are tired now. (Yes)
[Applause].111
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It is worth noting that the applause indicated in the text above is not present in the
speech until this point. Articulating the common experience of being “tired” of
“oppression,” “humiliation,” and “nagging despair,” King had clearly identified the
source of militancy that would be required. But he still needed to complement militancy
with nonviolence. Immediately he exhorted listeners,
we are not here advocating violence . . . . We have never done that . . . . I
want it to be known in Montgomery and throughout this nation . . . that we
are Christian people. We believe in the teachings of Jesus. . . . The only
weapon we have in our hands this evening is the weapon of protest.112
Again, King reiterated the need to “keep God in the forefront” and “to be Christian in all
our actions.” It was at this point, however, that he reminded listeners that it is not enough
to talk about love. Love, we saw above, must include justice. “There is another side
called justice,” he said, “and justice is really love in calculation. Justice is love correcting
that which revolts against love.”113
King concluded his speech by insisting that they were part of a pivotal moment in
time. Future history books, he told listeners, “will have to say, ‘There lived a race of
people . . . a black people . . . who had the moral courage to stand up for their rights. . . .
And thereby they injected a new meaning into the veins of history and of civilization.”114
These words appear to have removed any doubt as to whether or not King was the
appropriate spokesperson and president of the bus boycott. Rosa Parks, whose actions
initiated the boycott, recalled on her way home from the mass meeting, “I knew that we
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had found the right one to articulate our protest. As the weeks and months wore on, it
became clear to me that we had found our Moses, and he would surely lead us to the
promised land of liberty and justice for all.”115
By King’s own assessment, he evoked in this first speech more of a response than
any sermon or speech that he had previously delivered, despite the fact that it was
“virtually unprepared.” To this King cited something other than his social location
explored above. He had heard accounts of being able to transcend human limitations.
That night, King said, “I came to see for the first time what the old preachers meant when
they said, ‘Open your mouth and God will speak for you.’”116 Realizing that such an
assertion was beyond description or empirical verification, King conceded, “[n]o
historian would ever be able to fully describe this meeting and no sociologist would ever
be able to interpret it adequately. One had to be a part of the experience to really
understand it.”117 Through praxis, King’s conception of God and his certitude about
God’s activity in human affairs was deepened. That is, as he was thrust into the
leadership role, he experienced “cosmic companionship” and his faith in “a moral order
in the universe” with which he could operate was authenticated. By extension, he was
emboldened as the leader of the MIA. Just a few weeks later, however, his confidence
was tested again.
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Within days, King and other leaders of the MIA attempted to negotiate with white
officials in Montgomery to bring an end to the boycott, but to no avail.118 He was also
chastised among those in the religious community. Montgomery United Methodist pastor
G. Stanley Frazier, Garrow notes, “offered some paternalistic remarks about how
ministers should stay out of political affairs.” To this King maintained, “I can see no
conflict between our devotion to Jesus Christ and our present action. In fact I see a
necessary relationship. If one is devoted to the religion of Jesus he will seek to rid the
earth of social evils. The gospel is social as well as personal.”119 Resistance in the white
community among both civic and religious leaders revealed that the boycott would likely
by lengthier than first anticipated.120 Intensifying pressure on the MIA leadership, King
was arrested on Thursday, January 26, for traveling five miles an hour over the speed
limit (thirty miles an hour in a twenty-five miles per hour zone). The following night
King received a threatening phone call that proved to be a turning point in his leadership,
not only of the Montgomery Bus Boycott, but also for the remainder of his life.
King turned twenty-seven years old just two weeks prior to receiving a harrowing
phone call causing him to question the theological convictions he had received from the
118
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community in which he was reared, as well as the theological framework he had
hammered out in graduate school. He had received a number of threats on his life during
the previous weeks, and by mid-January was receiving upwards of forty threatening calls
a day. But this particular call caused him to contemplate for the first time the very real
possibility that something could happen to him, his wife, and his daughter who was
barely two months old. On the other end of the line, King heard an “angry” voice that
said, “Listen, nigger, we’ve taken all we want from you; before next week you’ll be sorry
you ever came to Montgomery.”121 King recounts what followed:
I got out of bed and began to walk the floor . . . . I was ready to give
up . . . . I tried to think of a way to move out of the picture without
appearing a coward. I sat there and thought about a beautiful little
daughter who had just been born. I’d come in night after night and see
that little gentle smile. I started thinking about a dedicated and loyal wife,
who was over there asleep. And she could be taken from me, or I could be
taken from her. And I got to the point that I couldn’t take it any longer. I
was weak. Something said to me, ‘You can’t call on Daddy now, you
can’t even call on Mama. You’ve got to call on that something in that
person that your Daddy used to tell you about, that power that can make a
way out of no way.’122
Then, in what was perhaps the most vulnerable moment of his life, he said:
With my head in my hands, I bowed over the kitchen table and prayed
aloud. The words I spoke to God that midnight are still vivid in my
memory: ‘Lord, I am down here trying to do what’s right. I think I’m
right. I am here taking a stand for what I believe is right. But Lord, I
must confess that I’m weak now, I’m faltering. I’m losing my courage.
Now, I am afraid . . . . I am at the end of my powers. I have nothing left.
I’ve come to the point where I can’t face it alone.’
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Paradoxically, King claims to have discovered strength in this moment of utter
helplessness. “At that moment,” he asserts, “I experienced the Divine as I have never
experienced him before. Almost at once my fears began to go. My uncertainty
disappeared. I was ready to face anything.” From that “kitchen experience” on, he
possessed the “quiet assurance” that he was not alone, that God was with him urging him
to “stand up for righteousness. Stand up for justice. Stand up for truth.”123
King would never forget this experience. He referred to it directly just seven
months before he was assassinated, and he cited it indirectly just one month before his
untimely death.124
After the kitchen experience King shifted from an emphasis on the metaphysical
categories he had learned in graduate school to more personal language he had inherited
from the long line of those whose epistemological convictions were acquired through
experience rather than formal theological training. As his subsequent writings and
orations evidence, he never again doubted whether or not the God of agape love is active
in the universe achieving God’s purposes through the co-operation of persons.

As King

described his praxis-derived conviction:
The agonizing moments through which I have passed during the last few
years have also drawn me closer to God. More than ever before I am
convinced in the personality of God. True, I have always believed in the
personality of God. But in the past the idea of a personal God was little
more than a metaphysical category I found theologically and
philosophically satisfying. Now it is a living reality that has been
validated in the experiences of everyday life.”125
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More than a year after the bus boycott began, (December 21, 1956), King and
other African Americans in Montgomery boarded buses on a non-segregated basis for the
first time. The experiment (praxis) in Montgomery had confirmed King’s faith that God
is active in history and that personal and social transformation (salvation) is indeed
possible. But just as the African American community had acquired a new sense of
“somebodiness” and self-respect, King had begun to be disillusioned with the willingness
or perhaps the capability of the white majority, both conservative and progressive, to
relinquish their position of privilege and move from segregation, to desegregation, and
ultimately to integration which meant the existence of justice and equality. As King said
goodbye to Montgomery in January, 1960 (4 years after the bus boycott), much was left
unchanged. There were still no African American bus drivers, and “White” and
“Colored” signs still remained.126 His optimism regarding human nature and the
possibility of eliminating personal and social evil would continue to be challenged as the
Civil Rights Movement expanded. King’s theological anthropology is the subject of the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
KING’S THEOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
“The question, ‘What is man?’ is one of the most important questions
confronting any generation. The whole political, social, and economic
structure of society is largely determined by its answer to this pressing
question. Indeed, the conflict which we witness in the world today . . . is
at bottom a conflict over the question, ‘What is man?’”1
– Martin Luther, King, Jr.
Introduction
An accurate assessment of the human condition was essential if King was to
fulfill his quest to find a method to eliminate social evil. He needed to know what
capacity, if any, persons had for individual and social transformation. As seen thus far,
King did not readily accept what he perceived to be overly sentimental conceptions of
humanity’s essential goodness, but neither was he so cynical as to believe change to be
impossible. For some King scholars, he leaned more toward liberalism’s emphasis on
humanity’s capacity for goodness. Others, however, claim that King’s experiences in the
deep South necessitated a less sanguine account. What is commonly accepted as
indisputable is King’s recognition that the human condition is as complex as it is
ambiguous, and it can be claimed with confidence that King avoided the extremes of both
1
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liberalism and orthodoxy. His position was consistently tested through praxis, sometimes
confirming and sometimes altering his view in light of new experiences. It appears that
King, despite the experiences of his youth, was more optimistic about the prospect of
change while in graduate school and in the early days of his pastorate at Dexter Avenue
Baptist Church. His optimism was tempered, however, as he was thrust further into his
leadership role in the movement for civil and human rights.
Following the structure of chapters 1 and 2, this chapter will begin with King’s
social location, including formative influences and educational opportunities. I will
explore the thinkers to which King was exposed in graduate school and the
anthropological conceptions with which he found resonance, as well as those to which
King reacted. Next, I will examine King’s understanding of the human condition as
evidenced in his writings, speeches, and sermons. In the final section of this chapter I
will demonstrate the ways in which King’s anthropology was broadened, deepened, and
altered through praxis.

Social Location
Early Years
King’s conception of the human condition cannot be understood apart from the
existential milieu in which it was formed. His earliest memories included images of
people standing in excessively long bread lines, the mistreatment of African Americans
in private and public spheres, and his own personal experiences of racial unrest.2 He
could never accept, then, an “essentially good” anthropological assessment. But neither
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could he yield to the pessimism of the Reformers and early twentieth century neoorthodoxy he would encounter during his formal theological training. His early
experiences, his family of origin, and the Black Baptist tradition of his youth at once
tempered overly optimistic accounts of the human condition while maintaining hope for
personal and social transformation.
King’s experience was not identical to that of other African Americans during his
early years. His middleclass background and family of origin contributed to a hopeful
optimism regarding the human condition, both individually and collectively, without
denying the presence of evil. A sense of “somebodiness” was instilled in King by both
his mother and maternal grandmother when he experienced the “tragic” cruelties of racial
discrimination and humiliation from which no African American could be sheltered in the
South. He learned from them also that the sickness of society was contrary to God’s will
and therefore needed to be resisted. This tension between humanity’s goodness and the
propensity for evil can be observed in his recollection of his early years. King asserted,
My mother confronted the age-old problem of the Negro parent in
America: how to explain discrimination and segregation to a small child.
She taught me that I should feel a sense of “somebodiness” but that on the
other hand I had to go out and face a system that stared me in the face
every day saying that you are “less than,” you are “not equal to.”3
The conflicting messages King received at home and the system he confronted was not
unique. The emphasis on humanity’s capacity for goodness and the belief in the freedom
and responsibility of persons, however, was exceptional. As William Watley argues,
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such optimism was not the historical norm. “Traditionally,” he asserts, “black thinking
has not been as optimistic regarding the innate goodness of human nature.”4
The influence of King’s family and his early incidents with racism were indelibly
etched in his memory. And while his understanding of the human condition continued to
develop while at Morehouse College, Crozer Theological Seminary, and Boston
University, he never abandoned what he learned from his parents, grandparents, and the
church of his youth. As Baldwin asserts, “What King learned about human dignity, the
need for self-love . . . he learned . . . from behavior modeled by his parents and
contributions of black foreparents since the time of slavery.” Baldwin argues that King’s
understanding of human nature was not learned “primarily through reading philosophy
and theology books and listening to refined lectures.”5 He continues:
King’s personalism grew up in an environment that was fused with social
activism. Both his father and maternal grandfather were pastors who lived
and modeled the conviction that the church is morally obligated to do all
that it can to help people attain their full stature as persons.6
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Although King’s anthropological conception was not primarily formed in the
halls of higher learning, his formal education was immensely significant in preparing him
for the leadership role he would play in the Civil Rights Movement. It must be
remembered that King was once dubious of Christianity’s ability to effect change on a
social scale. The fundamentalist approach to Christianity seemed to him insufficient for
dealing with the complexity of structural sin. Unlike King’s mother, Daddy King was
less “disposed to discuss the issue of race.” For him, according to Taylor Branch, the
race issue was “simple.” That is, “[King, Sr.] was right, segregation was wrong, and the
hatefulness of white people was a mystery left to God.”7

Wills points out that

“[f]undamentalism essentially held to concepts of human failure that disallowed any real
reliance on secular sources.” King Sr. was convinced that “even in their finest form,” the
sciences “represented conclusions that were attained through skewed and distorted
intellectual faculty.”8 As a fundamentalist, “Daddy King seemingly could not
satisfactorily convey the broad theological analysis of the human condition that his son
(King) sought, nor could he offer a comprehensive prescription for society’s
modification, should such a prospect exist.”9 Sources of inquiry and prescription beyond
the fundamentalism of his father were discovered first at Morehouse College.
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Morehouse College
King’s years at Morehouse were ones of profound transformation. It was at
Morehouse that “the shackles of fundamentalism fell from [King’s] body,” and he was
“encouraged . . . in a positive quest for solutions to racial ills.”10 King’s first “frank
discussions about race” took place “on the Morehouse campus.” Branch writes that there
were “countless theories about it that emanated from the sociology department, whose
professors tried to reduce racial fear from a taboo to a branch of knowledge, penetrable
by logic.”11 King was also exposed to the social gospel and its emphasis on social justice
through preachers including but not limited to Benjamin Mays during chapel services at
Morehouse. Kelsey, professor of philosophy and religion, “challenged King on the
relevance of the Christian faith for social problems of the day.” Tempering notions of
inevitable progress and a realized eschatology, Burrow asserts that Kelsey “taught ‘that
the Kingdom of God could never be realized fully within history’ because the sinful
nature of man ‘distorts and imposes confusion even on his highest ideas.’”12 In short,
King learned at Morehouse that there are sources beyond Christianity that could be
employed by Christian leaders to work for change that is not inevitable, but possible
within limits. He further refined his understanding of the dialectical nature of the human
condition at Crozer Theological Seminary.
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Crozer Theological Seminary
Having discovered at Morehouse College a more adequate analysis of the human
condition and the resulting social problems than he had inherited from the fundamentalist
tradition of his youth, King found himself at Crozer Theological Seminary vacillating
between liberalism’s emphasis on the natural goodness of humanity on the one hand, and
neo-orthodoxy’s emphasis on human sin on the other. When he first arrived at Crozer,
King recalled, “I was absolutely convinced of the natural goodness of man and the
natural power of reason.”13 It did not take long, however, for his “thinking” to go
“through a state of transition.” As he further reflected on “certain experiences in the
South, with its vicious race problem,” King said, “it [was] very difficult for me to believe
in the essential goodness of man.”14 Richard Lischer sheds light on King’s dilemma:
No matter how many times he repeated liberal platitudes about the laws of
human nature, morality, and history, King could not be a liberal because
liberalism’s Enlightenment vision of the harmony of humanity, nature, and
God skips a step that is essential to the development of black identity. It
has little experience of the evil and suffering borne by enslaved and
segregated people in America. Liberalism is ignorant—even innocent—of
matters African-American children understand before their seventh
birthday.15
King writes that he read Walter Rauschenbusch’s Christianity and the Social
Crisis while at Crozer and that it “left an indelible imprint on my thinking,”16 As a
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proponent of the “social gospel,”17 Rauschenbusch offered hope for a greater realization
of the Kingdom of God in history, and the moral responsibility of Christians to work
toward its realization. “King had become inspired by the social gospel of Walter
Rauschenbusch to such a degree,” Roberts writes, “that he was almost overcome by the
belief in human progress that this theological position stressed.”18 By the time he
graduated from Crozer, however, King had come to the conclusion that Rauschenbusch’s
“optimism concerning human nature” was untenable. The transition in his thinking was
in no small part due to the influence of Reinhold Niebuhr.
After reading Moral Man and Immoral Society during his final year at Crozer,
King said of Niebuhr, “I became so enamored of his ethics that I almost fell into the trap
of accepting uncritically everything he wrote.”19 Although he never fully embraced
conceptions of the essential goodness of the human condition, in his quest for a method to
eliminate social evil he found Protestant liberalism’s emphasis on the potential of
individuals and social groups to respond to rational appeals attractive. His encounter
with Niebuhr, however, partially tempered his hope for social transformation, and his
vocational trajectory was permanently altered. Taylor Branch describes King’s
dissonance:
King and his Negro friends at Crozer had been able to drift along toward
their degrees, thinking that if they performed as well as whites in school,
preached the Social Gospel, helped as many Negroes as possible to rise to
full skills behind them, and all the while encouraged the racial
17
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enlightenment of progressive white people, then they could make a
contribution toward social justice whether or not their religious qualms
subsided. If Niebuhr was correct, however, any Social Gospel preacher
was necessarily a charlatan, and the Negroes among them were spiritual
profiteers, enjoying immense rewards of the Negro pulpit while dispensing
a false doctrine of hope. Such a prospect deeply disturbed King, who
already felt guilty about his privileges compared with the other Negro
students at Crozer.20
Branch goes on to say that King was already “aiming at further graduate study when he
first read Reinhold Niebuhr during his last year at Crozer.” And although reading Moral
Man and Immoral Society did not alter King’s plans, “it appears to have changed nearly
everything else, including his fundamental outlook on religion.” 21 King continued in
earnest his engagement with Niebuhr at Boston University under the tutelage of L.
Harold DeWolf.22

Boston University
More than any other single thinker, Niebuhr made the most significant
contribution to King’s anthropology. As Smith and Zepp argue, “No account of the
intellectual sources of Martin Luther King would be adequate without a thorough analysis
of the influence of Reinhold Niebuhr.”23 While at Boston University, King submitted
two essays to DeWolf. The first was a formal assignment in the spring of 1952 for
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DeWolf’s Systematic Theology course. King then submitted an informal handwritten
essay for comment sometime between the spring of 1953 and summer of 1954.24 The
following summary of Niebuhr’s position is taken from primary sources, as well as from
King’s essays.
Niebuhr argued that, from the Christian point of view, there are three related
aspects of human existence that include (1) humanity’s self-transcendence (Imago Dei),
(2) humanity’s weakness and finitude (creatureliness), and (3) humanity’s proclivity to
sin. 25 Stated differently, as a result of humanity’s paradoxical nature as both
transcendent and finite, according to Niebuhr, “man” is a “problem to himself. 26
Niebuhr asserts that “the Biblical conception of the ‘image of God’ has influenced
Christian thought . . . since Augustine.”27 Created in the image of God, human nature
includes rational faculties, but also something that transcends those rational faculties.
Humanity’s self-transcendence, its ability to “lift itself above itself as a living organism
and to make the whole temporal and spatial world, including itself, the object of it
knowledge,” means that human nature possesses a degree of self-determination
(freedom).28 Such freedom is “something more and something less” than freedom of
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choice in that “man” is able to “choose between various alternatives . . . in such a way
that he must choose his ultimate end.”29
Creatureliness, which involves finitude and weakness, is not in and of itself evil.
God, according to the Genesis account (1:31), saw that everything that God made was
good. Niebuhr argues that part of the great genius of the bible and Christianity is that it
prevented faith from “succumbing to the dualistic and acosmic doctrines which pressed in
upon the Christian church.”30 The world is not evil because it is temporal and the body is
not the source of sin, according to Niebuhr. This claim is of no small consequence when
considering human nature. Humanity, as a creation of God, can be affirmed as good even
while humanity’s finitude is emphasized. If finitude and the body are not to be thought
of as a source of sin, however, where does sin originate?
Niebuhr maintained that the biblical myth of the fall was a more accurate
understanding of human nature than was, in his estimation, the overly optimistic
sentimentalism of the essential goodness of humanity espoused by Protestant liberals.
For Niebuhr, “original sin and the fall are not literal events in history; they are rather
symbolic or mythological categories to explain the universality of sin.”31 Sin and the
fall, he argued, were inevitable though unnecessary consequences of humanity’s unique
nature. It is not the paradox of self-transcendence and finitude that is itself sin; it is
humanity’s paradoxical nature that offers the occasion for sin.
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The ambiguity of the human condition leaves humanity in a state of anxiety.
Anxiety is the result of humanity’s ability, through transcendence, to “anticipate life’s
perils,” and ultimately anticipate death.32 Sin is the result of humanity’s seeking to
overcome anxiety “by a will-to-power which overreaches the limits of human
creatureliness.”33 And the will-to-power has two dimensions. Niebuhr writes,
The religious dimension of sin is man’s rebellion against God, his effort to
usurp the place of God. The moral and social dimension of sin is injustice.
The ego which makes itself the centre of the universe in its pride and willto-power inevitably subordinates other life to its will and thus does
injustice to the other life.34
Although made in the image of God, humanity forgets its creatureliness and
thereby succumbs, though not by necessity, to the temptation of the sin of idolatry as he
“creates God in his own image.”35 Pride, “man’s unwillingness to acknowledge his
creatureliness and dependence on God and his effort to make his won [sic] life
independent and secure,” is the “basic sin” from which all other “sins” including
“injustice and sensuality” are derived.36 Hubris (original sin) leads to actual sins here and
now. That is, persons seek the accumulation of power and the subordination of others37
or, through imagination, humanity extends otherwise natural appetites and vitalities
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“beyond the requirements of subsistence.”38 This in turn leads to “the problem of
equitable distribution of the physical and cultural goods which provide for the
preservation and fulfillment of human life.” 39
Niebuhr’s analysis of the relationship between individual egoism and the egoism
of social groups was perhaps his most significant contribution to King’s thought. “In
their sanest moments,” Niebuhr writes, an individual “sees his life fulfilled as an organic
part of a harmonious whole.” Unfortunately, he continues, individuals have “few sane
moments.” Even those who are most rational among persons engaged in their “nobler
pursuits” fail to be fully “rational when their own interests are at stake.”40 The fact that
the “solicitous father wants his wife and children to have all possible advantages,”
Niebuhr cites for example, may merely be an extension of the father’s ego. “Families
may, in fact, be used to advertise the father’s success.”41
Niebuhr maintains that “there are definite limits in the capacity of ordinary
mortals which make it impossible for them to grant to others what they claim for
themselves.”42 Although he acknowledges that it is occasionally possible for an
individual to act against one’s self-interest, “[a]s racial, economic and national groups,”
he says, “they take for themselves whatever their power can command.”43 “Every group,
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like individuals,” Niebuhr argues, “has expansive desires which are rooted in the instinct
for survival and soon extend beyond it.”44 The irrationality of individuals who are blinded
by their self-interest, even under the guise of more noble pursuits, is exacerbated when
individual self-interest finds social cohesion.
If Niebuhr was right, King was going to need more than an articulate theology
and cogent appeals to conscience in his quest to eliminate social evil. Although it was
possible for individuals to respond to reason, Niebuhr maintained that “nations,
corporations, labor unions, and other large social groups would always be selfish.”45 In
order to achieve the kind of social harmony he was seeking, King would have to realize
that “[a]ll social co-operation on a larger scale than the most intimate social group
requires a measure of coercion.”46 Branch explains that, in Niebuhr’s analysis,
“[s]ociety . . . responded substantively only to power, which meant that all the forces of
piety, education, charity, reform, and evangelism could never hope to eliminate injustice
without dirtying themselves in power conflicts.”47
Cone rightly argues that “Niebuhr was unquestionably the theologian who shaped
King’s ideas of sin and its relations to group power.”48 It must be remembered, though,
that King almost made the mistake of accepting everything Niebuhr said uncritically.
King found “Niebuhr’s view of human nature . . . too pessimistic, and that it
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underestimated the human potential for moral improvement.”49 In King’s analysis, at
least while in graduate school and during the early days of the Civil Rights Movement,
Niebuhr had “overemphasized the corruption of human nature.” “His pessimism,” King
insisted, “was not balanced with an optimism concerning divine nature. He was so
involved in diagnosing man’s sickness of sin that he overlooked the cure of grace.”50 As
Wills notes:
Not even Niebuhr’s argument regarding the possibilities of ‘moral man’
and the impossibilities of ‘immoral society’ could dissuade King. For
King, both the individual and the societal group possessed the capacity to
consider, desire, and do that which is morally good.51
Despite their many differences, Niebuhr’s influence on King’s anthropology is
unmistakable.
King’s Theological Anthropology
Ambiguity
King was not seeking an anthropological conception that was encompassing
enough to honor both the tradition of his youth and the schools of thought to which he
was exposed in graduate school. Nor was his position a prosaic appropriation of eclectic
sources. King’s was a sober and deliberate pursuit for greater epistemic certainty. Wills
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correctly emphasizes King’s nuanced engagement with both his theology of origin and
those he encountered at graduate school while “a high degree of scholarly care as he
critiqued both schools of thought, determined to charter his own theological path.52
And his determination to charter his own path was not rooted in a desire to distinguish
himself as a theological thinker. His was a quest to find a method to eliminate social evil
and, as such, he understood with abundant clarity that there was little margin for error in
his analysis of the human situation. Rooted in his early experiences and the tradition of
his youth, and refined through is formal education, ambiguity was an appraisal, not of
King’s thought, but of the human condition itself.
In King’s analysis, there is within everyone “a strange schizophrenia.” There is a
“strange dichotomy,” an “agonizing tension within human nature” that is “one of the
tragic themes of man’s earthly pilgrimage.” 53 This tension, according to King, exists “in
every one” no matter “who you are.”54 Humanity, for King, is neither essentially good
nor essentially evil, but possesses the capacity for both. As a source of both hope and
caution, King insisted, “there is some good in the worst of us and some evil in the best of
us.”55
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King rejected orthodoxy’s emphasis on human depravity in part because, without
the capacity for good, there would be no cause for hope or reason to actively resist
dehumanizing forces. As Wills elucidates:
King’s discomfort with the orthodox/reformed tradition grew out of his
sense that it negated humanity’s obligation to act responsibly. To suggest
that humanity cannot do good was to create a self-fulfilling prophecy that
somehow justified humanity’s inhumanity against itself. 56
There would be no hope, then, that humanity “could . . . rise above the self-defeating
cycles of racism, classism, and militarism.”57 If the elimination of social evil is possible,
humanity must be capable of both acting in accordance with and responsive to goodness.
King was wagering that goodness was not in fact completely obliterated. He affirmed
liberalism’s emphasis on the propensity for goodness. This is not to say, however, that
King’s anthropology was overly sentimental.
King was insistent that “we must rethink the liberal . . . doctrine of man.” The
“brutal logic of events,” he said, “discredited” liberalism’s “strong tendency toward
sentimentality toward man.”58 If the orthodox position had been too pessimistic
regarding human nature, liberalism had overestimated humanity’s essential goodness.
The truth regarding the human condition was to be found somewhere between the two
extremes. King claimed:
The doctrines of justification by faith and the priesthood of all believers
are towering principles which we as Protestants must forever affirm, but
the Reformation doctrine of human nature overstressed the corruption of
man. The Renaissance was too optimistic, and the Reformation too
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pessimistic. The former so concentrated on the goodness of man that it
overlooked his capacity for evil; the latter so concentrated on the
wickedness of man that it overlooked his capacity for goodness.59
Humanity’s capacity for goodness did not begin, for King, post-conversion.
Again parting ways with the Reformed tradition, the worst among humanity, even prior
to conversion, possesses the capacity for good. The early King believed that through
moral suasion and, in his later thinking, through nonviolent direct action, the good that
was indelibly etched in humanity could be effectively appealed to.60 King’s confidence
in humanity’s essential goodness was rooted in the belief that all persons were created in
the image of God. And while he would not deny the presence of evil, he rejected claims
that “the image of God had been completely erased from man.”61 According to King,
“Man is . . . an upstanding human being” with “sufficient vision” because “there remains
enough of God’s image [in] him.”62

Imago Dei: Transcendence and Finitude
Central to King’s anthropological conception was the conviction that humanity
was created in the image of God. To be created in the image of God meant for King that
humanity was created with both a body and spirit, with both finitude and transcendence.
If God “made” humanity “with a material body,” then the body “must be good
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because . . . everything God makes is good.” 63 King could not accept the view that the
human body is evil, as Smith and Zepp point out. That notion was “based on a false
analogy from Greek philosophy wherein the soul is good and the body is evil.”64 King
found no such dichotomy. From his biblical interpretation, “the human [is] a unit, a
whole constituted of body (matter) and soul (spirit).”65
To have a body, of course, means that persons are limited by time and space. As
King explains, “there is a tension that comes as a result of man’s general finite situation.
Man has to face the fact that he’s finite, that he is inevitably limited, that he’s caught up
in the categories of time and space.”66 The “tension” is due to the fact that humanity is
also “a being of spirit,” which meant in part for King that humanity “has a mind, he has
rational capacity, he can think.” The capacity to think, to transcend time and space, is
what makes humanity unique. Humanity is endowed with memory and imagination, and
thus exists “in nature and yet above nature. He’s in time and yet above time.” 67
King did not believe that the body was made in God’s image. Instead, persons are
created in the image of the Supreme Person (God) who is most accurately characterized
by love (agape) and reason (logos), self-consciousness and self-direction (freedom), and
the ability to achieve purpose (power). These qualities taken together are what King
appears to have meant by “spirit.” Therefore, when he speaks of reason or humanity’s
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possession of rational faculties, he sometimes appears to use them synonymously with
spirit. For example, he says, “Man has rational capacity; he has the unique ability to have
fellowship with God. Man is a being of spirit.” 68 But as Smith and Zepp note, it is not
humanity’s rational faculty per se, but rather the capacity for transcendence that is
unique.69

Imago Dei: Equality, Dignity, and Freedom
To be created in the image of God meant for King that all people are created
equal. “The whole concept of the imago dei,” he explained, “as it is expressed in Latin,
the ‘image of God,’ is the idea that all men have something within them that God injected
. . . . And this gives him a uniqueness, it gives him worth, it gives him dignity.”70
Equality did not mean in King’s mind that every person is created with equal aptitudes,
talents, and abilities, however. Neither experience nor the Christian tradition suggested
equality of that kind. Part of King’s vocational discernment was the result of his own
limitations. Earning C’s in the biological sciences at Morehouse, Burrow remarks that
“whatever contribution he would make toward the liberation of his people would not be
in the area of medicine.”71 But the Christian tradition did not suggest that humanity is
equally endowed with ability. Citing the parable of the talents, King asserts, “Let us
notice . . . that the [parable?] is a clear and sober denial of the equality of human
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endowment. (Unto one he gave five talents, to another two, to another one; to each
according to his several abilities.)”72
Equality, by virtue of being created imago Dei, is intrinsic and goes beyond
external categories. To be created in the image of God meant for King, “that all men
are created equal in intrinsic worth.”73 King explains:
Deeply rooted in our religious heritage is the conviction that every man is
an heir to a legacy of dignity and worth. Our Judeo-Christian tradition
refers to this inherent dignity of man in the Biblical term the image of
God. The innate worth referred to in the phrase the image of God is
universally shared in equal portions by all men. There is no graded scale
of essential worth; there is no divine right of one race which differs from
the divine right of another. Every human being has etched in his
personality the indelible stamp of the Creator.74
Contrary to a “graded scale” of value placed on individuals and social groups in the
United States, “[t]he worth of an individual does not lie in the measure of his intellect, his
racial origin, or his social position.”75 King maintained that “every man who lives in a
slum today is just as significant as John D., Nelson, or any other Rockefeller. Every man
who lives in a slum is just as significant as Henry Ford.” 76
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King did not exempt himself from what he describes elsewhere as the “instinct”77
to be exceptional, to set himself apart. After being placed on the cover of Time magazine
in 1957, he recalled, “I could hardly go into any city or any town . . . where I was not
lavished with hospitality . . . . I could hardly go anywhere to speak . . . where hundreds
and thousands of people were not turned away because of space.” With all of the
attention he was receiving, he confessed that it became difficult not to “feel that I was
something special.”78 However, “somebodiness,” he reminded himself and others, rather
than being found in one’s abilities, race, social status, or other external criteria, is found
in one’s “relatedness to God.”79 Persons are endowed with inherent worth and dignity
because they are loved by God. Lawrence helps clarify King’s position:
King recognized the person in terms of its irreducible value, which is
conferred through love. In King’s thought, ‘Agape love does not
recognize value but creates it. Therefore, the person, according to King, is
the individual expression of the Love-Intelligence that grounds the
universe.’80
Equality of value, dignity, and personhood (somebodiness) was of monumental
importance for both captives and captors alike in a system that perpetuated systemic
injustice based on race and the twin evil of “class.” As captives, “the Negro had been
taught that he was nobody, that his color was a sign of his biological depravity, that his
77
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being was stamped with an indelible imprint of inferiority, that his whole history was
soiled with the filth of worthlessness.”81 However, when the irreducible value of every
person is “recognized,” according to King,” ‘whiteness’ and ‘blackness’ pass away as
determinants in a relationship and ‘son’ and ‘brother’ are substituted.”82
Grounded theologically and concretized through the gradual advancements in
economic opportunities and status, “a new sense of dignity and destiny”83 created a
“revolutionary change in the Negro’s evaluation of himself.”84 The negative peace that
had existed in Montgomery and throughout the South could no longer be maintained.
Rosa Parks, for instance, when asked why she did not give up her seat, replied, “It was a
matter of dignity; I could not have faced myself and my people if I had moved.”85 With a
renewed sense of inherent dignity, Parks was free to resist a system that denied her
personhood and the personhood of African Americans.
Imago Dei: Freedom
Since God, as the supreme Personality, possesses self-consciousness and selfdirection, to be made in God’s image means that persons are created to be free. In the
simplest terms, “to be free is what it means to be a person. To be a person is what it
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means to be free.”86 Or stated negatively, to deprive a person of freedom is to deprive a
person of full personhood. For this reason, according to King, on existential, moral, and
theological grounds, freedom cannot ultimately be withheld. King asserts:
There seems to be a throbbing desire, there seems to be an internal desire
for freedom within the soul of every man. And it’s there: it might not
break forth in the beginning, but eventually it breaks out. Men realize
that, that freedom is something basic. To rob a man of his freedom is to
take from him the essential basis of his manhood. To take from him his
freedom is to rob him of something of God’s image.87
But of what does freedom consist?
As J. Deotis Roberts explains, “Freedom implies at least three things: (1) the
capacity to be self-directed; (2) the ability to make decisions; (3) responsibility for one’s
decisions and actions. Anything that threatens one’s freedom is a threat to one’s
personhood.”88 One can deduce also that each element of freedom necessitates the other.
That is, in order for one to be responsible, one must be capable (free) to make choices
without restriction or coercion. “How can there be responsibility with no freedom?”
King rhetorically asks. “Indeed . . . any denial of freedom is an affirmation of it since
denial presupposes a decision for what appears true over against what is false.”89 And yet
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the external freedom to choose what “appears” to be true does not necessarily imply the
internal capacity.
As we shall see below, captors, themselves held captive to self-interest and
socialization, appear incapable of choosing to act morally. Held captive by the
rationalization of their privilege, power, and status, they are bound to choose the immoral
while deeming it moral. And even when they are liberated from false consciousness,
captors often remain unable, due to fear or weakness of will, to act morally. Burrow
offers a particularly illuminating analysis of this phenomenon. Citing the distinction
made by Paul W. Taylor, he argues that moral subjects do not necessarily possess moral
agency. Moral agency includes “the capacity to act freely, responsibly, and intelligently
and then respond appropriately.”90 As we have seen, the restriction of freedom, whether
the freedom of self-direction, the freedom to choose, or freedom to act responsibly, is to
deprive one of full personhood. To be a person is to be created free. So what is it that
holds captives and captors alike in bondage?
Sin
Although human beings are “made in the image of God,” neither the Christian
tradition nor experience would permit King to accept any false optimism when it came to
humanity’s fundamental nature. According to King, the “gone-wrongness” of the human
condition can be verified on “almost every page of the Bible.” The recognition of the
fact that there is “something wrong with human nature, something basically and
fundamentally wrong,” he argued, “stands as one of the basic assumptions of our
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Christian faith.”91 That “something,” however unpalatable to many moderns, is sin. “In
our modern world,” King observed, “we have tried to get away from the word sin.”92
Objectionable though it may be, he insisted, “we must admit that . . . God’s image has
been terribly scarred by sin.” And no one is excluded from the effects of sin. “Every
nation, every class and every man,” he argued, is part of the “gonewrongness of human
nature.” Any denial of human sin and its resulting estrangement, according to King, is to
be overly sentimental concerning human nature and even “silly.”93 Its effects can be seen
on every level human existence.

Sin as Misuse of Freedom and Weakness of Will
As we saw in the previous chapter, God is not sovereign in the sense that God
causes all things to happen. Created with a measure of freedom, human beings, in King’s
thought, are not “blind automatons” or “puppets.”94 Humanity is not guided by instinct
alone, as are the lower animals. Rather, being created in the image of God, humanity has
the freedom to choose “the good or the evil, the high or the low.”95 Humanity is free also
to “revolt” against the purposes of God, thus leading to separation and alienation. King
explains:
whenever we think about man we must think about this tragic fact – that
man is a sinner. Sin is this revolt against God; sin is at bottom separation.
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It is alienation. It is a creature trying to project himself to the status of the
creator. It is the creature’s failure to accept his limitations and, thereby,
reach out for something higher to integrate his life, and it ends up in tragic
separation.96
Paradoxically, then, humanity’s bondage to sin is made possible by human freedom. But
human freedom has limits, it is not absolute.
While possessing the rational capacity to choose between alternatives, humanity
does not always possess the strength of will to act accordingly. King consistently
employed the following sequence to emphasize the point:
There is something within all of us that causes us to cry out with Ovid, the
Latin poet, ‘I see and approve the better things in life, but the evil things I
do.’ There is something within all of us that causes us to cry out with
Plato that the human personality is like a charioteer with two headstrong
horses, each wanting to go in different directions. There is something
within each of us that causes us to cry out with Goethe, ‘There is enough
stuff in me to make both a gentleman and a rogue.’ There is something
within each of us that causes us to cry out with Apostle Paul, ‘I see and
approve the better things in life, but the evil things I do.’97
It bears repeating that the body, in King’s thought, is not in itself sinful.
Inordinate desires, passions, and appetites, although often attributed to the body, are not
in fact rooted there. The “principle of evil,” as King interpreted Christianity, was to be
found in human volition.98 Ervin Smith notes that as a result of human sinfulness, there
are “temptations and allurements” to which men are “so strongly drawn” that persons
cannot be held “altogether responsible.”99 And this is precisely the dilemma. Because of
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humanity’s sinful nature, persons are bound; yet because humanity is created in the image
of God, persons are free. It is the latter that reminds persons that those things that are
contrary to their divine nature are “intruders.”100 Persons, although endowed with the
capacity to weigh alternatives, due to sin, often fail to possess the strength of will to
choose the good when they are able to identify it. But sin is not merely a matter of
volition.
Sin’s Effect on Reason
It is true that humanity possesses the ability to deliberate among alternatives, but
King was also convinced that sin has distorted humanity’s rational faculties. The flawed
nature of human reason places constraints on persons’ ability to know and decide with
“perfection.” This is evidenced by the fact that persons seeking to “fix” problems by
employing their own resources “invariably exaggerate or become overly reliant upon one
of the possible solutions to the problem, which leads to another sin.”101 In other words,
reason which has been distorted by sin cannot be employed to correct sin-impaired
reason. But sin’s effect on reason is not merely a matter of insufficient knowledge.
The solution to the problem of sin and its effects is not to be found with more
information or greater intelligence, as important as disciplined thinking may be.102 “Soft
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mindedness” is never to be tolerated, but neither is reason or knowledge sufficient to
eradicate sin. King asserts:
We begin to wonder if [the gonewrongness of the human condition] is due
to the fact that we don’t know enough. But it can’t be that. Because in
terms of accumulated knowledge we know more today than men have
known in any period of human history. We have the facts at our disposal.
We know more about mathematics, about science, about social science,
and philosophy than we’ve ever known in any period of the world’s
history. So it can’t be because we don’t know enough.103
The fundamental “wrongness” of humanity and the world, then, cannot be explained in
terms of insufficient knowledge. The accumulation of knowledge can itself be employed
to aid and even defend sin and evil. And this is of no small import because, as experience
had convinced King, “[n]othing in all the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance
and conscientious stupidity.”104

Sin as Ignorance
Whether dealing with inter-personal relationships, social groups, or international
relations, “the real danger confronting civilization” according to King, “is that atomic
bomb which lies in the hearts and souls of men . . . capable of exploding into the vilest of
hate into the most damaging selfishness.”105 From a Christian perspective, nothing
pointed to the danger of hate and violence rooted in ignorance more than the cross. King
argues:
we must never forget that Jesus was nailed to the cross not merely because
of human badness but because of human blindness. The men who cried,
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‘Crucify him!’ were not bad men; they were blind men. The men who
nailed Him to the cross were misguided men. They knew not what they
did.106
Particularly ironic in the mind of King was the fact that many who claimed to identify
with the crucified one had become, however unwittingly, perpetrators of systemic evil.
“They are often good church people,” King lamented, “even turn[ing] to religion and the
Bible at times to justify their actions” Like those responsible for the crucifixion of Jesus,
“they know not what they do.”107
Niebuhr’s insight into individual’s and social groups’ propensity to pursue and
defend their own interests was not lost on King. He observed that persons indeed possess
an uncanny tendency to identify with particular groups when it is in their self-interest to
do so. King understood that the ignorance of both the dominant group and those who
were victims of structural sin could largely be attributed to this phenomenon. For
instance, in a society where personal value and economic status correspond, members of
the white community with few economic opportunities had a personal interest in a system
that de-valued African Americans. It gave poor whites a false sense of “somebodiness”
based on the color of their skin.

For King, the tragic reality of such ignorance is that

many who are complicit in systemic evil are themselves economic victims of the systems
they support. With penetrating insight, King recognized that “the poor white has been
put in this position – where through blindness and prejudice, he is forced to support his
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oppressors.”108 Ignorance, then, is in large part due to the social structures that blind both
the oppressed and their oppressors.

The Social Dimensions of Sin
Smith and Zepp argue that King reflected “a deep awareness of the structural
character of human life and the effect of social structures upon human personality.”109
Again clearly indebted to Niebuhr’s assessment of sin, King postulated that “individuals
devoid of society are much more moral, much more rational, much more good than
society itself. But it’s because man is caught up in society that he becomes even a greater
sinner.”110 King’s experience in Chicago further confirmed the power of structural sin
and its effect on individuals.
After moving into a Chicago “slum” in 1966, King came to see that “the problems
of poverty and despair were more than an academic exercise.”111 He learned that his
neighbors were paying more for substandard housing than whites paid in the suburbs.
Caught in a “vicious circle,” poor education meant unemployment or underemployment
thus leading to dependency on welfare to provide for basic necessities. But, in order to
receive welfare, one is restricted from owning property, including means of
transportation. “Once confined to this isolated community, one no longer participated in
the free economy, but was subject to price fixing and wholesale robbery by many of the
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merchants of the area.”112 Particularly disturbing for King was the effect of structural sin
on children.
From this vantage point you saw . . . hundreds of children playing in the
streets. You saw the light of intelligence glowing in their beautiful dark
eyes. Then you realized their overwhelming joy because someone had
simply stopped to say hello; for they lived in a world where even their
parents were often forced to ignore them. In the tight squeeze of
economic pressure, their mothers and fathers both had to work; indeed,
more often than not, the father will hold two jobs, one in the day and
another at night. With the long distances ghetto parents had to travel to
work and the emotional exhaustion that comes from the daily struggle to
survive in a hostile world, they were left with too little time or energy to
attend to the emotion needs of their growing children.113
As Ivory notes, the development of children is “irreparably damaged” under these
circumstances and in a society in which they are “forcibly consigned to live in an ethos
driven by egocentrism, excessive individualism, alienation, apathy, and disinterestedness
in the plight of the ‘other.’”114
In King’s analysis, children, minorities, and the poor were not the only victims of
structural sin. Would-be moral persons of power and privilege also appeared to him to be
held captive to ignorance, rationalization, fear and, ultimately, to complicity in a system
from which none can escape. Freedom for those in positions of privilege comes at a cost
that few are willing or able to pay.
To become conscious of one’s privilege at the expense of another is to create
dissonance in the morally conscientious person. Unless the newly conscious person is
willing to relinquish that privilege, he or she is forced to live with internal dissonance.
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Or, the person must rationalize that systemic inequality is morally justified because of the
inherent superiority of the dominant group. King explains:
In their relation with Negroes, white people discovered that they had
rejected the very center of their own ethical professions. They could not
face the triumph of their lesser instincts and simultaneously have peace
within. And so, to gain it, they rationalized—insisting that the unfortunate
Negro, being less than human, deserved and enjoyed second-class
status.115
For King, there were far too many for whom internal dissonance and moral
disintegration were preferable to social ostracization or economic reprisal. “O how
many people today,” King mused, “are caught in the shackles of the crowd.” For it is in
crowd that “we find a sort of security in conforming to the ideas of the mob.”116 Nothing
was more fearful for some, according to King, “than to take a position which stands out
sharply and clearly from the prevailing opinion.” The tendency of most, he said, “is to
adopt a view that is so ambiguous that it will include everything and so popular that it
will include everyone.”117 Again, this was true even among people of goodwill. “Many
sincere white people in the South privately oppose segregation and discrimination, but
they are apprehensive lest they be publicly condemned.”118
Ignorance, rationalization, and fear were most conspicuous for King among those
within the church—particularly white churches. “Of all the shortcomings of white
southerners,” Lewis Baldwin asserts, “the one that seems to have disturbed King most
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was their stubborn determination to sanction segregation in the life of the church.”119 Far
too often, King regretted, “the church . . . has served to crystalize, conserve, and even
bless the patterns of majority opinion” even when majority opinion sanctioned “slavery,
racial segregation, war, and economic exploitation.”120 King pointed out that even one of
the most committed segregationists in the country, Governor Wallace of Alabama,
“taught Sunday school for years.”121 Most deplorable was the tendency of white clergy
to support the status quo. King asserts:
Millions of American Negroes, starving for the want of the bread of
freedom, have knocked again and again on the door of the so-called white
churches, but they have usually been greeted by a cold indifference or a
blatant hypocrisy. Even the white religious leaders, who have a heartfelt
desire to open the door and provide the bread, are often more cautious than
courageous and more prone to follow the expedient than the ethical
path.122
Although King rightly emphasized the moral ineptitude of the white community,
especially among white churches and their leadership, in their responsiveness to issues of
inequality and systemic injustice, he did not exempt from responsibility those of privilege
within the African American community. For example, following the Los Angeles riots
of 1965 King remarked, “There were serious doubts that the white community was in any
way concerned.” This much must have come as no surprise. He went on to say,
however, that there was “also a growing disillusionment and resentment toward the
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Negro middle class and the leadership which it had produced.”123 Again, King was rather
inclusive in his indictment of ministers who avoided utterances that would challenge the
comfortable complicity of members whose privilege ensured their own. He said, “We
preachers . . . have measured our achievements by the size of our parsonage. . . . We
preach comforting sermons and avoid saying anything from our pulpit which might
disturb the respectable views of the comfortable members of our congregations.”124 In
King’s final analysis, no one is free from the effects of individual and structural sin.

Summary
To summarize, although created in the image of God and therefore with a measure
of freedom, humanity misused its freedom and is now held captive to sin on every level
of existence. Having been thus affected, humanity now experiences weakness of will,
impaired rational faculties, ignorance, self-interested rationalization, and fear—all of
which are exasperated in the form of structural sin. And no one—individuals, social
groups, or nations—is free from complicity in structural sin. The implicit question that
King had been asking from the days of childhood, the question that became more explicit
while studying theology at Crozer Theological Seminary and Boston University, and the
question to which he was now placing his life on the line to answer, was the degree to
which humanity could be set free from personal and social sin. He would learn in
Birmingham, Alabama, just two weeks after his iconic “I Have a Dream” speech, the
incalculable cost of freedom and human redemption.
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Anthropological Praxis: The Dream Turns into a Nightmare
As we saw in the previous chapter, the bus boycott experience in Montgomery
confirmed King’s faith in humanity’s capacity for personal and social transformation.
The African American community had acquired a new sense of “somebodiness,” and
there was enough support at the federal level to require Southern whites to change the
law if not their minds on matters of race. Although bus segregation was something for
which the African American community could celebrate, much remained unchanged
during King’s final three years in Montgomery. Nevertheless, his belief in future change
remained by and large intact. In 1960 King resigned from Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
in order to devote more time to his leadership role with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), and to expand geographically the struggle for civil and human
rights.
The year 1960, King assessed, saw an “electrifying” surge of students across the
South willing to engage in “disciplined, dignified nonviolent action against the system of
segregation.” Through “lunch counter sit-ins and other demonstrations,” even in the face
of “police guns, tear gas, arrests, and jail sentences,” the students were able to
“accomplish integration in hundreds of communities at the swiftest rate of change in the
civil rights movement up to that time.”125 Adam Fairclough asserts that direct action
campaigns were “mushrooming” spontaneously by students across the South, thus
pushing the SCLC from the “limelight.”126 King’s own account of the sit-ins and
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demonstrations seems to confirm Fairclough’s claim. Describing himself merely as a
“participant” in what was happening in the movement, King appeared jubilant that “the
glorious sit-ins at lunch counters had seized the attention of all Americans.” His role was
symbolic enough, however, that the “white Southern power structure, in an attempt to
blunt and divert that effort, indicted [King] for perjury and openly proclaimed that [he]
would be imprisoned for at least ten years.”127 The event marked, King said, “a turning
point in my life.” As a result of the “highly developed art of advocacy” by two “Negro
lawyers,” King witnessed what began as “bigoted” and “prejudiced” all-white Southern
jury “chose the path of justice.”128 After only a few hours of deliberation, King was
acquitted. Again his faith in humanity’s capacity for personal and social transformation
was bolstered.
If the events of 1960 marked a turning point in King’s life, the twists and turns
that took place between 1961 and1963 must have been utterly disorienting. Having
embarked on a less than successful campaign in Albany, Georgia, 129 King and the
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Although 27,000 African Americans resided in Albany during the early 1960’s, they attended
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leadership of the SCLC assessed their tactical missteps before “confronting” the
conditions in Birmingham.130
King reflected,
If I had it all to do again, I would guide the community’s Negro leadership
differently than I did. The mistake I made there was to protest against
segregation generally rather than against a single and distinct facet of it.
Our protest was so vague that we got nothing, and the people were left
very depressed and in despair. It would have been much better to have
concentrated upon integrating the buses or lunch counters. One victory of
this kind would have been symbolic, would have galvanized support and
boosted morale.131
But their scattered rather than focused attempt to desegregate Albany was not
their only tactical mistake. They had overestimated the capacity of Southern whites to
have a change of heart through appeals to conscience, and they had failed to capture
national attention. Garrow writes that Vincent Harding “had invested time in talking with
hard-line whites” for the purpose of “changing the[ir] hearts and minds” Harding thought
it might be possible to “persuade them to admit the justice of the movement’s goals.”
Although “philosophically correct,” according to Garrow, “practical experience in
Albany had shown that belief to be wrong.”132 They also encountered something else for
which they were not quite prepared. Albany police chief Laurie Pritchett refused to react
to demonstrators with overt acts of violence. Not that Pritchett was nonviolent.
Nonviolence, as Wyatt T. Walker clarifies, is only possible in a moral climate. Since
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segregation produces a non-moral environment, it is more precise to say that Pritchett
was “non-brutal.” His non-brutality worked, however. The campaign in Albany was not
sensational enough to garner national coverage.133 King and the SCLC had no intentions
of repeating their missteps in Birmingham, Alabama.

Birmingham
King described the year 1963 as a year of disillusionment. Nearly a decade after
the Supreme Court had ruled school segregation to be unconstitutional134 and “handed
down a decree calling for desegregation of schools ‘with all deliberate speed,’” less than
10 percent of “southern Negro students were attending integrated schools.” By King’s
calculations, “[i]f this pace were maintained, it would be the year 2054 before integration
in southern schools would be a reality.”135 Also, although President Kennedy had pledged
during his campaign to address issues of race discrimination “immediately ‘with one
stroke of a pen,’ . . . two years after taking office . . . the key problem of discrimination”
had not been “attacked.” 136 Having experienced “the pendulum swing between the
elation that arose when the edict was handed down and the despair that followed the
failure to bring it to life,”137 King explained that “the Negroes’ ‘Now,’ was becoming as
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militant as the segregationists’ ‘Never.’”138 At the invitation of Fred Shuttlesworth and
the Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR), King and the SCLC
held a three-day planning session to prepare for “Project C”.139 Believed to be the most
viciously and violently segregated city in the South, they decided that the time had come
to “Confront” the white power structure of Birmingham. They conjectured that, “if
successful,” they would be able to “break the back of segregation all over the nation.”140
Under Police Commissioner Eugene “Bull” Connor, “the silent passcode” in
Birmingham was “fear.” In both the African American and white communities “silence
born of fear” prevailed. King did not doubt that there were “decent white citizens who
privately deplored the maltreatment of Negroes,” but due to the fear of “social, political,
and economic reprisal,” the silence of “good people” was more tragic than “the brutality
of the bad people.”141
As a praxis theologian King was determined not to repeat the missteps of the past.
“Human beings,” he said, “must make mistakes and learn from them . . . . Time and
action are teachers.”142 The Albany experience had further convinced King that moral
suasion and appeals to conscience are not of themselves sufficient to effect the kind of
change that he and other civil rights leaders were seeking.143 He knew going into
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Birmingham that demonstrations would have to be more focused and coercive.
Recognizing that the African American community’s economic withdrawal “could make
the difference between profit and loss for many businesses,” King and the leaders of the
Birmingham campaign “concluded . . . a more effective strategy could be waged if it was
concentrated against the business community.”144 They knew also that, in order to gain
support at the federal level, they would need to do something that would capture the
attention of the nation.
They held nightly meetings in order to solicit greater support with the
“invitational periods” serving much like those “that occur on Sunday mornings.” During
the week of Easter, “a careful check showed less than twenty Negroes entering the stores
in the downtown area,” and ten days after the demonstrations had begun, “between four
hundred and five hundred people had gone to jail.” 145 But as Andrew Young explained,
having that many people in jail created another challenge. “We had about 500 to 600
people in jail but all of the money was gone and we had to get people out of jail, and . . .
the black business community and some of the white clergy were pressuring us to just get
out of town.” 146
Not knowing whether or not he could raise the necessary resources to post bail for
those who had been jailed, on April 12, Good Friday, King “walked out of the room and
through enforceable obligations. See “The Ethical Demands for Integration” in A Testament of Hope, 118,
123.
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led a demonstration and went to jail.”147 His time in solitary confinement occasioned one
of his most memorable writings: “Letter from Birmingham Jail.”148
The open letter written by white religious leaders in Birmingham raised important
anthropological implications to which King responded. The letter written by
Birmingham’ religious leaders revealed the incapacity of even well-meaning white
moderate clergymen to perceive the urgency of the struggle for human dignity and
equality, and the relevance of that struggle to the Judeo-Christian tradition. In vivid terms
King articulated the ways in which segregation created a sense of inferiority in African
American communities and the soul-corroding bitterness it created in them toward white
people. King describes the constant fight against “a degenerating sense of ‘nobodiness’”
among those who “are so drained of self-respect and sense of ‘somebodiness.’”149 King
reveals in the letter also that he had begun to question his optimism regarding the white
community. Although he was “thankful” that “some of our white brothers in the South
have grasped the meaning of this social revolution,” he disclosed that “[p]erhaps I was
too optimistic; perhaps I expected too much.” Now sounding Niebuhrian, King said, “I
suppose I should have realized that few members of the oppressor race can understand
the deep groans and passionate yearnings of the oppressed race, and still fewer have the
vision to see that injustice must be rooted out by strong, persistent, and determined
action.”150
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By the time King was released from prison eight days later, support for the
Birmingham campaign had begun to fade. After three weeks of sit-ins, kneel-ins,
marches, and boycotts, little progress had been made. The need to capture national
attention was all the more urgent. Thus far King and the SCLC had been unable to evoke
the violence and brutality of Connor. According to Walker, Executive Director of the
SCLC, “We had calculated for the stupidity of Connor . . . . We knew that the psyche of
the white redneck was such that he would inevitably do something to help our cause.”
Without Connor, “there would be no movement, no publicity.”151 Suspecting that
Connor was “taking a leaf from the book of Police Chief Laurie Pritchett of Albany,”152
King knew that they had to further intensify their efforts. Johnson asserts, “At the April
29 SCLC staff meeting, King reportedly said, ‘We’ve got to pick up everything, because
the press is leaving.’”153
King and the SCLC reluctantly employed the most controversial tactic of the Civil
Rights movement. After “proselytizing high school students” to join the demonstrations,
on May 2, “D-Day,” several hundred young people walked from the Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church in “orderly fashion” toward city hall. 154 Several hundred youth were
arrested and the Birmingham jails were filled. Finally pushed beyond self-restraint,
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“Bull” Connor “reveal[ed] his true colors.”155 The United States and countries around the
world looked on in astonished horror as newspapers and television networks displayed
images of children being attacked by police dogs and sprayed with fire hoses with forces
up to one-hundred pounds of pressure per inch (enough to tear bark off of trees).
On May 10, after acquiring international attention and crippling Birmingham’s
economy, the demands of the African American community were met.156 On May 20, the
United States Supreme Court ruled that Alabama’s segregation laws were
unconstitutional, and on June 11, “President Kennedy announced that he was requesting
Congress to enact a comprehensive Civil Rights Bill.”157 The events in Birmingham, he
said, “have so increased the cries for equality that no city or state or legislative body can
prudently choose to ignore them.”158 Having once declared that “civil rights legislation
would have to be shelved,” the events in Birmingham caused the Kennedy administration
to “hastily reorganize its priorities.”159
The Death of Illusions
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Through the persistent efforts of demonstrators in Albany, Birmingham, and cities
all over the South, it appeared that a revolution was taking place. But as King made
clear, “A social movement that only moves people is merely a revolt. A movement that
changes both people and institutions is a revolution.” By the summer of 1963, “many
thousands of lunch counters, hotels, parks, and other places of public accommodation had
become integrated.” King and the SCLC decided that the events of the summer needed a
climactic event. Not without its naysayers and “prophets of doom,” the March on
Washington was planned for August 28.160 In his most famous speech, “I Have a
Dream,” King stood in front of the Lincoln Memorial 100 years after the Emancipation
Proclamation and reminded listeners of a promise yet to be fulfilled. In no uncertain
terms, he voiced the frustration of millions of African Americans and the “fierce urgency
of now.” Although progress had been made, King insisted, “This is no time to engage in
the luxury of cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradualism.”161 Responding
to those who questioned when “the devotees of civil rights” would be “satisfied,” King
retorted:
we can could never be satisfied as long as the Negro is the victim of
unspeakable horrors of police brutality . . . as long as the Negro’s basic
mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a larger one . . . as long as children are
stripped of their selfhood and robbed of their dignity . . . as long as the
Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and a negro in New York believes that he
has nothing for which to vote.162
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Leaving his manuscript, King then spoke his “dream” of a world in which “all God’s
children,” would be “free.”163 The “I have a dream” phrase, which seemed
extemporaneous to many listeners, was part of a speech he had used several times before.
In the speech’s entirety, King the praxis theologian had articulated for a public audience
his theological anthropology. In short, persons are satisfied only when they are granted
the freedom, equality, dignity, and justice to which they are rightful heirs by virtue of
being created in the image of God.
King said of the March on Washington, “As television beamed the image of this
extraordinary gathering across the border oceans, everyone who believed in man’s
capacity to better himself had a moment of inspiration and confidence in the future of the
human race.”164 Less than three weeks later, the moment of inspiration and confidence
experienced in Washington was over.
On the morning of February 15, Addie Mae Collins (age 14), Denise McNair (age
11), Cynthia Wesley (age 14), and Carole Robertson (age 14) arrived at the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church “dressed in white from head to toe” for the annual Youth Day
service. They were debating their Sunday School topic, “The Love That Forgives,” when
what sounded like “a large earthquake” rattled Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church.165 The earthquake turned out to be a bomb, and it was discovered in minutes that
the four little girls had been killed. Later that day “a pair of Eagle Scouts,” confessing
they had no idea why, “fired their new pistol at two Negro boys riding double on a
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bicycle, killing a thirteen-year old perched on the handlebars.” Then, another African
American teenager was shot in the back of the head and killed by a police officer when
fleeing from a “rock battle” between white and black youth.166 Just months prior King
announced that Birmingham had been “redeemed.” Now, he said, “a crucifixion had
taken place.” Fighting feelings of bitterness and despair, King wondered if the campaign
to desegregate Birmingham had been worth it.167
“In the agonized minds and souls of millions of Negro people and their white
allies of good will,” King pressed, “there must be two burning questions. ‘Who
perpetrated the murders?’ and ‘WHAT killed—murdered—these four girls?’”168 As to
the latter question, it was the evil system of segregation. Without recognizing this, he
argued, “it makes no difference if we find the mad bombers within the next five minutes.
For, their sick minds and the sadistic motivations are only the product of this evil
system.” Under the system of segregation, “people of color have been relegated to the
status of thing-hood, rather than being regarded as belonging to the universality of
person-hood.”169 But the system was not the only culprit; the system had “accomplices.”
As to the former question, “Who killed the four little girls?,” no one was innocent
of responsibility in the mind of King. “None of us—not one of us—is truly guiltless.” In
his eulogy for the victims of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing he said:
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These children—unoffending; innocent and beautiful . . . have something
to say to every minister of the gospel who has remained silent behind the
safe security of stained-glass windows . . . to every politician who has fed
his constituents the stale bread of hatred and the spoiled meat of racism . .
. to a federal government that has compromised with the undemocratic
practices of southern dixiecrats and the blatant hypocrisy of right-wing
northern Republicans. They have something to say to every Negro who
passively accepts the evil system of segregation, and stands on the
sidelines in the midst of a mighty struggle for justice.170
Particularly disturbing to King was the apathy and lack of courage among the socalled Christian community and the white moderates who appeared to sympathize with
their cause. The other “accomplice,” he insisted, “is composed of the white Southern
Christians who espouse the Fatherhood of God on Sunday and deny the brotherhood of
man on Monday.” In more indignant language he announced, “They have not only been
guilty of sins of commission, but by their failure to prevent the murders of segregation to
exist, they had their hands upon the destroying bombs as surely as I stand here before you
and assert that I am Martin Luther King, Jr.”171 To add insult to injury, “[n]o white
official attended. No white faces could be seen save a pathetically few courageous
ministers. More than children were buried that day; honor and decency were also
interred.”172
King would not accept the possibility that the children of Birmingham had died
“in vain,” however. He unequivocally insisted that “God did not will that bombs should
fall on the 16th Street Baptist Church or dictate the death of these . . . young girls.” And
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yet he was adamant that “God has a purpose and a will which will transform this tragic
moment of our suffering into a magic eternity of redemption.”173 As Smith and Zepp
argue, “in his darkest moments of despair and doubt, [King] consistently emphasized the
goodness and value of human life instead of its brokenness and depravity.”174 He
managed even to hold out hope for the white community.175 “Somehow we must believe
that the most misguided among them can learn to respect the dignity and worth of all
human personality,” he said. 176 In the midst of “one of the most vicious, heinous crimes
ever committed against humanity,” King remained convinced that “God still has a way of
wringing good out of evil,” and that “unmerited suffering is redemptive.”177 It is to
King’s soteriology that we shall now turn.
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CHAPTER 4
SOTERIOLOGY: SETTING THE CAPTORS FREE
Some white churches . . . face the fact Sunday after Sunday that their
members are slaves to prejudice . . . slaves to fear . . . . And the preacher
does nothing to free them from their prejudice so often. Then you have
another group sitting up there who would really like to do something about
racial injustice, but they are afraid of social, political, and economic
reprisals . . . so they end up silent. And the preacher never says anything
to lift their soul and free them from that fear . . . and so they end up
captive. You know, this often happens in the Negro church . . . there are
some Negro preachers that have never opened their mouths about the
freedom movement. And not only have they not opened their mouths,
they haven’t done anything about it.1 – Martin Luther King, Jr.

Introduction
Having explored King’s theological method, doctrine of God, and theological
anthropology, we are now in a position to better grasp his soteriology. King’s soteriology
has been given very little attention among King scholars, which is ironic when one
considers that King’s explicit quest since his days at Crozer was to find a method to
eliminate personal and social evil. It is surprising also when considering the fact that the
expressed mission of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the organization
which he founded and served as president, was “to save the soul of America.”
Thus far we have seen how King’s conception of God as a God of love working
alongside persons for the liberation of the victims of systemic evil was confirmed through
1
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the Montgomery Bus Boycott. During that time his house was bombed and his life was
threatened, yet King became firmly convinced that God had empowered and sustained
the African American community during the boycott that lasted more than a year.
Through praxis, King’s conception of a God of agape love operating in history with
unmatched power broadened and deepened. Having been thrust into his leadership role
as the spokesperson for the Montgomery Improvement Association, King claimed to have
moved beyond an “inherited religion” to a conviction that God was calling him to “stand
up for justice” with the promise “never to leave” him alone.
King’s optimism at times was bolstered over the next few years, but by 1963 he
was beginning to question the willingness and the capacity of white America to respond
to the needs of the African American community and the poor of all races. Just three
weeks after the nation had gathered in Washington D.C. to hear King speak of the dream
of freedom shared by many Americans, the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing in
Birmingham, Alabama awakened King to reality that far too many Americans were still
enslaved by hatred and racism. As we shall see below, while he held out hope that
Americans had the capacity to realize the dream of a free, just, equal, and reconciled
community, by the end of his life King had all but despaired of the willingness of those in
positions of power to make the costly sacrifices that would be required if the
eschatological vision of the beloved community was to become a historical possibility.
In the following pages I will follow the structure of the previous chapters.
Beginning with King’s social location, I will identity those aspects of King’s early
experiences that influenced his later thought and soteriological praxis. I will then turn to
King’s doctrine of soteriology. In it I will identify a thus far neglected part of King’s
144

theological legacy. Although others have addressed his notion of redemptive suffering,
none have examined King’s understanding of the cross as the “just” payment that was
necessary, but not required to liberate humanity from bondage to sin. I will also in this
section clarify what King meant by freedom. Finally, with the war in Vietnam as a
concrete example, I will demonstrate the ways in which King’s eschatological hope was
transformed through praxis.

Social Location
As the son, grandson, great-grandson, and great-great-grandson of preachers,
King humorously mused that he “didn’t have any choice.”2 Although much had changed
since the days of King’s great-great-grandfather, much remained the same. His dilemma,
like those before him, was to sustain a community that was confronted with racial
injustice while working to redeeem the systems of evil that held oppressors in spiritual
bondage. The African American preacher, unlike those of white churches, did not have
the luxury of focusing primarily on the salvation of individual souls. Contrasting the
social milieu from which King emerged with that of Billy Graham, Michael Long
identifies the difference in orientation between most white and African American
preachers:
From their different social locations, both men . . . desperately tried to
save the hell-bent soul of America, but in significantly different ways.
King sought to pull America from its plunge by directly transforming the
nation’s institutions, roles, and practices; salvation was largely a social
phenomenon to be accomplished through marches, sit-ins, imprisonments,
legislation, and executive orders. Graham, however, tried to win
America’s soul one heart at a time: salvation was mostly an individual
2
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event wrought by preaching Christ crucified so that individual Americans
would come to the foot of the cross, bow their heads, and accept Jesus
Christ as personal Lord and Savior.3
Echoing Long, Olin Moyd argues that “[r]edemption in traditional white Christian
theology is generally limited to salvation from sin and guilt while redemption in Black
religious thought . . . is consistent with the full meaning of the term used by the Hebrews
who brought it into religious usage.”4 The Hebrew word padah, he explains, is
comprehensive in that it connotes “the hope, activity, and result of redemption—
deliverance and rescue from disabilities and constraints.”5 Although “redemption” had
more than one meaning in Hebrew scripture, “most importantly,” Moyd argues,
“redemption in ancient Hebrew thought applied to salvation from woes, salvation from
bondage, salvation from oppression, salvation from death, and salvation from other states
and circumstances in the here and now.”6 When King spoke of salvation and redemption,
he clearly had something more comprehensive in mind.
It has been argued that King grew up in a relatively privileged environment. It
has also been argued, however, that he could not be sheltered from the abuses of a
segregated society. As an African American during early to middle part of the Twentieth
Century, Lischer argues that “[King] represented a race that . . . knew nothing about the
ideal of individual autonomy but a great deal about the freedom of a people delivered at
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the Red Sea and redeemed by the blood of Jesus.”7 And the church was the vehicle that
enabled African Americans to make the journey. Andrew Young remarks that “Martin
grew up in the church, and his whole life was an expression of his sense of ministry –
reaching out to the poor and the oppressed, the children of God who needed someone to
help them get over into the promised land.”8 But there were differences among African
American preachers as to when the Promised Land would be reached.
Although African American preachers tended in one direction or the other,
primarily sustainers or primarily reformers, Dyson notes that “King was profoundly
influenced by the militant minority of the black Baptist church.” As such, “[he] readily
took to its theology of love—not the sappy, sentimental emotion but the demanding,
disciplined practice of social charity—and to its theology of racial justice and social
liberation.”9 And this he came by honestly. “A primary aspect of King, Sr.’s example”
Carson asserts, “was his dedication to the social gospel, a term he used freely.” 10 King,
Sr. claimed that his ministry had never been “otherworldly—solely oriented toward life
after death.” Rather, he was “equally concerned with the here and the how, with
improving man’s lot in this life. I have therefore stressed the social gospel.’”11 King
took this more holistic conception of salvation with him to Morehouse College where it
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would be further internalized and refined, particularly under the tutelage of President
Benjamin Mays.
Morehouse
Recalling his years at Morehouse, King said that was encouraged there “in a
positive quest for a solution to racial ills.”12 Freedom from the social ills of racism was
part of the overall goal of Morehouse’s educational pursuits. According to Fairclough,
“Mays challenged the traditional view of Negro education as ‘accommodation under
protest’ and championed it instead as liberation through knowledge.” As an “instrument
of social and personal renewal,” educational excellence enabled “the Negro to be
intellectually free.” As a minister himself, Mays “lamented” the fact that “few clergymen
referred to social and economic issues, relying instead on rambling, illogical, ‘shouting’
sermons that dwelt almost entirely on the life hereafter.”13 Often criticized by the more
“orthodox” strains within the Black church, Mays was considered by others to be a
“notorious modernist” who was “out to renew the mission of the black church, charging
in his books that too many preachers encouraged ‘socially irrelevant patterns of
escape.’”14 Certainly King was impressed with Mays’ position on the role of the church
and its redemptive mission. After graduation from Morehouse, he enrolled in a
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notoriously liberal seminary to further refine his soteriological quest to eliminate personal
and social evil.

Crozer
As we saw in chapter 2, King’s conception of God was characterized primarily as
a personal God of agape love who is operating in history with unmatched power to create
the beloved community. In chapter 3 we saw also that King arrived at Crozer with a
somewhat ambivalent assessment of the human condition. Due to his early experiences
in the South, he knew that humanity is capable of brutal injustice. As a result of the
strength of community he experienced in his family of origin and his extended family at
Ebenezer, however, he also held out the possibility for personal and social
transformation. He found himself working toward a resolution of that tension in Walter
Rauschenbusch and the social gospel on the one hand, and Reinhold Niebuhr and neoorthodoxy on the other—a tension he struggled to resolve for the rest of his life.
With respect to Rauschenbusch, King said that his thought gave him “a
theological basis for the social concern which had already grown up in me as a result of
my early experiences.” However, King said he felt that “Rauschenbusch . . . had fallen
victim to a superficial optimism concerning man’s nature,” and “he came perilously close
to identifying the kingdom of God with a social and economic system.” King’s analysis
of Rauschenbusch’s “optimism” may not be entirely accurate. Rauschenbusch was under
no “utopian delusion” about the “possibility of a new social order.” He cautioned that
“there is only growth toward perfection,” even as it is, paradoxically, “a duty to seek the
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unattainable.”15 Despite his misreading of Rauschenbusch, King nevertheless credited
him for emphasizing the holistic nature of the “gospel.” King reflected on his
engagement with him at Crozer:
It had been my conviction ever since reading Rauschenbusch that any
religion that professes concern for the souls of men and is not equally
concerned about the slums that damn them, the economic conditions that
strangle them, and the social conditions that cripple them is a spiritually
moribund religion waiting for the day to be buried.16
The optimism King found in Rauschenbusch, already mediated through his early
experiences, was further tempered in his reading of Niebuhr. Having been introduced to
Niebuhr during his final year at Crozer, King continued to grapple with his thought at
Boston University.

Boston University
An analysis of King’s resonances with and departures from Niebuhr’s thought
was provided in chapter 3 concerning the potential for social transformation. King
concluded that Niebuhr’s anthropology “was too pessimistic” and that he had
“underestimated the potential for moral improvement.”17 Niebuhr had overlooked, in
King’s estimation, the power of agape to eliminate personal and social evil. This “one
weakness,” King observed, “runs the whole gamut of [Niebuhr’s] writings.” Having
overlooked the “availability” of agape as “an essential affirmatim [sic] of the Christian
religion,” King insisted that Niebuhr failed to “adequately deal with the relative
15
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perfection which is the fact of the Christian life.” Niebuhr, King argued, “had left
unsolved . . . how the immanence of Agape is to be concretely conceived in human nature
and history.”18 For King, the redemptive power of agape was revealed in the cross.
Particularly illuminating is King’s analysis first of Scandinavian theologians
Anders Nygren and Gustof Aulen, and later the thought of John Calvin and Martin
Luther. He also explored Aulen’s Christus Victor and Nygren’s Agape and Eros in a
Systematic Theology seminar with L. Harold DeWolf.19 King seems to agree with Aulen
that the “classic” view of atonement, when one is able to get behind the “strange figures
of speech” in the “ransom to Satan theory,” is actually instructive.20 “Its central theme,”
King cites directly from Aulen, “is the idea of Atonement as a Divine conflict and
victory: Christ – Christus Victor – fights against and triumphs over the evil powers of the
world, the tyrants under which mankind is in bondage and suffering, and in Him God
reconciles the world to Himself.” The ransom to Satan theory gives expression to the
reality that there has been “a complete change in the relation between God and the
world,” something that modern “subjective theories . . . from Abelard to Protestant
Liberalism” failed to communicate.21
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Nygren, following Aulen, placed emphasis upon “active, self-imparting Divine
love as the Ground-motive of Christian faith.” Clearly impacting King’s conceptions of
God, humanity, and salvation, Nygren “contrasts between two kinds of love, easily
confused in modern languages, but clearly distinguished in Greek,” i.e., eros and agape.
The former, according to Nygren (and later according to King), “loves in proportion to
the value of the object.” Eros “pursues value in its objects” and “is led up and away from
the world . . . beyond all transient things and persons.” Agape, unlike eros, is
“spontaneous” and “uncaused.” Rather than pursuing value in objects, agape is
“indifferent to human merit” and “creates value in those upon whom it is bestowed out of
pure generosity.” Agape flows from God into the world rather than away from it. Those
whom agape touches “become conscious of their own utter unworthiness,” and they are
“compelled to forgive and love their enemies, because the God of Grace imparts worth to
them by the act of loving them.”22
King continued working through his soteriology during his final year of
coursework. In “A Comparison and Evaluation of the Theology of Luther with That of
Calvin,”23 also written for DeWolf, King took issue with what he perceived to be an
overemphasis by Calvin and Luther on God’s sovereignty and justice, as well as their
penal justice theory of atonement. King rejected Calvin’s “supralapsarianism,” the view
that God both foresaw and arranged the fall of individuals, and Luther’s
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“infralapsarianism,” the view that God’s “election” was “decreed” only after the fall.24
Although they differed as to when the fall took place, Calvin and Luther shared the
monogistic view of salvation. “There could be no two agents in the salvation process,”
the reformers contended, “salvation is of God alone.”25 King also rejected Calvin’s and
Luther’s satisfaction theory of atonement. Following Anselm’s theory that God’s
“honor” had been violated, the reformers inserted God’s law in place of God’s honor, but
maintained the crucifixion of Jesus as the just requirement (punishment)26 “if he was to
release the sinner.” Jesus, possessing both perfectly divine and perfectly human natures,
was the only one who could atone for the “enormity of sin” and thereby release humanity
from the claims of penal justice.27
Although, as a practical theologian, King did not give formal expression to his
theory of atonement, it is not merely speculative to glean clues from his essays written
during coursework and from later writings and orations. King did not deny the
“desperateness of the human situation” to which Luther and Calvin called attention, and
he appreciated as a necessary corrective to liberalism their insistence that salvation begins
with and cannot happen apart from God. He predictably criticized the reformers,
however, for the priority they gave to sovereignty and justice over divine love. He
24
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cautioned, “There is always the danger that an undue emphasis on the sovereignty of God
will lose sight of divine love.” King insisted that “God is first and foremost an all loving
Father, and any theology which fails to recognize this . . . is betraying everything that is
best in the Christian tradition.”28 On both moral and metaphysical grounds, the doctrine
of predestination was for King untenable. “How can there be responsibility with no
freedom? Indeed, how can there be reason without freedom?” Again, King said, “In the
final analysis any denial of freedom is an affirmation of it since its denial presupposes a
decision for what appears true over against what appears false.”29
King rejected also Calvin’s and Luther’s substitution theory of atonement as a
debt due to God, as well as Christus Victor theories insofar as Satan was due a ransom.
With Nygren, King affirmed that agape creates value in those it touches and transforms
individuals into persons who have the capacity to forgive even enemies. Clearly
influenced by Abelard, King writes during his final year at Boston University, “The real
meaning of the atonement is that Christ died in order that sinful men might be incited to
rise out of their sinfulness and be reconciled to God. In other words, through his
suffering and moral influence men are reconciled to God.”30 Rather than being viewed as
a ransom, or a penal substitute, or penal example,” Christ’s death was “a revelation of the
sacrificial love of God intended to awaken an answering love in the hearts of men.”31
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Thus understood, Christ’s death was the necessary, though not required sacrifice for a
reconciled and beloved community.
As we shall see below, the language of the “beloved community” was commonly
employed during King’s days at Boston University. The substance of his vision was
undoubtedly influenced by personalism’s emphasis on the relationship between
individuals and societies, persons and communities. Personalism, according to Burrow,
“maintains that reality is a society of interacting and communicating selves and persons
united by the will of God. It therefore stresses not merely the individual or the
communal, but persons-in-community.” Persons-in-community, Burrow notes, was a
term introduced by Walter Muelder, one of King’s mentors at Boston University.32 In
King’s personalism there is an “ongoing emphasis on the worth of the individual person,
the community, and the ongoing interaction between the two.” King often said that “all
of life is interrelated.” So important is the relationship of persons to the community,
King argued, “I can never be what I ought to be until you are what you ought to be, and
you can never be what you ought to be until I am what I ought to be.”33 Each person,
therefore, depends on the other for its fulfillment.
According to Ervin Smith, much of the personalism that King encountered while
at Boston University suggested that “the only recourse for an abused minority . . . is the
slow persuasion of the majority,” with an “emphasis upon the individual and less
attention to the social order.” But King was impatient with solutions that suggested
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slow, incremental change. “King felt that it is immoral,” Smith asserts, “to compel a
person to endure injustice while waiting on another’s man’s heart to change.”34 King
was, of course, concerned that hearts be changed. In the meantime, however, he was also
concerned with legislation aimed at restraining the actions of the heartless. This tension,
not unlike the tension he held between the social gospel and neo-orthodoxy, would
continue to perplex King throughout the Civil Rights Movement. That is, from the time
he accepted his first pastorate in Montgomery, Alabama, until he was assassinated on the
balcony of the Lorraine Motel, King struggled to discover the degree to which the
eschatological vision of the beloved community could become a historical possibility

The Beloved Community
The significance of King’s vision of the beloved community cannot be overstated.
Smith and Zepp are correct:
The vision of the Beloved Community was the organizing principle of all
of King’s thought and activity. His writings and his involvement in the
civil rights movement were illustrations of and footnotes to his
fundamental preoccupation with the actualization of an inclusive human
community.35
The beloved community was for King the means and end for personal and social
salvation.
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Origins of the Beloved Community
It is probable that King had become acquainted with beloved community
terminology during his Morehouse days, if not before. Certainly he would have
encountered beloved community language at Crozer Theological Seminary under George
Davis and again at Boston University under L. Harold DeWolf.36 Just when the phrase
“beloved community” first originated is uncertain. Burrow notes that it likely originated
with Josiah Royce (1855-1916), who was himself a personalist. “Having first named this
principle of community ‘the Universal Community,’” Burrow says, “Royce finally settled
on ‘the Beloved Community.’”37
Conceptually, King did not stray far from Royce’s description of the beloved
community.38 The beloved community for Royce was synonymous both with the
Kingdom of God and salvation. Royce’s conception of the beloved community,
however, was never concretized. As Wills points out, King’s task was to move beyond
vision to implementation. He says, “It was one thing to imagine beloved community and
another altogether to attempt its implementation . . . . This was King’s great challenge.”39
One of the challenges before King was the overcoming of injustice in order to create and
sustain the beloved community. Burrow remarks that “Royce did not explicitly link the
36
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beloved community with the need to overcome specific injustices such as racism in the
United States.”40 Perhaps this can be explained in part because, like other wellintentioned white thinkers, he did not fully appreciate either the entrenchment of injustice
and inequality experienced by the African American community, or the spiritual bondage
of the dominant culture. 41 Like Royce, King’s quest was to create and sustain the
beloved community. Unlike Royce, King was acutely aware of the need for a strategy to
liberate captives and captors alike from the “is-ness” of injustice and inequality to the
“ought-ness” of a thoroughly integrated and reconciled beloved community.42 Before
moving to strategies for its implementation, though, it is important first to clarify what
King meant by the beloved community.

Witnessing a Microcosm of the Beloved Community
Two weeks after what has infamously become known as “bloody Sunday,”43
several thousand supporters of the Civil Rights Movement gathered at the Alabama state
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capitol in Montgomery, “the cradle of the confederacy.”44 As the crowds dispersed, King
witnessed what he described as a microcosm of the vision he had been articulating since
his leadership began in the same city ten years before. He said,
After the march to Montgomery, there was a delay at the airport and
several thousand demonstrators waited more than five hours, crowding
together on seats, the floors and the stairways of the terminal building. As
I stood with them and saw white and Negro, nuns and priests, ministers
and rabbis, labor organizers, lawyers, doctors, housemaids and
shopworkers brimming with vitality and enjoying a rare comradeship, I
knew I was seeing a microcosm of the mankind of the future in this
moment of luminous and genuine brotherhood.45
King reveals in this description a concrete image of his rather nuanced and refined
soteriological conception.

The Beloved Community as an Eschatological Hope with Historical Possibilities
Lewis Baldwin argues that “the beloved community was the goal of the civil
rights movement and of the human struggle as a whole.”46 The beloved community was
for King the goal of the Civil Rights Movement and the end, or telos, for which persons
and communities were to struggle. As an eschatological hope, the beloved community
was historically possible, however impartially, and could one day be fully realized.
Not all King scholars agree as to whether or not King believed that the beloved
community could be realized, or to what degree it could be realized, in history. For
instance, Smith and Zepp see in King an emphasis on a realized eschatology. “Although
44
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Martin Luther King was acutely aware that the Beloved Community is ‘not yet,’ but in
the future, perhaps even distant future,” they write, “he believed that it would be
actualized within history, and he saw approximations of it already.”47 Cone’s position is
consistent with Smith and Zepp. He argues that “King never spoke of proximate justice
or about what was practically possible to achieve.” To have done so, he deduces, “would
have killed the revolutionary spirit in the African American community.”48 Others,
however, recognize a less binary Kingian position.
As we have seen, King’s anthropology and his awareness of human sinfulness, as
result of his own experiences and confirmed during his formal theological education,
permitted no easy optimism. And yet his conviction that humanity had been created in
the image of God enabled him to inspire the revolutionary spirit in would-be agents of
personal and social change. Burrow captures the tension in King’s thought:
Martin Luther King speaks and writes about the beloved community as if
it was something that is not only partially achievable in history, but may at
some point be fully achievable. There is evidence for both of these claims
in his writings and thought. However, I would caution us to remember
that King was more of a theological realist than some have been aware.
That is, despite the strong personalist influence, that of theological
liberalism, and that of the social gospel ideas King had a keen awareness
of the prevalence of human sin, individually and collectively; and
awareness that he had long before he read Reinhold Niebuhr’s Moral Man
and Immoral Society, and The Nature and Destiny of Man in seminary and
graduate school.49
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King’s own words confirm Burrow’s position. In “The Death of Evil Upon the
Seashore,” King says, “Even though progress is precarious, within limits real social
progress may be made. Although man’s moral pilgrimage may never reach a destination
point on earth, his never-ceasing strivings may bring him closer to the city of
righteousness.”50 Again, complementing humanity’s weakness, King iterates the capacity
of persons to more closely approximate the goal of the Civil Rights Movement and the
human struggle collectively. “I refuse to believe,” King remarked, “that the idea of the
‘is-ness’ of man’s present makes him morally incapable of reaching up to the eternal
‘ought-ness’ that forever confronts him.” 51
The beloved community, then, is the goal of the civil rights and human struggle.
As an eschatological hope, the beloved community can be approximated in history. But
what did it consist of?

The Beloved Community as a Thoroughly Integrated and Reconciled Community
Noel Erskine writes that “reconciliation is the main key in which the struggle for
freedom is cast. Sometimes he speaks of the goal of the struggle as integration, at other
times as the creation of the beloved community; but all the time he is referring to
reconciliation.”52 Erskine is correct, but he could have stated it otherwise. That is, when
King spoke of integration or reconciliation, he is all the time referring to the beloved
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community. If his conceptions of reconciliation, integration, and the beloved community
were not synonymous, they were very nearly identical.53 On the same grounds that King
rejected sentimental and platitudinous calls for love among conspirators of the status quo,
he rejected also the idea that integration, reconciliation, or the beloved community was
achieved through physical proximity and conscienceless conformity. Nor was he
interested in the integration of the African American community into a system of
oppression, a system that was at the same time thwarting the realization of an
international beloved community or what King referred to as a “world house.” For King,
“it would be rather absurd to work passionately and unrelentingly for integrated schools
and not be concerned about the survival of a world in which to be integrated.”54 King’s
conception of the beloved community was a “thoroughly integrated” community marked
by “genuine inter-group and inter-personal living.”55 Above all, it was characterized by
agape love.
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Burrow rightly argues that “[t]he beloved community in King’s thought means
nothing apart from agape.”56 It has been shown that agape is not the sentimental, anemic
kind of love devoid of the power to achieve purpose. Agape for King is an “overflowing
love which seeks nothing in return.” “Agape” King repeated often, “is the love of God
operating in the human heart.” It is “understanding and creative, redemptive good will for
all men” that has the power to turn “an enemy into a friend.”57 The beloved community is
a community in which “persons are intentional about living in accordance with the
meaning of agape love.” This means, according to Burrow, that “[i]t is not enough to just
bring diverse groups of persons together in a community (including and ecclesial
community).” Members of the beloved community “must intend to live together and . . .
persons must want to live in this type of community, and be willing to work
cooperatively to achieve, sustain, and enhance it as far as possible.”58 As a community
rooted in agape, it includes the presence of equality, justice, and freedom.

The Beloved Community as a Community of Equals
As we saw in chapter 3, by virtue of being created imago Dei, King maintained
that every person is endowed with dignity and value “in equal portions.” There is no
“graded scale of essential worth,” and “there is no divine right of one race which differs
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from the divine right of another.” 59 As a God most essentially characterized by agape
love, the value of persons is not something that is discovered by God; rather, God’s love
creates infinite value in those to whom it is bestowed. That is, God does not love persons
because they possess infinite worth; people are endowed with infinite worth because they
are loved by God. Rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition and venerated by the drafters of
the Declaration of Independence, King sought to make the equality of all persons a
concrete reality. But equality was interpreted differently among those in the African
American community and those in the white community.
There were those, of course, who perceived African Americans as inherently
inferior to whites. In fact, having heard for years that they were “less than,” there were
many in the African American community who had begun to internalize a profound sense
of “nobodyness.” Just as the Judeo-Christian tradition had been cited to support the
equality of persons created in the image of God, interpreters from the dominant group
found support for their position that persons of darker hue are inferior to whites. “They
argue that the Negro is inferior by nature because of Noah’s curse upon the children of
Ham.”60 But even when that particularly narrow reading of the Hebrew text is
transcended, to King’s vexation, it was replaced on more “rational” grounds. He says,
They’ve even used arguments that remind one of Aristotle’s logic. They
would say: ‘Now, all men are made in the image of God.’ That’s the
major premise. Then comes the minor premise: ‘God, as everybody
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knows, is not a Negro.’ Then comes the conclusion: ‘Therefore, the
Negro is not a man.’ 61
King describes here those who were in outright opposition to integration based on
notions of inherent inequality between races. Much more disturbing to King, however,
was the posture of moderate and progressive members of society. During the initial years
of the Civil Rights Movement, the African American community had experienced
enthusiastic support among whites of goodwill on matters of legislation. However, as
Lewis Baldwin notes, “[King] suffered an erosion of support from white liberals, who
found the idea of economic equality much more frightening and difficult to accept than
the issue of civil rights.”62 King describes the situation:
With . . . the Voting Rights Act one phase of development in the civil
rights revolution came to an end. A new phase opened, but few observers
realized it or were prepared for its implications. For the vast majority of
white Americans, the past decade—the first phase—had been a struggle to
treat the Negro with a degree of decency, not of equality. White America
was ready to demand that the Negro should be spared the lash of brutality
and coarse degradation, but it had never been truly committed to helping
him out of poverty, exploitation or all forms of discrimination. The
outraged white citizen had been sincere when he snatched the whips from
the Southern sheriffs and forbade them more cruelties. But when this was
to a degree accomplished, the emotions that had momentarily inflamed
him melted away. White Americans left the Negro on the ground and in
devastating numbers walked off with the aggressor. It appeared that the
white segregationist and the ordinary white citizen had more in common
with one another than either had with the Negro.63
From different social locations, the white community had a vastly different
understanding of the kind of equality required if the beloved community was to be
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realized. “There is not even a common language when the term ‘equality’ is used,” said
King. “Negro and white have a fundamentally different definition.” For many white
persons of goodwill, equality meant something more like improvement. Although white
Americans during the King years wanted to make inequality “less painful and less
obvious,” he said, due to their “psychological” inability to “close the gap,” it was in most
respects retained. “Most of the abrasions between Negroes and white liberals,” King
concluded, “arise from this fact.”64
Many moderates and liberals thought that equality had been achieved through
legislation aimed at desegregation. Desegregation, however, as important as it was,
placed African Americans and whites in an environment in which elbows were locked
but hearts were separated.65 Even before desegregation was enforceable by law, as
Fairclough points out, “whites accepted physical proximity with them when they were
cooks, housemaids, farmhands, and servants.”66 If integration was to be achieved,
equality would have to transcend access “to lunch counters, libraries, parks, hotels and
other facilities with whites.” The kind of equality demanded for the realization of the
beloved community would be costly. Desegregation in and of itself required “no
expenses, and no taxes.”67 King insisted that the “real cost” still lied ahead. The equality
King had in mind included a more equitable distribution of the nation’s resources. This
meant education, employment, and the eradication of slums which, King was well aware,
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“are harder and a lot costlier to create than . . . integrating buses and lunch counters.”68
“But now we are dealing with issues,” King said, “that cannot be solved without the
nation spending billions of dollars and undergoing a radical redistribution of economic
power.”69 The high cost of equality was not something the white community was willing
to pay. In no small measure, their apathy was rooted in a false sense of justice.
The Beloved Community as a Community of Justice
Due to “self-deception” and “comfortable vanity,” King observed that the
“majority of white Americans consider themselves committed to justice for the Negro.”
They believe also that “American society is essentially hospitable to . . . steady growth
toward a middle-class Utopia embodying racial harmony.”70 The failure on the part of
the white community to appreciate the requirements of justice was rooted in a false
conception of love. Again, King’s conception of love transcended “emotional bosh.”
Love, properly understood, is justice concretized. He insisted, “It is not enough to say,
‘We love Negroes, we have many Negro friends.’ They must demand justice for
Negroes. Love that does not satisfy justice is no love at all. It is merely sentimental
affection, little more than what one would have for a pet.”71 But what did King mean by
justice?
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King explains that justice means, at least in part, that each person is given “his
due.” More than an abstraction, justice “is as concrete as having a good job, a good
education, a decent house and a share of power.” Although he recognized that the
prescription would likely be “troublesome” for even liberals to accept, King believed
“special treatment” was required for the African American community. In a society in
which each person enjoys equal opportunity and equal treatment according to their
individual merits, as many whites assumed was the case in the United States, special
treatment would prove to be unnecessary and even unjust. In King’s analysis, however,
“[a] society that has done something special against the Negro for hundreds of years must
now do something special for him, in order to equip him to compete on a just and equal
basis.”72
Justice carries out the demands of love in a world in which sin and evil are a
reality. Or, stated differently, justice is love correcting the “is-ness” of inequality and
injustice so that the “ought-ness” of the beloved community can be more closely
approximated. Love is the ideal; however, humanity will not reach the ideal. Justice is
the highest ideal that can be hoped for in history. Therefore, “the ethical goal is not love,
but justice.” Justice is the highest approximation of love that finite humans can achieve
in social institutions and social structures.73
There is another side of King’s conception of justice that has thus far been
overlooked by King scholars. King’s understanding of justice as that which carries out
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the demands of love meant more than coercive restraint. “Desegregation,” as we have
seen, can be understood as the just requirement in a world segregated by race. This is the
“negative” side of justice. Certainly justice of this nature had its necessary role. It can be
a necessary step in the process of reconciliation. But King went beyond coercive justice
to include “positive” justice. It is at this point that King’s doctrine of God, theological
anthropology, and soteriology take on a radical nature. If all of humanity is created in the
image of God, then each person deserves to be treated justly. To be treated justly is to be
given one’s due. The justice due the oppressor is confrontation. Since the beloved
community was the end of the Civil Rights Movement and, more importantly, the goal of
all human and divine struggling, the moral obligation of oppressed Christians was to
confront their oppressors in a system of inequality and injustice.74
King’s understanding of the atonement is instructive here. As King surveyed
historical understandings of Jesus’ death as necessary for the reconciliation of God and
humanity, he did not conceive of Jesus’ crucifixion as a ransom paid for a debt, the just
requirement for God’s violated honor, or the legal punishment required to satisfy God’s
justice. The crucifixion was not a payment that was due to God as a result of human
sinfulness; rather, it was the price God was willing to pay “to awaken an answering love
in the hearts of men.”75 It was the price (due) God was willing to pay to liberate
humanity from the oppression of personal and social evil, and it was the price God was
willing to pay for the establishment of the kingdom of God (beloved community).
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Beloved Community as a Community of Freedom
In the same way that there are degrees of approximation of the beloved
community, there are degrees of freedom. For King, liberation included but went beyond
freedom from political oppression. As Oglesby, explains:
his perception of . . . agapeistic love reveals a ‘higher good’ implicit in the
term liberation than traditionally ascribed by many contemporary black
theologians. It may very well disclose a type of liberation par excellence,
because its essential nature characterizes what he calls disinterested
love—completely self-giving, expecting nothing in return. For King, it is
this type of love that represents the genuine source of human liberation.76
King contrasts his position with that of John Oliver Killens.77 Killens claimed
that integration could come only after liberation. Integration, he argued, is not possible
as long as a slave remains a slave and a “master” remains a master. Integration, after the
slave has fought for his or her freedom, is the result of “the freedman mak[ing] up his
mind as to whether he wishes to integrate with his former master.” King argued,
however, that “integration and liberation cannot be as neatly divided as Killens would
have it.” The United States,” King pointed out, “is a multiracial nation where all groups
are dependent on each other, whether they want to recognize this or not.” There is,
therefore, “no theoretical or sociological divorce between liberation and integration.”
The kind of integration King had in mind necessitated freedom. But freedom, as King
understood it, necessitated integration. He writes:
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In our kind of society liberation cannot come without integration and
integration cannot come without liberation. I speak here of integration in
both the ethical and the political senses. On the one hand, integration is
true intergroup, interpersonal living. On the other hand, it is the mutual
sharing of power. I cannot see how the Negro will be totally liberated
from the crushing weight of poor education, squalid housing and
economic strangulation until he is integrated, with power, into every level
of American life.”78
But liberation did not mean for King the freedom to participate in an oppressive
system. Liberation of that kind would be to replace one form of oppression with another.
King was heavily criticized by members of both the white and African American
communities for his position on the war in Vietnam. Much more will be said about this
below under soteriological praxis. It is important here, however, to explain that because
“justice is indivisible,” King was not interested in liberating African Americans from the
injustice of racism only to have them integrated into a system of military and economic
injustice. “White Americans,” Baldwin asserts, “are still oppressed by their oppressing
routine, and are not as free to love and to practice nonviolence, in accordance with the
commands of Jesus Christ, as black Americans.” As a society, he continues, white
people are “still gripped by an obsession with materialism, war, and power—an obsession
that deprives it of genuine moral, spiritual, and aesthetic values.”79 This was not a
society in which to seek integration. As Harding explains the dilemma, “we black folks
have decided (unconsciously or not) to fight racism by seeking ‘equal opportunity’ for a
‘fair share’ in the nation’s militarism and materialism.” To do so, however, meant to
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“struggle against one of the ‘triple threats’ by joining the other two.”80 “And it is for just
this reason that liberation and reconciliation, properly understood, are inseparable.
According to Baldwin, “King was arguing that liberation and reconciliation are in
fact bound up together, and that you cannot have one without the other. Liberation is
never, in King’s view, only from oppression; it is for community.”81 This is what Erskine
means when he says, “reconciliation means more than integration . . . Reconciliation
includes liberation.”82 That is, reconciliation means more than integration between races;
it means liberation for participation in the establishment of the beloved community.
Although King most often speaks of love and the beloved community as the
highest good, in “Facing the Challenge of a New Age,” he says, “There is nothing in the
world greater than freedom . . . it is worth going to jail for. I would rather be a free
pauper than a rich slave. I would rather die in abject poverty with my convictions than
live in inordinate riches with the lack of self-respect.” King claims in
“The Most Durable Power,” however, that “standing up for the truth of God is the
greatest thing in the world.” The telos of life is not happiness, not pleasure, not the
avoidance of pain; rather, the end of life “is to do the will of God, come what may.”
Finally, he says in the same sermon,
Over the centuries men have sought to discover the highest good . . . .
This was one of the big questions of Greek philosophy. The Epicureans
and the Stoics sought to answer it; Plato and Aristotle sought to answer it.
What is the summum bonum of life? I think I have discovered the highest
good. It is love. This principle stands at the center of the cosmos. As
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John says, ‘God is love.’ He who loves is a participant in the being of
God.83
Was King inconsistent in his thinking?
The reality is that King did, in fact, understand the community characterized by
agape as God’s will for humanity, and the means and end of all individual and collective
struggles. As we saw in chapter 2, King rejected deistic conceptions of a transcendent
God who is outside of time and space looking on to the world with cold indifference.
God, in King’s thought, is the God disclosed in Jesus. God is active in history setting
captives and captors alike free for participation in the creation of the beloved community.
To be free, then, means the willingness and capacity to do God’s will. In a world in
which sin persists, however, persons must be set free from personal and social evil.

Summary
To summarize, King realized that the freedom of the oppressed and the liberation
of the oppressor were bound together. King’s quest to find a method to eliminate
personal and social evil was not, however, the quasi-liberal platitude “no one is free until
all are free.” Liberation was for him something he was willing to suffer and even die to
accomplish. The “ought” was the beloved community marked by equality, justice, and
freedom. The “is” was characterized by a nation in which inequality, injustice, and
economic and political bondage persisted, and where opposition and apathy toward the
struggle for freedom were the dominant moods of society. If King and other participants
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in the Civil Rights Movement were going to “save the soul of America,” the captors were
going to have to be set free. But how?

Setting the Captors Free
Theology Matters
Although King was not a formal or academic theologian, and while it is true that
he decried the inertia of churches with a “high blood pressure of creeds” and an “anemia
of deeds,” King would not have obtained a Ph.D. in philosophical theology had he
thought theology was unimportant. His participation in the Civil Rights Movement had
strong theological underpinnings. His calling as a Baptist preacher, his primary vocation,
was at the same time a calling to be a theologian. King’s theology went beyond but not
around conceptual clarity. The refinement of his theological program helped to sustain
himself and his listeners, and it also enabled him to offer cogent and compelling appeals
that might serve to convert others to the cause of freedom. Although moral suasion alone
would not transform the nation, it was nevertheless indispensable. Let us look, then, at
some of the most important tenets of King’s soteriology.

Co-Operation between God and Humanity
One of King’s most enduring theological legacies is the soteriological conundrum
he resolves in his doctrine of God and theological anthropology. Unlike the orthodox
position that emphasized God’s sovereignty and human depravity on the one hand, and
unlike liberalism’s emphasis on humanity’s “adequacy through his own power and
ingenuity” on the other, King was convinced that the answer was to be found in a
dialectical synthesis of the two. According to King:
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Neither God nor man will individually bring the world’s salvation.
Rather, both God and man, made one in a marvelous unity of purpose
through an overflowing free gift of himself on the part of God and by the
perfect obedience and receptivity on the part of man, can transform the old
world into the new and drive out the deadly cancer of sin.84
In short, without God, humanity cannot overcome individual and collective evil; yet
without humanity’s (God empowered but un-coerced) cooperation, personal and social
evil will not be overcome.85
It should be noted that, for King, it is God who takes the initiative. Wills is
correct, “God is the one who initiates the transformation of the social landscape.” Wills
goes on to say, however, that since humanity has been created in God’s image, “human
beings . . . are simply in need of exercising their capacity to choose to cooperate with
God’s transforming will for human society.”86 I agree with Wills’ assertion in part. King
believed that social redemption could be achieved through the cooperative efforts of God
and human beings, but neither social redemption nor cooperative efforts were “simply”
going to happen. King was convinced that “human progress never rolls in on the wheels
of inevitability,” rather, it would happen only through “the tireless efforts and persistent
work” of “sordidly weak” persons willing to co-labor with the God of “unmatched
power.” 87
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“Christianity,” King asserted, “is the most pessimistic religion in the world for it
recognizes the tragic and awful dimensions of man’s sin.” And if Christianity ended
there, “we would be in a pretty tragic predicament.” But Christianity does end there
according to King. Christianity is also “the most optimistic religion in the world,”
because “it recognizes the heightening dimensions of God’s grace.”88 Both of these
dimensions are revealed in the cross. According to King, the cross revealed both the
“demonic depths to which man can sink,” but it also revealed “the amazing heights to
which man can ascend by the grace of God.”89 That is, the cross reveals just how far
humanity is capable of missing the mark, as well as the capacity of persons to unite their
will to the will of God. And this was for King the meaning of Jesus’ divine nature.
As we saw in Chapter 2, Jesus was for King “the clearest picture we have of what
God is like.”90 King did not deny the divinity of Jesus, but he rejected the “reformers’”
“false view.” Jesus’ divine nature was to be found in his agency rather than in his
substance. King claimed, “We must . . . think of Christ as a unitary being whose divinity
consists not in any second nature or in a substantial unity with God, but in a unique and
potent God consciousness. His unity with God was a unity of purpose.”91 Jesus’
crucifixion was not a substitution or a transfer of sin from one person to another. Jesus’
at-one-ment was a unity of personality. The cross of Jesus revealed both the nature of
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God and humanity’s capacity for co-operation. But it also reveals the power of
unmerited suffering.

Unmerited Suffering
Although King employed Gandhian strategies of nonviolence, he maintained that
it was “the Sermon on the Mount” and “Jesus of Nazareth” rather “than a doctrine of
passive resistance” that “stirred the Negroes to protest with the creative weapon of
love.”92 Jesus’ did not passively go to the cross to suffer the just punishment due sinful
humanity. Jesus was crucified for being a “rabble-rouser,” “troublemaker,” “agitator,”
and, as the world’s foremost non-conformist, for “practice[ing] civil disobedience” and
“break[ing] injunctions.”93 In the cross of Jesus it becomes clear what King meant when
he said, “the end of life is not to be happy. The end of life is not to achieve pleasure and
avoid pain. The end of life is to do the will of God, come what may.” Although it might
mean that a person will be required to “suffer and sacrifice” even to the point of “physical
death” in the “cause for freedom,” in King’s mind, “nothing could be more Christian.”94
King recognized that there were many for whom “the cross is a stumbling block,”
but he was convinced that “it is the power of God unto social and individual salvation.”95
King’s insistence that suffering is redemptive was and remains one of the more
controversial and misunderstood aspects of his theology. Kelly Brown Douglass raises an
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important question: “Is there any positive, empowering value for a suffering people to be
found in a religion with an unjust execution at its center?”96 Echoing Douglass, Burrow
contends that “[i]t would be contradictory to say on the one hand that God is love and
requires that love-justice be done in the world, and on the other that God wills the
suffering of particular groups.” Indeed, it would even be “immoral to tell those who live
under a constant state of systemic injustice and oppression that somehow their suffering
is ordained by God, and that by passively enduring it they will experience redemption.”97
It is important to remember, however, that nonviolence for King was not a passive
strategy. “It is not a method of stagnant passivity,” he clarified, “it does resist.”98 And it
is not the suffering per se that is redemptive. Burrow offers a helpful explanation:
Frequently when people cite King’s off quoted words, ‘unearned suffering
is redemptive,’ they mistakenly conclude that for King this meant that
suffering as such is redemptive. Nothing could be further from the truth.
According to King unearned suffering must be made to be redemptive by
sustained and determined nonviolent struggle against it.99
Suffering, then, is a means to an end. Paradoxically, the nonviolent resister is willing to
suffer in order to end suffering.

There was growing opposition among freedom fighters,

however, not on theological or moral grounds, but because unmerited suffering and
nonviolence appeared to them to be weak and ineffective.
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After James Meredith was shot during his “Freedom March” across Mississippi,
King and the SCLC found themselves having to respond to growing hostilities within the
African American community. The hostilities were rooted in a growing impatience and
outrage at the pace of progress due to the recalcitrance of conservative, moderate, and
even liberal whites. As they continued the march that Meredith began, freedom songs
that once inspired unity and racial harmony began to take on a different tenor. “We Shall
Overcome” became for many in the African American community, “We Shall Overrun,”
and some of the marchers refused to sing “black and white together.”100
Although King embraced the need, he decried the slogan “Black Power.” In the
explicit meaning of Black Power, King concurred. In its connotative meaning, he
objected. Because of the violent connotations that the media had attached to the phrase,
King tried to convince Stokely Carmichael and others that “Freedom Now” would be
more constructive.101 Again, however, for many of the freedom fighters, progress had
been too long delayed. Disappointment by this time had been “lifted to astronomical
proportions.” This was understandable given the experiences of the African American
community. King explained:
It is disappointment with timid white moderates who feel that they can set
the timetable for the Negro’s freedom. It is disappointment with the
federal administration that seems to be more concerned about winning an
ill-considered war in Vietnam than about winning the war against poverty
here and now. It is disappointment with white legislators who pass laws
on behalf of Negroes that they never intended to implement. It is
disappointment with the Christian church that appears to be more white
than Christian, and with many white clergymen who prefer to remain
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silent behind stained glass windows. It is disappointment with some
Negro clergymen who are more concerned about the size of the wheel
base on their automobiles than about the quality of their service to the
Negro community.102
King was clear, however, that power was necessary. Without power, the
guarantors of the existing order would insure its preservation. “Power,” King insisted,
“is the strength to bring about social, political or economic changes.” It is not only
“desirable,” but power is also “necessary.” Historically, the “problem” has been a lack of
power within the African American community. “The power of transforming the ghetto,”
for instance, “is a problem of power—a confrontation between the forces of power
demanding change and the forces of power dedicating to preserving the status quo.”103
King’s sense of urgency and the seriousness with which he approached the
economic poverty and powerlessness of the African American community, as well as the
spiritual poverty and reckless abuse of power in the white community, permitted “no time
for romantic illusions and empty philosophical debates about freedom.”104 The African
American community, he warned, was dealing with “a well-armed . . . fanatical right
wing that is capable of exterminating the entire black community and would not hesitate
to do so if the survival of white Western materialism were at stake.”105 Practically
speaking, King recognized that an armed revolt would be disastrous.
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By now King had all but despaired of the power of moral suasion of itself to
affect change. Unless it was accompanied by economic and political power, moral
suasion was too easily dismissed or rationalized by the white majority. But on at least
two accounts King could not accept the replacement of one lopsided distribution of
power for another. First, Black Power, as it was being espoused by a new desperate
minority, called for “the same destructive and conscienceless power that they have justly
abhorred in whites.”106 Conscienceless power is reckless and abusive, and no more to be
sought within the African American community as it was to be tolerated in the white
community. Next, Black Power called for separatism. Because of his soteriological
commitment to the beloved community, for King, there could be “no salvation for the
Negro through isolation.”107
Of the options available to those suffering from systems of oppression, on both
moral and practical grounds, King identified only one viable choice. That is, given the
choice between passive acquiescence, violent resistance, or nonviolent direct action, King
identified the latter as an option that combined the truths of the first two while avoiding
the errors of each. Nonviolence was a strategy that resisted rather than acquiesced, and it
held out the possibility for reconciliation rather than retaliation.108 As Burrow asserts,
“[King’s] method of nonviolent resistance to evil was intended from beginning to end to
be the method by which human beings can best assist God in bringing about the
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liberation of the oppressed and the establishment of the beloved community.”109 “The
aftermath of violence,” King often said, “is tragic bitterness,” while the “aftermath of
nonviolence is the creation of the beloved community.”110 For him, then, nonviolence
was the only method powerful enough to achieve the desired end. He was convinced that
“[n]onviolence is power” with the potential to “save the white man as well as the
Negro.”111
King believed that the white community, despite their best efforts, could not fully
liberate themselves from fear and prejudice. Although “through his own efforts through
education and goodwill, through searching his conscience . . . he could do a great deal to
free himself,” King was of the opinion that “to master fear he must also depend on the
Negro.” 112 Michael Dyson illuminates King’s position and the effect he had on many in
the white community:
It is not overstating the case to say that King was therapeutic for many
Southern whites. He identified the psychic plagues that distorted Southern
white culture. Many whites hated King for knowing them so well and for
loving them just the same. Yet millions of Southern whites came to
depend on a love they really didn’t deserve from a figure their culture
taught them not to respect. Somehow, though, his strange talk of
redemption through black suffering proved, finally, to be irresistible even
when it was morally incomprehensible.113
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Given that the “souls” of many within the white community had been “greatly
scarred” through systems of injustice, King claimed that African American community
“needs to love the white man . . . to remove his tensions, insecurities, and fears.”114 By
“love,” of course, King meant agape. Agape responds to the needs of others. Just as the
“cross is the eternal expression of the length God to which God will go would go in order
to restore broken community,” that is, to meet humanity’s need, King sought to reconcile
a racially fragmented nation by taking up the cross of nonviolence.115 Having calculated
the cost, King decided, “if physical death is the price that a man must pay to free his
children and his white brethren from a permanent death of the spirit, then nothing could
be more redemptive.”116
King’s commitment to nonviolence was not without its moral complexities and
compromises. Long charges that King’s position on nonviolence, albeit necessary, was
inconsistent. He writes, “King encouraged the U.S. government to enforce compliance
with just laws, even through the uses of violent means.” To have made the state
“accountable to cruciform love while it carried out responsibilities associated with
domestic order,” Long concedes, “would have been disastrous for [King] and his
followers.”117 Long fails to note, however, that King did not consider himself to be a
“doctrinaire pacifist” or “to be free from the moral dilemmas that the Christian
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nonpacifist confronts.”118 Roberts argues that, for King, “government was necessary for
a wholesome social life, since humans have the potential for going beyond personal needs
in order to gain self-security.” Because of the forcefulness of human sin, “a social unit is
needed to restrain this tendency.”119 But such restraint is not necessarily in conflict with
King’s notion of agape. Since agape springs from the needs of others, constraint from
doing further harm may be viewed as meeting the need of the oppressor. When moral
suasion and nonviolent appeals to conscience could not immediately change the hearts of
oppressors, enforceable legislation could “restrain the heartless” and, at the same time,
serve as a necessary step toward their obedience to the unenforceable. 120

Holistic Evangelism
King’s theological method, it must be remembered, took issues often relegated to
the periphery and brought them to the center of theological attention. King was well
aware that “morality cannot be legislated.” “It will take education and religion to change
the bad internal attitudes,” King acknowledged, “but legislation and court orders can
control the external effects of bad internal attitudes.”121 As an outspoken social critic,
including on matters of public policy, King was criticized from members in both the
“private” and “public” spheres for mixing what many believed did not go together,
religion and politics.
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During the early years of King’s leadership he was criticized by members of his
own congregation for being too political and overly concerned with present-world issues.
Branch writes that, before becoming accustomed to King’s form of evangelism, “some of
the older members complained that Pastor King was ‘not a God man,’ meaning that he
did not dwell on salvation or describe the furniture in heaven.”122 But King was of the
conviction that “soul” and “society” are inextricably related. Even in seminary he
identified the mandate of the preaching minister: “On the one hand I must always attempt
to change the soul of individuals so that their societies may be changed. On the other I
must attempt to change societies so that the individual soul will have a chance.”123 He
insisted that “any religion that professes a concern for the souls of men and is not equally
concerned about the slums that damn them, the economic conditions that strangle them,
and the social conditions that cripple them, is a spiritually moribund religion.”124
King’s idea of an alter call was a call to conversion, but not of the sort that
focused primarily on the salvation of the soul for the afterlife. Harding remarks that
King’s “was an urgent call to turn sharply away from . . . an ever-ascending, ever stifling,
‘higher standard of living,’ and to set our faces in compassion toward the poor of every
color of every land.”125 During the eulogy for the four little girls who had been killed
during the 1963 Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham, Alabama, King
did not focus his attention heavenward. Instead he focused on the redemptive role their
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deaths would play in the lives of the “Dixiecrats,” “right-wing northern Republicans,” the
ministers who “remained silent behind stained-glass windows,” and “every Negro who
passively accepted the system of segregation and who has stood on the sidelines in a
mighty struggle for justice.” Again, rather than focusing on individual conversion and
personal salvation, King was primarily concerned to transform “the system, the way of
life, the philosophy which produced the murders.” He hoped that the “tragic event”
might “serve as a redemptive force . . . caus[ing] the white South to come to terms with
its conscience.”126
Over the course of the next two years, King had moments of hope that the
cumulative efforts of sermons, speeches, organizing, nonviolent direct action, and
unmerited suffering were beginning to produce results. In 1964 President Lyndon B.
Johson declared “a war on poverty,”127 and on March 15, 1965, he announced that white
and black together would “overcome” the “crippling legacy of bigotry and injustice.” 128
King must have believed that the eschatological hope might indeed become a historical
reality.129 Cone notes, however, that King’s thinking falls into two periods. The first, he
says, “began with the Montgomery bus boycott in December 1955,” and the second
period “commenced in the fall of 1965.” By then King had begun to “analyze more
deeply the interrelationship of racism, poverty, and militarism in the policies of the
126
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United States government.130 Nonviolent tactics that had pressured national legislation
were becoming increasingly necessary to ensure their implementation. The resources that
were needed to win the war on poverty at home were being squandered, in King’s view,
on an immoral war abroad. As the Civil Rights Movement moved into the second half of
the decade he spoke less about integration between races in the United States and more
about “a great ‘world house’ in which we have to live together—black and white,
Easterner and Westerner, Gentile and Jew, Catholic and Protestant, Muslim and
Hindu.”131 King said that he began to “tremble for our world” when he saw the United
States “mutilating hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese children with napalm . . .
painting valleys of that small Asian country red with human blood, leaving broken bodies
in countless ditches and sending home half-men, mutilated mentally and physically.”132
His call to conversion began to sound more like a desperate plea. Having lost all faith in
the fragmentary efforts to create a society in which liberty, justice and the pursuit of
happiness could be experienced by all of its citizens, and having witnessed the
devastation that the nation was causing internationally, in the final years of his life King
began to cry out with the urgency of an evangelist, “America, you must be born
again!”133
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Soteriological Praxis
Vietnam
King had serious reservations about the war in Vietnam as early as 1964, and he
began to disclose those concerns in his home church, Ebenezer Baptist Church.
However, as the president of the SCLC, Burrow asserts, “King was politically astute
enough to know what could happen to that organization’s funding base if his statements
against the war offended the wrong persons.” King’s challenge was to try to navigate
between “being a moral-spiritual leader” while dealing with “the political realities,
limitations, and obstacles that invariably confront such a leader.”134 Carl Rowan remarks
that, if he were to lose the support of President Johnson and Congress, “it could make the
difference between poverty and well-being for millions of Negroes who cannot break the
vicious cycles of poverty and unpreparedness that imprisons them.”135 Realizing this, at
the SCLC’s 1965 annual convention, when the discussion turned to the question of
Vietnam, there was “considerable discussion” about whether SCLC should take a public
stand. Garrow writes that, while recognizing King’s position, the board concluded that
“the primary function of our organization is to secure full citizenship rights for the Negro
citizens of this country.”136 By 1965, however, King found it increasingly difficult to
remain silent on the war in Vietnam because it was becoming more and more evident that
it was inextricably related to issues of poverty and racism at home.
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Financially speaking, the war was proving to be devastating to African Americans
and the poor of every race in the United States. King’s resistance to the war was
intensifying because, Dyson says, “it was stealing precious resources from domestic
battles against economic suffering, proving that the ‘Vietnam war is an enemy of the
poor.’”137 For instance, in 1966, “Congress cut funds from the community action
programs by one-third” and “slashed half a billion dollars from the budget of Economic
Opportunity, the primary vehicle of government’s War on Poverty.”138 Citing the
Washington Post, King said, “we spend $332,000 for each enemy we kill.”139 “In the
wasteland of war,” he continued, “the expenditure of resources knows no restraints. The
recently revealed misestimate of the war budget amounts to $10 billion for a single year.
The error alone is more than five times the amount committed to antipoverty
programs.”140 King realized that the needed resources would never be allocated to issues
of poverty in the United States “so long as adventures in Vietnam continued to draw men
and skills and money like some demonic destructive suction tube.”141
“As the war expanded,” endangering the poor and disproportionately African
Americans at home, and “as it endangered and destroyed the lives of hundreds of
thousands of Vietnamese people,” according to Harding, “King’s protesting, conscience-
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driven voice began to be heard with increasing vigor.”142 King found it ironic and cruel
that African Americans were being sent “eight thousand miles away to guarantee the
liberties in Southeast Asia . . . that they had not found in southwest Georgia and east
Harlem.”143 Citing a New York Times article, King noted there were “twice as many
Negroes as whites in combat in Vietnam at the beginning of 1967, and twice as many
Negro soldiers died in action (20.6 percent) in proportion to their numbers in the
population.”144
On August 17, 1967, at the tenth annual meeting of the SCLC, King assessed the
progress that had been made by African Americans since the writing of the constitution:
When the Constitution was written, a strange formula to determine taxes
and representation declared that the Negro was 60 percent of a person.
Today another curious formula seems to declare he is 50 percent of a
person. Of the good things in life, the Negro has approximately one half
those of whites. Of the bad things in life, he has twice those as whites.
Thus, half of all Negroes live in substandard housing. And Negroes have
half the income of whites. When we turn to the negative experiences of
life, the Negro has a double share: There are twice as many unemployed;
the rate of infant mortality among Negroes is double that of whites; and
there are twice as many Negroes dying in Vietnam as whites in proportion
to their size in the population.145
That same year, Baldwin writes, “Martin Luther King, Jr. referred to racism, poverty, and
war as the greatest impediments to the actualization of the beloved community.”146
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Beyond Vietnam
On April 4, 1967, exactly one year before he was assassinated, King broke silence
at New York’s historical Riverside Church in a speech entitled “Beyond Vietnam.”
Harding, who drafted a version of the speech, writes:
He knew that there were many black and white allies and supporters of his
organization and of the larger freedom and justice movement who
considered it unwise, unpatriotic, and unnecessarily provocative to
combine the call for legal and economic rights at home with a profound
questioning the foreign policy of a federal government whose assistance
was considered essential in the achievement of civil rights.147
It must have come as no surprise to King when the white community reacted to his
words, but it was particularly disappointing that he suffered the vitriol of many in the
African American community as well. Cornell West remarks that “when he was shot
down he had 72% disapproval ratings in the country, 55% disapproval ratings in black
America.”148
According to a Harris poll released in 1967, Fairclough claims, “only a quarter of
all blacks supported King’s opposition to the war.”149 Even worse, according to Dyson,
“His own board of the SCLC issued a letter for public consumption saying we disagree
with the leader of our organization with regard to Vietnam.”150 King’s statement on
Vietnam, says Branch, even united the New York Times and the Washington Post, one a
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war supporter and the other a war critic. “They both said he will never be respected again.
Shut up and go back to talking about ‘we shall overcome.’”151
King was criticized by whites and African Americans alike for mixing the Civil
Rights Movement with the cause of peace. He was repeatedly asked about his decision
to speak publicly about his opposition to the war knowing that it could potentially hurt
the cause he was leading. King recognized the sincerity of those who questioned his
position, but he was “saddened,” he said, that they “had not really known me, my
commitment, or my calling.”152
Several of the reasons King gave for his position on the war were not inherently
theological in nature. As described above, the destructive war abroad was depleting the
resources that could be used for constructive purposes at home (poverty). Also, the war
was disproportionately impacting the African American community (racism). As a
country that had become an increasingly “thing-oriented” rather than “person-oriented”
society, he cited also the potential of the war in Vietnam to serve as a precedent for other
international campaigns to protect and expand the nation’s investments (materialism).153
Finally, he could no longer deny the hypocrisy that his silence betrayed when confronted
with poor African Americans who pointed to the nation’s violence as a strategy for
change. Any of these reasons could have stood on their own merit, and they appeared
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reasonable to justify King’s position on the war. But each of them was derivative of
something more constitutive.
Cone is right, King’s opposition to the war in Vietnam “was more than just a
political protest. It was a theological and prophetic condemnation of America.”154 King
reminded the public that, when the SCLC was founded in 1957, “we chose as our motto:
“To save the soul of America.’” The war in Vietnam had made it “incandescently clear,”
he said, that America’s soul might become so “totally poisoned, part of the autopsy must
read, ‘Vietnam.’” Further, he said that his “commitment to the ministry of Jesus Christ”
caused him to “marvel” at those who questioned his decision to voice his opposition.
“Have they forgotten,” he asked, “that my ministry is in obedience to the one who loved
his enemies so fully that he died for them?” Finally, he explained that his calling
required him to speak for the “helpless and outcast children” that “the Father” is so
deeply concerned about.155
King’s position on the war in Vietnam, and his willingness to break silence
knowing it would evoke the ire of a nation, captures King’s theological method, doctrine
of God, theological anthropology and soteriology. In the final three months of his life,
King delivered several sermons that revealed the ways in which his theology had
undergone a transformation through soteriological praxis. In “The Drum Major Instinct,”
delivered at Ebenezer Baptist Church on February 4, 1968, King diagnosed the illness of
the nation and the individuals that made it up. Within each person, King said, there is the
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desire to be important and to achieve distinctiveness. The desire for greatness, the drum
major instinct, is not in itself evil, but it has to be “harnessed.” The desire for greatness
and distinction causes people to be “joiners” and to “live beyond our means.”156 The
drum major instinct “leads to snobbish exclusivism” in a society in which one’s value is
often determined by one’s level of education and material possessions. “A need that
some people have to feel that they are superior,” King argued, has led to “the race
problem.”157 Finally, King said, the “colossal contest for supremacy” can lead countries
to employ violent strategies “that can destroy a city as big as New York in three
seconds.” He named America as the “supreme culprit” of that colossal contest.158 In
short, King was arguing that the human condition is one in which “somebodyness” is an
essential part. Unharnessed, that instinct can destroy personal, inter-personal, intergroup, and international relationships. The triple evils of materialism, racism, and
violence were evidences that the United States had failed to harness the drum major
instinct.
King’s solution is once again rooted in his Christology. The desire for excellence
and distinction was not condemned by Jesus, according to King. Greatness was revealed
in “the most influential figure that ever entered human history.” King explained:
He was only thirty-three when the tide of public opinion turned on him.
They called him a rabble-rouser. They called him a trouble maker. The
said he was an agitator. (Glory to God) He practiced civil disobedience; he
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broke injunctions . . . And the irony of it all is that his friends turned him
over to them.159
The ultimate aim, for King, was to “be there in love and in justice and in truth and in
commitment to others, so that we can make out of this old world,” of poverty, militarism,
and racism, “a new world,” a beloved community.
By now King had grown less optimistic than he once had been about the
willingness of power structures to change. Ivory argues that, especially during the early
years of King’s public ministry, “he was optimistic about the power of sacrificial,
nonviolent love to morally disarm whites.”160 Garrow writes that as late as April 1963,
King still believed that “[i]f you create enough tension [and] attract enough attention to
your cause” it is possible to “get to the conscience of the white man.” After several
months into the Birmingham campaign, however, “King had come to appreciate that it
was coercive direct action in Birmingham, and not persuasive moral appeals aimed at
winning over the hearts of southern whites, that the movement had to pursue.” By 1968
King announced, “I don’t have any faith in the whites in power responding in the right
way.” With greater vehemence he remarked, “They’ll treat us like they did our Japanese
brothers and sisters in World War II. They’ll throw us into concentration camps.”161
Nothing short of a complete revolution of values would have to take place if America
was to be saved.
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King did not minimize the complexity of what was happening internationally. He
was convinced, though, “that we shall not have the will, the courage and the insight to
deal with such matters unless we first undergo a mental and spiritual re-evaluation.”162
King had preached since his seminary days the need to rediscover lost values. One of the
great tragedies of modern culture, he said, is that “we have allowed the means by which
we live to outdistance the ends for which we live.”163 As urgent as his appeal was then,
his tone toward the end of his life sounded less like a visionary offering a compelling
dream of a bright tomorrow, and more like a raging prophet insisting that if the people of
the United States were on the verge of God’s judgment. There was no more time for
dealing with disparate issues as if they were somehow unrelated. Harding writes that
people of goodwill could no longer focus on “fighting brush fires around the nation and
across the world.” Although addressing separate issues could not be neglected, what was
needed was a commitment to what King was calling “‘the long and bitter – but beautiful
– struggle for a new world,’ beginning with the revolutionary transformation of
America.164
A complete revolution of values did not mean for King that the beloved community
would be realized overnight. “God does not judge us by the separate incidents or the
separate mistakes that we make,” King said, “but by the total bent of our lives.”
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“Salvation” did not mean that one had reached “the destination of absolute morality”;
rather, “it’s being in the process and on the right road.”165
Being on the right road was no mere abstraction for King. It would be costly. A
fundamental shift had to take place, and it would have to be a collaborative effort
involving “everybody” and “all institutions of the public sector and the private sector.”166
King began calling for the United States to provide jobs, housing, and a livable income
for everyone. He insisted:
There is nothing to prevent us from paying adequate wages to
schoolteachers, social workers and other servants of the public to insure
that we have the best available personnel in these positions which are
charged with the responsibility of guiding our future generations. There is
nothing but a lack of social vision to prevent us from paying an adequate
wage to every American citizen whether he be a hospital worker, laundry
worker, maid or day laborer. There is nothing except shortsightedness to
prevent us from guaranteeing an annual minimum—and livable—income
for every American family.167
Beyond addressing the effects of poverty, King also began calling for an analysis
of the system that created the conditions of poverty. When it is discovered that there are
“forty million poor people” in the world’s most affluent country, he said, “you begin to
raise questions about the economic system, about a broader distribution of wealth.”168
Neither capitalism nor communism had been able to solve the problem of poverty. The
former fails to acknowledge that life is collective and social, even as the latter fails to
165
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acknowledge that life is individual and personal.169 The solution would be found, as it so
often was in King’s thought, in a synthesis of both positions.
“Why America May Go To Hell”
King knew that the revolution of values that was so desperately needed would not
happen on its own. Experience had long since confirmed that change never rolls in on
the wheels of inevitability. He remained firmly convinced that God is active in the world
working with unmatched power, yet he was convinced further still that nonviolent direct
action would be the means by which the soul of America would be saved, and the captors
would be set free.
Once again without the full support of the SCLC and other civil rights activists,
King was planning a “Poor People’s Campaign” to dramatize the abject poverty
experienced by Americans of every race. Through a series of mass demonstrations
scheduled to begin in the summer and fall of 1968, King was hoping that a “showdown
for nonviolence” would decisively demonstrate the power of nonviolence to produce the
necessary changes needed by the nation’s most vulnerable. This last effort would either
redeem the soul of America or consign it to judgment.
On May 31, 1968, King delivered a sermon he had preached nine years before,
but now with an ominous addition. At the National Cathedral in Washington D.C., King
selected for his text the sixteenth chapter of the book of Revelation. “Behold I make all
things new,” King read in his introductory remarks to his sermon, “Remaining Awake
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through a Great Revolution.”170 Again his theology is on clear display.
Methodologically, he takes issues of racism, poverty, and violence and makes them the
center of theological reflection. He points out that “racial injustice is still the black man’s
burden and the white man’s shame.” He says, “It is an unhappy truth that racism is a way
of life for the vast majority of white Americans, spoken and unspoken, acknowledged
and denied, subtle and sometimes not so subtle.”171 As he had done so many times in the
past, he points out that time itself is neutral and that progress never rolls in on the wheels
of inevitability. It requires, he said, “dedicated individuals who are willing to be coworkers with God.”172 As he had done on a number of occasions since his trip to India a
decade before, he spoke of the importance of moving beyond narrow provincialism to a
broader awareness that the people of the world were now living in a “world house.” The
plight of India’s poor, King claimed, must be the concern of the United States because
“the destiny of the Unites States is tied up with India and every other nation,” and there
was a moral responsibility to respond to “all God’s children all over the world who go to
bed hungry at night.”173
But then King introduces a new illustration into the sermon that was not in the
manuscript bearing the same title nine years before at the Morehouse College
commencement ceremony. “Jesus told a parable one day,” King said, “and he reminded
us that a man went to hell because he didn’t see the poor.” Dives did not go to hell
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because he was rich, King explained. Others in biblical history were not condemned for
being rich. Dives went to hell “because he was an objector in the war against poverty.”174
One does not have to infer that King believed that America was coming under divine
judgment.
On April 4 (five days later), King called Ebenezer Baptist Church from Memphis,
Tennessee, where he had returned to repeat a previously unsuccessful nonviolent march
in support of the sanitation workers who were protesting for safer working conditions and
a livable income. He was calling to inform the church that the title of Sunday’s sermon
would be “Why America May Go to Hell.”175 King was assassinated hours later on the
balcony of the Lorraine Motel.

Unfulfilled Dreams
Experience had confirmed Niebuhr’s pessimism regarding the willingness if not
the capacity of persons in places of privilege to make the necessary changes for a more
equal, just, and free society. King had witnessed firsthand the fact that willingness did
not ensure capacity, and capacity did not ensure willingness among people in positions of
power.
Nothing was more incapacitating than fear in the white community. King
“believed firmly” that there were “many sincere white people in the South [who]
privately oppose segregation and discrimination, but they are apprehensive lest they be
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publicly condemned.”176 Of course there were those in the white community who were
debilitated by more than fear. In many cases they were either too ignorant to recognize
their complicity in the oppression of the African American community due to their own
impoverished condition or they suffered from anemic sentimentalism devoid of the just
requirements demanded by agape. The former included poor and uneducated whites who
had been deceived into accepting their plight with the consolation that “at least . . . he
was better than the black man.”177 The latter included those who possessed a “quasiliberalism which is based on the principle of looking sympathetically at all sides.”178 Or,
as Ivory describes them, those who were “fixated on notions of pity, feeling sorry for
someone” when what was needed was “empathy . . . sharing their pain and burdens.”179
Most troubling to King was the apathy among some and the hostility among other
white Christians. Michael Long asserts that King identified “good Christian whites as the
major reason that his people suffered alienation and poverty.” In more graphic terms he
says:
It was white Christians who had lynched his people for all those years and
then justified slavery with obscure passages from the Bible. It was good
Sabbath-keepers who demanded that African Americans surrender their
seats to whites, who refused to hire African Americans for their downtown
businesses, who incited German shepherds to attack black children, and
who sent young African American men to fight on the front line of the war
while educated white men stayed in college or enrolled in graduate school
or seminary.”180
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The attitude of white Christians was at least in part derived from church leaders. King
was “deeply disturbed,” Baldwin writes, “by the fact that preachers in the South were not
free and courageous enough to speak the truth about racism and segregation from their
pulpits.”181 King deemed “[a]ny Christian who blindly accepts the opinions and in fear
and timidity follow the path expediency and approval” to be a “mental and spiritual
slave.”182 And by “any,” King did not exclude those in the African American
community.
Gayraud Wilmore argues that, “the black church in its national and institutional
form, almost as much as the White church, was more of a sympathetic spectator than a
responsible participant in the events that marked the progress of the movement.”183
According to Wills, King’s “richly textured theology . . . also placed him at odds with the
twentieth-century black church.”184 For instance, “King’s ‘consistent adversary’ and
greatest nemesis among the clergy in Chicago was Joseph Jackson, who maintained that
the proper role of the church and its leaders involves spreading God’s word to the flock,
saving souls for Jesus, and effecting change through exemplary conduct.”185
Dyson concurs with Wills. “Under the brilliantly conservative leadership of
Joseph H. Jackson,” he asserts, “the National Baptist Convention robustly resisted King’s
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civil rights agenda.186 Resistance to King’s message and mission was not merely
theological, however. Harding points out that “King was considered a threat to [African
Americans] as well, especially as his commitment to the poor drove him to increasingly
radical assessments of the systemic flaws in the American economic order, an order they
had finally begun to enjoy.”187 If King’s quest for social redemption is to be fulfilled,
Wills is right, “there must be a reckoning.” That is, “King ‘came to his own,’ and his
own, particularly in the later years of his life, ‘received him not.’”188

Seeing the Promised Land
King appeared to his associates, friends, and family members to be much
beleaguered during the final months of his life. In his effort to set captives and captors
free from systems of oppression, King had been on the frontlines of the war against
personal and collective evil. Alex Haley recounted in an interview:
he has been jailed 14 times and stabbed once in the chest; has been
bombed three times; and his daily mail brings a steady flow of death
threats and obscenities. Undeterred, he works 20 hours a day, travels
325,00 miles and makes 450 speeches a year . . . and he also finds time
somehow to preach, visit the sick and help the poor among his
congregation in the city’s Ebenezer Baptist Church, of which he and his
father are the pastors.189
In his personal life, the strain being placed on his relationship with his wife,
Coretta, and the time away from his children due to his relentless travel schedule had
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taken its toll on him. And not only was he concerned about what was happening at home,
J. Edgar Hoover was threatening to go public with proof of alleged extra-marital affairs
obtained through Federal Bureau of Investigation surveillance. Alluding to his “inner
war,” Harding describes a “tension” and “dividedness . . . in his face, in his eyes, during
those last months of life.”190 King was now acutely aware that the evil he was so
desperately trying to eliminate in the world was at root the same evil that was causing the
“civil war” that was taking place in his own soul.
King did not finally lose hope, however, either in his own redemption or in the
possibility that the soul of America could be redeemed. God does not judge us, he said,
“by the separate mistakes that we make”; rather, God judges us “by the total bent in our
lives.” Again returning to the “right road” metaphor, he said, “Salvation isn’t reaching
the destination of absolute morality, but it’s being in the process and on the right road.”191
In his final sermon, it is clear that at the time of his death King’s hope was rooted
firmly in an eschatological vision. From King’s historical viewpoint, he was “happy” to
be living in “the second part of the twentieth century,” a time when “masses of people”
all over the world were struggling for freedom. He knew that in their struggle for freedom
they were on the right road. Through soteriological praxis he had become convinced,
not only of the ability, but also of the inevitability of a people to reach the destination of
freedom when they are willing to “maintain” a “unity” of divine and human purposes.192
Although he recognized that it was unlikely that he would live to see the actualization of
190
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the beloved community, his eschatological vision enabled him to see into the future. He
announced that he was no longer worried or afraid. “I may not get there with you,” he
said, “But I want you to know that we, as a people, will get to the promised land.”193
The question remains: Did King still believe that freedom for the economically,
politically, and spiritually oppressed was a historical possibility? His closing prayer five
days before his assassination captures the tension he held until the very end of his life.
“God grant that we will be participants in this newness and the magnificent
development,” he prayed. “If we will but do it, we will bring about a new day of justice
and brotherhood and peace.”194 In King’s final analysis, through God’s value creating
love, humanity is empowered with the capacity to co-operate with God for the creation of
the beloved community. It is not, then, a matter of whether or not the captors can be set
free. King believed we could. “God grant that we will.”
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CONCLUSION

There may be others who want to go another way, but when I took up the
cross I recognized its meaning . . . . It is not something you wear. The
cross is something you bear and ultimately die on . . . . And that is the
way I have decided to go. Come what may, it doesn’t matter now.1
– Martin Luther King, Jr.
I have attempted in this project to argue that King was a praxis theologian with an
important theological legacy, particularly his soteriology and how it serves as a
complement and corrective to conceptions most often espoused by persons in place of
power and privilege. Although much attention has been given in recent years to King’s
rightful place among the theologians, particularly the emancipatory thrust of his theology,
his message of freedom for the oppressor has gone all but unnoticed. By exploring
King’s social location, the theological method he employed, his doctrine of God and his
theological anthropology, I have sought to give more textured meaning to the
soteriological conundrum that King struggled to resolve. That is, when King asked the
“perplexing” question, “How can evil be cast out of our personal and collective lives?” he
was at the same time asking questions about method, the nature of God, and the human
condition. In the final analysis, his solution to the problem of evil in the world was
rooted in his Christology.

1
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Jesus was for King the clearest image of what God is like. Jesus’ atonement
revealed the nature of God’s love, as well as the nature of God’s justice. Rather than
viewing the cross as a ransom paid to the devil, the payment due God in order to restore
God’s honor, or the punishment required to satisfy God’s justice, the cross revealed the
true nature of agape love, which is the very being of God. It revealed the power of love,
not to discover value, but to create value in the other. Since all people are created in the
image of God, each person is justly “due” agape. Suffering love, then, has the potential
to awaken the divine capacity of persons created in God’s image to respond to God’s
value creating love.
The atonement also reveals the unity of purpose that God intends for every
person. In this way, Jesus reveals not only the nature of God, but also the true nature of
humanity. Jesus’ at-one-ment was a unity of will and purpose. The cross of Jesus
revealed both the nature of God and humanity’s capacity for co-operation. As a God of
agape love willing to suffer in the world to awaken the capacity of persons to the value
creating love of God, the cross reveals what King meant when he said that the end, or
telos, of life is not happiness but rather a divine unity of purposefulness. Recognizing the
beloved community as God’s purpose and will for humanity, the end of life became for
King, and he hoped for America, the capacity and the willingness to co-operate with God
for the creation of the beloved community, “come what may.”
Finally, King’s own life stands as a testament to the freedom he hoped would
become a reality among communities of former slaves and former slave owners. As a
middleclass African American growing up in the racially hostile South, King was able
harness the drum major instinct and employ his relative privileges, including education
207

and international influence, for the cause of freedom, even when doing so meant
becoming the common enemy of previously hostile groups. King’s soteriological praxis
took him from conceptual obscurity, to conceptual clarity, and finally to epistemological
certitude. His life bears witness to the possibility that through the unmatched yet uncoercive love of God, both captors and captives can be free if they are willing to maintain
a unity of divine and human purposes.
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